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HE value of a guarantee is the
value of the name and business
behind it. Is there any name in
the musical world that stands for more
than Estey ?
The best piano builders in the world
use perfect material to produce the Estey
Piano.

A Piano Only 4 Feet High
The smallest upright Piano on the
market is by no means an insignificant
proposition. It sings itself into the good
graces of many a household where the
cosy quarters demand a small-sized
piano. All the Estey virtues in small
compass.
Estey Player-Piano
• ^ll® ,EsleY 5eIf-playing mechanism „
installed m the upright Piano we make.
the Estey Cabinet
~ 1' iet Grand,
Grar ' an instrument
with the fullest, richest and sweetest
tone.
Of the player mechanism it need only
be said that you would expect that a
house which had studied pneumatics
for more than fifty years would know
more about a player-piano, the principle
ot which is altogether pneumatic, than
firms which had been in the business
perhaps not more than a twelve-month.
The Estey Player-Piano is an Estey
product, and that is everything. Write
for particulars to the Estey Co., at street
address above, New York Gty.
The Estey Tiny Grand Piano
This is the smallest Grand Piano
manufactured by any maker; it is only 5
feet long, and possesses all the wellknown good qualities of the Estey make.
Adapted for use in small apartments, it

A COMPLETE

ORGAN
NEWS

--- „.. the grac_ _.__ „
larger kindred, and in sweetness, purity
and power of tone, it will be found un¬
rivaled by those of other make and much
larger size. Its size, form and tone,
when combined with an attractive price,
make it altogether desirable. Write for
further information and price to the
Estey Piano Co., New York Gty.

course, be played by hand. Full par¬
ticulars given on request.

Our Reed Organs
for chapels are built with all the faith¬
fulness of the old days of substantiality.
They are sweet-toned, full-voiced and
desirable. Send for catalogue of Church
and Chapel styles or Household Organs.
The distinctive sweetness of Reed
The Estey Pipe Org an
The largest and best equipped Pipe Organ tones is again beginning to be
Organ building plant in the world is in appreciated. "If I could have but one
musical
instrument," said a musical
Brattleboro, Vermont, under the own¬
critic recently, “ and if 1 were obliged
ership of the Estey Organ Co.
to choose between a piano and a reed
A Pipe Organ authority has recently organ of equal cost, 1 would select the
said: “ It is better to contract for an organ, and it would be an Estey too."
Organ of medium capacity and have it
We make to-day for most discrimi¬
of the best quality, than to install a large
nating purchasers, the same sort of Reed
instrument of a cheaper grade."
organs that long ago made the name
Speaking of an Estey Organ, S. fc-st»y a world-wide household word.
Archer Gibson, Organist and ChouMaster of the Brick Presbyterian Church,
Reform Spelling
New York City, said, “ No test can
There's a new way to spell “Honesty.”
exceed the possibilities of the Estey
Pneumatic action, and it is possible to Just put H-O-N in front of one of the
oldest
and
most reliable names in the
play orchestral music with such an organ
as this, with such crisp and clean phras¬ music world. Never mind if you have
ing as is impossible on the average organ, got an extra “e”; let this stand for the
extra
faithfulness
which has always
even with electric action."
Better Organs can't be built than characterized the products of this house.
Estey Organs. Write for particulars to
As
Brattleboro, Vermont.

to Price

The Estey Piano—but stop. First
Automatic Organs
consider the quality of the instrument
The music rooms in many homes are that the name ESTEY demands,
now being built with reference to Pipe
tone, finish and durability all must be
Organs which can be operated auto¬ beyond criticism before an instrument
matically, that is, self-playing Organs. can bear the Estey name.
All the virtues of the greatest organNow as to price, the Estey represents
building plant in the world may be found
the maximum of quality at the minimum
embodied in an Estey Automatic Selfot cost. Send for catalogue of styles
playmg Organ for $2,000. In addi¬
and pnees to either the Piano or Organ
tion to the self-playing feature, it can, of company at addresses above.
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REPERTOIRE IN ONE

VOLUME

FRANZ LISZT ALBUM

A COLLECTION
ORIGINAL WORKS
HON OF CELEBRATED ORICinai,
AND TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE PIANO

poPu1a^°sno?f4e great
Gaining in favor as are the works of Liszt this
volume containing all of his favorite works under one
cover cannot but be received with enthusiasm,
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Flower
Pieces

GRADED EDITION FOR THE PIANO

The
Teachers’

And other pleasing
Music for

Edition

A short time ago we predicted that
“Yellow Jonquils” would attain an im¬
mense sale. It is now entering on its
20th edition, and its popularity is grow¬
ing larger each day. The other pieces
in this list are also good sellers, and we
should like to have you know them.
Regular discounts given.

PIANO

One hundred specially selected stand¬
ard modern compositions, in all grades.
(Each number published separately.)

CORRECTLY FINGERED
CAREFULLY PHRASED
COMPLETELY REVISED
To meet the requirements of both
teacher and pupil.

L.F.

GRADED
EDITION

IS

ATTRACTIVE
INTERESTING
INSTRUCTIVE
constantly used by more than 1000
competent teachers with PERFECT
SATISFACTION.

THEMATIC CATALOGUES FOR
TEACHERS SENT UPON
REQUEST

OUR TEACHERS’SAMPLE VOLUMES
MAKE SELECTIONS EASY AND HANDY
They should be on your Dealer’s Counter
IF NOT THERE
PLEASE WRITE
AND MENTION THE NAME OF YOUR
DEALER

1

(Danse a la Gavotte)
Johanning $0. 50
Four Hands. $0.60
Six Hands
Crimson Hollyhock. Intermezzo. Virtue
InMoonland. Intermezzo (two-step). Peck
Forget me*not.
Johanning ,
Valse Piak.
Johanning ,
Frivolity. A. la Valse.
Stone ,
Iris. Caprice.
Trevelyan
Normandie. Old French Dance.
Fox ,
The Water Lily (Melody in F). Gottschalk
Edelweiss. Intermezzo.
Johanning ,
Moon Flowers. A la Gavotte.
Stone .
Sweet Vlsions(Morceau Poetique).Phelps .
Valse Ballet.
Tracy .
Daffodil Dance.
McLellan .
Violin and Piano.
Dance of the Lilies.
Hartmann .
Dainty Japonica. Petite Valse.
Hayes .
On the Campus. Novelette.
Davenport .
LHy of the Valley. Mazurka Facile.
Johanning. .
White Lilacs.
Johanning. .
Colonial Days. Intermezzo.
Geibel .
Brilliant Tiger Lily. Galop de Concert.
Sargent .
Four Hands.
Golden Rays (Rayon d’Or). Valse Brillame.
Wache .
Foui Hands. $0.70
Six Hands. .
Morning Glories. Idilio.
Johanning .
Good Night. Serenade Espagnole. Peters :
Purple Pansies. A Dainty Measuce. Hayes .
Lotus Flower. Gavotte.
Stone .
Elf Dance (Elfin Tanze).
Crosby .
The Sprites' Revelry. Dance Character¬
istic.
Bailey .
Briar Rose. Tdylle.
Bailey .

port tor me votce. The titles of the sevensongs
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HEART
OF MINE,”
» HEAVEN
»
HUSHABY BABY,”
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Repertoire and Program
The Making of An Artist. II

Schumann’s Fantasy Pieces, Op. 12
A Plea for Broad-Mindedness ‘ '
Charles E. Watt

427

We expect to place this work on sale early
in July, 1906.
Because of Mrs. Riley’s well-known rep¬
utation and prominence as a writer of verse,
particularly for children, we bespeak for her
book a hearty welcome and believe it will
be received with unusual interest, especially
by the teachers of music in schools.
Mrs. Riley’s book is designed for use in
the Grammar Schools, the work being plan¬
ned to extend through the entire eight grades.
It is intended to provide for the child an
education in verse building and in the ap-

now advanced for the education of the child
in music; and in this work, music is used as
the basis for rhythmic measurement.
Many of the rhythmic forms are given
musical illustration by Mrs. Jessie L. Gaynor,
who has already set so many of Mrs. Riley's
lyrics.

Yellow Jonquils.

Explanatory Notes on Oar Piano Music
Home Notes.
Recital Programs.

fifiuser
'’arch, Op. 51, No. 1

'

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
PUBLISHERS
220 Wabash Ave.,

‘DAYBREAK”

NEW PUBLICATIONS

By MARIE E. KEATING

EO, FEIST fl!s» “arms,0 NEW YORK
Publisher of
MANSFELDT TECHNIC

ANTHEMS

PRICK, TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS.
FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDINd. MONEY BACK IF NOT
ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

Mall orders not solicited. We prefer that you
purchase our publications from your dealer; but If
is not have the
please order direct.

FOR

MIXED

VOICES

^ISleTth e GLORious:::::::::

Positively the greatest work of its
kind ever conceived.
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National
Graded Course
THE ONLY METHOD OF
PIANO INSTRUCTION
Illustrated by America’s Most
Distinguished Teachers
and Pianists
A Practical, Comprehensive and
Thoroughly Graded Course
The New Gradus ad Parnassum,
Embodying the Latest and Best
Ideas in Pedagogy

It Will Help YOU in Your Teaching'
BECAUSE
It embodies the work of the most eminent
pianists and teachers in America.
It can be readily adapted to your “method,"
no matter what that may be.
It is the LATEST work of the kind.
ALLof the studies are carefully annotated,
fingered and edited.
It is the most carefully graded of any
course before the public.
It begins at the beginning of study.
It saves the time that otherwise would be
spent in laborious and often unrewarded
search after that which is good and up-todate.
It covers the entire field of piano literature
in an eminendy practical, interesting and
stimulating manner.
Hundreds of your fellow teachers from all
parts of the country have sent us, unsolicited,
enthusiastic commendations of these very
features.
_
The “ National Graded Course,” which
is complete in seven grades, will be sent to
a-ny School or Teacher for examination and
comparison with other methodsv without
any obligation to purchase. A critical ex¬
amination and a practical trial with your
pupils will convince you that it is the Only
Perfect Method of Piano Instruction.
We publish a pamphlet concerning the
advantages of a Graded Course and the
“National” in particular, which is worth
reading.
It will be mailed to any address.
PRICE, EACH GRADE, $1.00

Hatch Music Company
Publishers and Importers of

Music

Eighth and Locust Sts.

PHILADELPHIA
We make a Specialty of School and
Teacher Trade
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers

PUBLISHED BY

G. SCHIRMER
NEW YORK
Selections from
Favorite Operas
FOR THE PIANO

Copyright 1906. by Theodore I

Vol.

XXIV.

No. 7.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., JULY, 1906.

Published ia small 4to. Each Number about
Fifty Pages

Price, 50c each, in Paper
To be Jiad in Cloth Bindings (Three Volumes
in one). Nos. 1-3, No*. 4-6, Nos. 7-9, etc

Price, $2.50 each Volume
.CARMEN
Gounod.FAUST
Gounod.ROMEO AND JULIET
Wagner.TANNHAUSER
Wagner.LOHENGRIN
Wagner.TRISTAN AND ISOLDE
Verdi.AIDA
Verdi .RIGOLETTO
Verdi.IL TR0VAT0RE
Verdi.LA TRAVIATA
Rossini.BARBER OF SEVILLE
Donizetti.LUCIA DILAMMERM00R
Flotow.MARTHA
Mozart.DON GIOVANNI
Meyerbeer.LES HUGUENOTS
Mascagni ...CAVA LLERIA RUSTIC AN A
Thomas.MIGNON
Balfe.THE BOHEMIAN GIRL
Bellini.LA SONNAMBULA
Weber.DER FREISCHtlTZ
Mozart.LE NOZZE DI FIGARO
Beethoven.FIDELIO
Bellini.NORMA
Mozart..DIE ZA UBEBFL CiTE
Wagner,DER FLIEGENDE HOLLANDER
Rossini.GUILLAUME TELL
Gluck.ORPHEE
Ponchielli.GIOCONDA
Wagner.
PARSIFAL
Wagner.THE MASTERSINGERS
Wagner.DAS RHEINGOLD
Wagner.DIE WALKVRE
Wagner.SIEGFRIED
Wagner.GOTTERDAMMERUNG
Strauss.DIE FLEDERMAUS
Goldmark.THE QUEEN OF SHEBA
In each case these selections lead through |
the entire opera, taking in every air and melody of i
importance and representing in reality a con- i
dc-nsed edition of the Piano Score rather than |
merely a selection. The arrangements are only
MODERATELY DIFFICULT, without being
rendered thin and insipid by undue harmonic
compression.

Piano Music for Four Hands
From SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY
OF MUSICAL CLASSICS
At prices considerably less than the origiiN
foreign editions
Bixet.L' A RLASIENNE (two suites)
Brahms.FOVK SYMPHONIES
Brahms.THE SAME, SINGL Y, each
Hof warm, U.ITALIAN LOVE SONG
Jensen.WED DIN (I MUSIC
Usd.LES PREL VDhS
v„<r..LENORE SYMPHONY
WtowsH.FIFTH SYMPHONY, Em.
fci. .SIXTH SYMPHONY (Pathitigue)

Edouard Risler and His Playing of Beethoven’s Sonatas
By

ROBERT

BRUSSEL

From the French by Edward Burlingame Hill
[Edouard Risi.er. one of the most evenly developed
and highly gifted of the younger French pianists, was
bom of Alsatian descent at Baden-Baden, February
25th, 1S73. He was for a long time the pupil of
Louis Di&mer, perhaps the most celebrated teacher
in Paris, at the conservatoire. He has also studied
with Eugen d’Albert and Bernhard Stavenhagen. Iu
this way his artistic personality possesses the salient
qualities that characterize both French and
German musical art. He shows the in¬
tensely serious conceptions of the master¬
pieces of piano literature, which are sup¬
posed to be preeminently Teutonic, in the
finish and elasticity of his technique, in his
sensitiveness to tonal gradations, and the
grace and clear-cut quality of his phrasing
he is as essentially Gallic and Parisian.
His first appearances were with his teacher,
Dimmer, in duets for two pianos. Among
other works in repertory are Mozart’s con¬
certo in C minor, Beethoven’s in G major,
and E flat major, d’lndy’s “Symphony in
a Mountain Air.” His interpretations of
Beethoven are especially famous, and -the
series of Beethoven sonatas given earlier
this season wall shortly be repeated.
Risler fares equally well at the hands of
the public and the critics.—E. B. H.]

The Great Value of the Sonatas.
Surely the symphonies are considered the height of
Beethoven's sentiment. Here also we know a few
well to the exclusion of the others. The sonatas are
seldom admired as being the most intimate and the
most moving record of the masters emotion. Cer¬
tainly some of them are well enough known, the
“Pastoral,” the so-called “Moonlight,” the “Appas-

Beethoven’s Piano Works Too Well
and Too Little Known.
Edouard Risler has recently finished in
triumph a series of concerts in which he
has played Beethoven’s thirty-two piano
sonatas. The enterprise which he at¬
tempted was most dangerous. To inter¬
pret adequately the vast and many-sided
thought, which Beethoven has sown so
lavishly in these sonatas, upon an instrutnent of limited resources, was an arAbition which few artists could hope to attain.
Beethoven’s piano works are both too well
snd too little known. They are too well
known because the hackneyed performance
of some of them lias been the cause of
most unfortunate traditions; too little
known because Beethoven’s ideas, in a de¬
formed and caricatured presentation, are
misunderstood, and because a large portion
°f tlie sonatas are virtually unknown. Beethoven,
•>ke almost all the masters, enjoys the singular privi•oge of being judged by those works which chance has
made famous. It is not. as one might think, their
^orth which has made them conspicuous, but their
facility of execution, their exterior qualities, their
more or less superficial brilliance. From this it may
oo inferred that those works in which Beethoven
^Pressed his thought most profoundly are the least
known. It i8 certainly so in the case of the string
Quartets as well of the sonatas.

Mb. Edouard Risler.

sionata,” the Sonata with Variations (Op. 26), and
some amateurs strain their erudition to the extent of
playing Op. 106 and Op. HI in order to be in fasluon.
But deceived by the usual interpretation given them
by pianists, who consider Beethoven as a mere opportunitv for jfractice in a certain style, the public,
in general, is not awai* of the beauty which these
sonatas manifest. Nevertheless. Beethoven put the
best of himself into them. Freed from the orchestra
(which, in spite of its comparative limitations, was
a source of pleasure independent of the musical idea).

it is in the sonatas that he expressed himself with the
greatest freedom and depth. He broke with one tra¬
dition to create another; his thought broke the mould
of conventional forms; in one direction he started the
procession of progress, in another he stopped it.
A Picture of Beethoven Working Out the
Conception of a Sonata.
It is easy to imagine Beethoven at the time when
he was conceiving a sonata. He had been
wandering through the country, perhaps
among peasants occupied with the grim
necessity of work. Sounds occurred near
him, but he did not hear them; Nature
chanted its eternal hymn of fertility; he
was not aware of it. Then he returned to
his home—somewhat like Fa„st in his
study—where he had sought in vain the
reasons of the force that impels us, the
cause and end of our existence. Perhaps
the sky is overcast, life weighs upon him
insupportably. His soul hesitates—with¬
out doubt he would die gladly. But he
has the innate vigor of autumn lands,
which are desolate in ruin, the better to
flower and bear fruit at the magic touch
of Spring. In spite of all musical ideas
fill his mind, his heart seems ready to burst
like an over-ripe fruit with their force.
Inspiration seizes him like a whirlwind.
His hands run over the keyboard—the key¬
board from which he cannot hear a sound,
awakening a treasure of new rhythms. He
is beside himself, he is intoxicated with his
ideas. This agonized being—for to a musi¬
cian deafness is surely an agony—grasps
the life of an entire world, a world which
fancy paints more truthfully than realism,
a world of love and kindness. In his mar¬
tyrdom joy is like a wound which drains in¬
exhaustible sorrow; his melancholy is the
melancholy of a generous and pitying
heart, which spreads its influence like a
twilight glow. This man, shut off from
the realization of men's joy, but also from
their baser words, from the clamor of petty
hatred and illusory vanities, deaf, poor,
solitary, and even sometimes scoffed at, he
creates his world, or rather re-creates it, ac¬
cording to his ideal, in which all the ecstatic
liberty dreamed of during centuries by scholars,
prophets, poets or other courageous souls, shines
forth. Such is the humble and heroic story of the
Beethoven sonatas, alike the story of all his works
since that hour when Nature struck down this mortal,
who seemed too great, too endowed with artistic
capacity, in his most essential faculty.
Beethoven as a Pianist.
Beethoven’s sonatas demand an interpreter who is
a musician as well as a pianist: in them form has
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given way to freedom of thought. The piano style
even seems to have been written by a composer who
was not a pianist, because of the real musical force
of their themes. The first sonatas show this less,
the influence of Haydn and Mozart makes the form
more conventional.
It would have been interesting to be able to com¬
pare the performances by Risler, who seems to be the
most perfect French interpreter of Beethoven, with
those of Beethoven himself. Our information on this
subject is rather vague, and in spite of the scholarly
research of Mr. Th. Frimmel on Beethoven as a
pianist, one can only permit vague hypotheses on this
subject. However, it seems certain that this teacher,
Christian Neefe, a pupil of Philipp Emanuel Bach,
transmitted to him the soundest traditions. Beeth¬
oven's conteraporaHes, Junker, Gelineck, Czerny and
Cramer, are unanimous in declaring that his style was
different from all pianists of his epoch, that he im¬
parted a vivid character to that which he interpreted,
that he played with prodigious force, and that he
obtained from instruments of feeble sonority, such
as the Broadwood and Erard pianos of that time,
which he possessed, overwhelming effects.
The Interpreter Demanded for the Sonatas.
The health, frankness, the robust serenity which
emanates from his music, would seem the first quali¬
ties to be demanded in an interpreter of Beethoven.
These rare and unusual qualities are precisely those
most characteristic of Mr. Itisler. He played the
thirty-two sonntas with a grandeur and variety of
sentiment truly admirable. He gave to the early
sonatas grace and charm, to the later ones the ex¬
pressive intensity which makes them so poignant.
Thanks to him, the imperishable monument created
by Beethoven, appeared to us as a whole, reflecting one
of the most troubled lives that has ever existed. But
nothing is artificial here, either in sentiment, thought
or form. The grief is resigned, the gaiety is not
strained. We do not find here the fugutive impres¬
sions of a weak and timid soul; there are cries of
anguish or joy of a consciousness given up to utter¬
ance. Mr. Risler interpreted all this to us. I need
not speak of his prodigious technic, of the enormous
amount of work which this effort has cost him ; that
might appear to lessen it. He understood the “new
world” that Beethoven discovered in his sonatas. As
with the com>|)oser, the form is only the means to a
noble end. It was the real thought of Beethoven
which he gave us, with a simplicity and nobility more
appealing than all the tricks of affectation.

EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOPICS.
BY ARTHUR elson.
TtlE Bach number of Die Musik brought forth the
expected panegyrics upon the works of that great
master, which by their excess of zeal rather displeased
the reviewer of the Kunstwart magazine. That we
should learn to cherish and strive for that composer’s
simplicity of means and power of invention has seemed
too broad a statement to please the Munich critic, who
thinks our modem Bach-revival is more fashion than
reality. If the contributors had been asked about
Bach's limitations, he asserts, this lack of real appre¬
ciation would have been made more evident. Com¬
parisons of Bach with Luther, Moses, DUrer, Bis¬
marck. and others are held up to mild ridicule, as also
the many puns on bis name.
A more important point to be criticized is the glib
readiness with which writers assure us that Bach is
the ‘'foremost of all time.” “everything,” “the high¬
est.” "the greatest musical model,” and so on.
“Handel’s monumental oratorios,” they say. “Mozart’s
ever fragrant beauty, Beethoven’s loftiness of expres¬
sion, Schubert’s depth of feeling and melodic power.
Schumann’s fine romanticism—all these, consciously
or unconsciously, draw their inspiration from Bach.
They even assert that Max Reger may find examples
of his dissonances in the works of Bach. Such indis¬
criminate praise does surely defeat its own ends. The
power of Beethoven and the poetry of Schumann are
no more the results of Bach’s skill than the delicate
tracery of the Milan Cathedral or the gleaming splen¬
dor of the Taj Mahal are due to the classic simplicity
of the Parthenon.
It is a thankless task to compare the great com¬
posers with one another; their genius lies in different
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lines. “There is nothing of Bach,” says the writer,
“in the Adagio from Opus III, in the ‘Unfinished Sym¬
phony,’
in
Schumau’s ’Aufschwung,’
Wagner’s
’Tristan Vorspiel,’ or Wolf’s ‘Feuerreiter.’ ” Let us
give to each his due, then, and admire Bach for the
delicious clearness of his expressive polyphony, with¬
out seeking to detract from the glories of those who
came after him.
The program of the Tonkiinstlerfest, at Essen this
year, includes a new symphony by Gustav Mahler.
This work, in A-minor, is of the colossal modern type,
for it demands no less than 110 instruments, including
the new keyboard, celesta, first used by Strauss in
his “Salome.” Also this single symphony constitutes
the entire program of the second orchestral concert in
the festival, presumably taking about an hour and a
half in performance.
It is said to resemble the composer’s fifth symphony,
and like that earlier work is not rated as program
music. But the fifth symphony, somewhat chaotic in
its strong dramatic qualities, appeared to be much in
need of a program. Mahler’s effects are too powerful
to masquerade as pure music, and are decidedly in
need of an explanation. The sixth symphony is built
in Mahler’s favorite six-part form. The first move¬
ment, allegro energico via non troppo, shows his usual
boldness of style. It is followed by a clear scherzo and
an expressive andante. Then comes the finale, in three
sections,—a sostenuto in C-minor, another allegro
energico of tremendous power, and a short, quiet coda,
a calm after the storm.
Incidentally it seems a pity that there are not more
composers in the field of pure music. At present all
the ambitious young men indulge in symphonic poems.
Here are some, from the festival program : “Heroische
Tondichtung,”' by Rudolf Siegel; “Das Leben ein
Traum,” tone-poem for violin and orchestra, by Otto
Neitzel; and “Dem Schmerze sein Recht,” symphonic
poem, by Richard Mors. Hermann Bischoff contrib¬
utes a symphony in E-major, but it remains to be
seen whether this is not of the program type. It
seems as if our living composers had forgotten the
principle of art for art’s sake, and were always try¬
ing to tell a story, often a morbid one. There is no
plot in the clean-cut fugues of Bach, the charming
seventh symphony of Beethoven, the C-major work of
Schubert, or that of Schumann in the same key.
Learned writers tell us every few weeks that the day
of the strict symphony is past; and yet we have seen
the triumph of Brahms.
Other new works at the festival were a selection
from the fairy opera “Falada,” by Walter Braunfels:
a Hymn for male chorus and orchestra, by Humper¬
dinck; “Sea Drift,” for baritone, male chorus and
orchestra, by Fred. Delius. The chamber concerts in¬
clude Zoeiiner's string quartet, a piano quintet by Paul
Juon, another by Bruno Walter, a quartet by Hugo
Kaun, of Milwaukee fame, songs by Henri Marteau
and Hans Sommer, and a piano trio by Hans Pfitzner.
Now that we have passed the century mark in num¬
ber of orchestral instruments, and can hear perform¬
ances that would have astounded our grandfathers, it
may not be amiss to glance at former times. Fried¬
rich Hegar, of Zurich, who retires after a long career
of conductorship, praises in most definite terms our
orchestral advance. Speaking of half a century ago,
he says. “We were practising a Mozart symphony.
After we had played about an hour, one of the first
violins arose and declared in the name of the orchestra
that they would play no more, they could all play a
Mozart symphony without rehearsal, and it was too
much to waste an hour over such light music.” At
that time, according to Hegar, it was considered
enough if the musicians played the notes correctly,
with some regard for dynamic shading. Now and then
a player with more than asual taste would put some
expression into a cantilena passage; but of the poetry,
passion, and infinite variety of our modern perform¬
ances there was absolutely no conception. “I played
in orchestras in my youth.” he states, “and I know
that it is a great mistake to think that our classical
master-works were better given formerly than to-day.”
Another conductor who has left his post, though not
on account of old age, is Riegmund von Hausegger,
director of the Museum concerts in Frankfort. Hau¬
segger delivers himself sententiously in the “Neue
Zeitschrift fiir Musik”—“Art is -.o'merchandise, to
be offered for sale and made to suit its customer, the
public. Art is no amusement for the refined luxuir of
society. It is the deepest emanation of the human
soul, and therefore a most mighty factor in cultivation.
It is the duty of every artist to keep its educational

value in view.” The trouble is that the Frankfort
public did not like Hausegger’s method of making pro.
grams, and he rises to defend it at .some length, and
with many large words. His programs, giving a whole
evening to one style, were apparently votejl dull by the
public. But he need not despair, for his own music
is beautiful, and if he will keep on composing as well
in the future as he has in the past, the world will ac¬
claim him with a just tribute of praise.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHORD PLAYING.
BY E. R. STUBER.
How often does one hear the remark, “I should
like Mr. So-and-So’s playing, but his chords are so
hard.” Over and over again a musician, whose work
is good in other respects, spoils his reputation by the
hardness of his chords. ' They fall flat; and the more
force he uses, the more the effect is as if he were play¬
ing on a mahogany table instead of a musical instru¬
ment. Bang, bang, bang one hears; but no resonance.
In England, nineteen persons out of twenty say,
“I like soft playing best.” No wonder when their
ears are assailed by such hard fortissimo playing.
And yet it would be ludicrous if they could have their
way, and all playing were soft.
The first time I heard Mr. Leonard Borwick I was
astonished at his chords. “How does he do it?” I
said. The chord did not seem to be struck at all, but
grew out of the building somewhere, and filled the
air with sound, being really much louder than the
banging of many artists. It was one of Frau Clara
Schumann’s clever tricks; but he, of all her pupils,
seemed to have brought it to perfection.
I took lessons in this school for some time; but either
I was uncommonly stupid, or the teacher would’nt tell
all the secret, for I only learned to make furious
gymnastics with my body, and the chords wouldn't
come, except by accident. Sometimes I did it beauti¬
fully, but didn’t know how.
During two years in Leipzig, I compared notes with
the students, and found no teaqher satisfactory as
to chords. They were all hard, more or less; and
none knew the secret.
I then heard Godowsky play; or saw him play,
which was more to the purpose. I spoke of it to a
doctor who was studying the muscles with regard to
piano playing. He told me the why, I saw for my¬
self the how.
When Godowsky plays a loud chord, he lifts him¬
self right off the chair. The effect is amusing, but
he lets out the secret thereby. In a week I had the
chords I had been seeking all those years. Here are
some suggestions for chord playing:
First. Don’t strike them at all.
Second. The right movement must come from
pushing. Any movement from the arm alone will
produce a bad, hard, flat chord.
Put your hands on the table, the tips of the fingers
only touching. Sit loosely. Now, push the table
without raising your fingers, and without stiffening.
The jerk should send your shoulders up and your back
straight. That is the right movement. Push, and nothing
happens.
You have stiffened; that is the wrong
movement. Tiy again and again. Your shoulders go
up every time. Right. Now come to the piano.
Put your finger tips on the chord of C, both hands.
Now, hands loose, wrists loose, arms loose, shoulders
loose—PUSH! Ah, you have stiffened. Try again
push. There is the right chord, feeble of course: hut
doesn’t it resound? Practice until yon get a lo™
chord, but for your life, don’t stiffen. Try each hand
separately when alone, using the other hand to fee
if total looseness is there.
In a week your chords will be first rate. Then, take
some chord study, and get it up to time. You can
at first, because you have been used to so much Preparation, but quickness will come. You will learn to
relax the muscles and push at lightning speed.
You raise the objection that great players stn e
chords from the air with arms at a height from tie
piano. They do; but you can’t see what swift pre¬
paration is going on in those arm muscles as they
descend. They don’t tell you that. When the arm
is down it is all ready for the final grip. If
*s *
grand, big resounding chord, it is by some nietb
similar to the one I have described. Hitting wi
never produce satisfactory results. This is a median ,
ical fact, and not a matter of opinion.
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Symphony, and those who know that masterpiece of
Beethoven, and know also Wagner’s analysis of it,
will realize how inadequate was even his eloquent pen
RICHARD FALTIN
to describe tones in words.
(From the German by ADELE VON GILS A HERRMANN)
One may definitely describe a painting or a master¬
piece of architecture. One may express in words each
scribed. Softly, mysteriously it sounded, then more
Bayreuth, August 27. 1876.
detail of a dramatic performance, and it not infre¬
and
more
visible
the
outlines
became;
a
mighty
quently happens that an able dramatic critic’s analysis
isn now let me relate to you the events of Thurscrescendo led the astonished listeners into a highof an actor’s methods is much more effective than is
I had been invited to Wagner’s soirfie; there I
spirited Hungarian Tempo di Marcia (E minor, V,
the actual witnessing of the performance. But where
”f,e the acquaintance of the Master, Madame Cosima
measure). And now it sparkled under his hands like
will one find a definite vehicle for musical thought
I Liszt and heard the incomparable pianist play.
fire
works,
there
was
no
end
to
musical
surprises.
other than in music itself? Music is a world apart.
‘Vursday morning I finally carried into effect my
His
intellectual
face
glowed,
the
eyes
flashed,
how
It appeals to all, but with varying force. Even as no
long intended plan to pay my respects to Liszt and
magnificent he was at this moment. Then the sounds
two pairs of eyes see the world alike, so no two persons
Warner at Wabnfried. I dressed with great care and
became fainter and melancholy. A second theme of
find in even the simplest song the same pleasure. The
lent thither, but was not received, as is the case
a milder character poured out its loveliness over the
musician analyzes it from a technical standpoint, and
lost without exception. So 1 left my cards and
listening
guests.
Again
resounded
the
march,
with
at the same time has a keen perception of its esthetic
went away rather discouraged, as I confidently ex¬
variations,
and
a
second
melodious
theme
emerged,
and emotional sides. But the layman can enjoy it
ited to meet Liszt and ask him for an introduction
and once move returned, pin stretto, the opening
only from the latter standpoint. His pleasure is, as a
to Wagner. I then called on Riedel, Langhans and
theme, carried by means of brilliant passages in
rule, sensuous rather than intellectual. He may feel
others, and went to a restaurant to breakfast, where
double
octaves
played
with
youthful
strength,
to
a
music, but he seldom thinks about it.
I met’ very agreeable company. After breakfast we
thundering
climax,
so
that
one’s
heart
trembled.
In this fact is found the explanation for the
walked to the “Siegesturm” and enjoyed the charming
modem tendencies of music toward a more and more
Tiew of hills and dales, and at the same time arranged ' Quickly he stood up, a moment of silence followed,
then the charmed guests gave vent to their feelings.
definite expression of material and external events.
for a little trip of recreation to Koburg.
Ah, that one cannot hold fast such a pleasure, as,
The program music of to-day is therefore in reality
When, at eight o’clock in the evening, I returned to
for instance, a beautiful painting! Certainly such
a concession to popular demand just as much as a
my hotel I found a card which had been left for me,
sounds will never vanish from the inner ear; beautiful
logical result of evolution. Already musicians are in
an invitation from Mrs. F. Ritter, Wagner’s niece,
as the reality, remains also the recollection, but, alas,
open revolt against it and are clamoring for a return
to call upon the Master. A reception had been ar¬
in diminished power.
to truer art forms.
ranged for the evening and she wished to present me.
After a pause, Liszt allowed himself to be led to
In the meantime the ‘‘program’’ evil has grown
I hastened to get ready as fast as I could—-it was
the piano once more, he played one of the most ex¬
apace, and where the composer himself has not sup¬
very lucky that I had my silk hat and dress coat with
quisite
of
the
“Soirfie
de
Vienne,”
but
altogether
plied a “program” for His music there have not been
me—and drove there in a pouring-down rain. When
differently than the notes suggest; like the first piece,
wanting writers who are quite prepared to do it for
I learned from the servant that Mrs. Ritter had not
it gave the impression of a free improvisation; one
him. -This was rather amusingly illustrated at the
yet arrived, I took courage and made my way through
thought not of notes, piano and technic, but willingly
recent performance of the Ninth Symphony by the
the crowd of visitors, men and women, directly to
followed
the
sweet
enchantment.
Thomas Orchestra. Mr. Stock and his men had just
Wagner. 1 introduced myself to him and told him
Liszt’s technic' is infallible; the gods seem to
given a profound and scholarly reading of the first
whence I came, and added that I never could have
have shed a perpetual youth over him. The Master
movement, and, after the customary pause, plunged
forgiven myself if, after a stay of three weeks at
rises, even to thiB day, far above his younger followers.
with splendid energy into the scherzo. They had not
Bayreuth, I had not made at least one attempt to
I introduced myself to Liszt and pressed his bands.
played the first sixteen measures before a young
meet him personally.
He thanked me for the morning visit and excused
woman sitting behind me whispered to a white haired
“I am, indeed, glad to see you, my dear sir,” said
himself that ha felt it necessary to live somewhat re¬
and stately matron near her, “This, mother dear, is
he, and now the conversation started in full vigor.
tired, his head was confused with the excitement due
the soul struggling for happiness.”
Wagner was so cordial that my enthusiasm became
to the festival time, the large number of letters which
“It Is also a remarkably fine scherzo, madam,” I
still greater; I esteem him far more now than I did
had to be answered; all in all it was beyond his
wanted to say. But I wisely held my peace, and
when I was not personally acquainted with him.
strength. “He was somewhat a sort of a chamberlain
wisdom had its reward, for the old lady sighed con¬
When I described to him, as eloquently as I could,
to Wagner,” he added smilingly.
tentedly when the movement closed, and said: “Wasn t
the overpowering impression his music made upon
The man is bewitchingly charming. I can now
that pretty?” Pretty! The scherzo of the Ninth
me, he said, with an inimitlble, roguish expression:
easily imagine how it happened that in his zenith he
Symphony pretty! But we should, I presume, be
“Well, now, one does as well as he can.”
simply made the world frantic. With my heart full
grateful for even that small measure of appreciation.
Very happy and interested he seemed to be that I
of thankfulness for all I had heard, and sat.sfied to
Twentv years ago the good old lady would have found
would hear all three performances of the “Ring.’
the highest degree that I had been brought personally
it quite stupid, I am sure. Thanks to Theodore
“That is right, that is right, Mr. Faltin; the most
near to the very greatest in the realm of music, I left
Thomas and the unknown writer who sees soul
of them come and leave again without making an at¬
the hospitable home of the Master.
struggles” in the incisive rhythms and brilliant counter¬
tempt to get better acquainted with Bayreuth.”
point of the scherzo, she and her daughter have ad¬
When I told him that we had made some effort to
vanced many leagues beyond some of the people who
perform scenes from his operas in Helsingfors, he an¬
WHAT DOES THE LAYMAN HEAR IN
patronize the orchestra.
swered with a significant gesture: “Ah, better come
MUSIC?
For example, it happened at the same concert that
to Bayreuth. It pleases me though, very much, that
a very eminent artist was the guest of a boxliolder,
the people up there are fond of my music.”
BY GLENN DILLARD GUNN.
and when the symphony closed his hostess turned to
When the Ritters arrived I was formally intro¬
him, and having assumed an expression of deep rever¬
duced to Madam Cosima, who did the honors of the
[IN a review of one season of the Theodore Thomas
ence and appreciation, delivered herself of the follow¬
house with finished grace and was extremely gracious.
Orchestra, contributed to the Chicago Inter-Occan, Mr.
ing instructive remark: “Wasn’t it sweet? I sup¬
There must have been over one hundred persons
Gunn considers the hearing of music from the point
pose Beethoven is to-day considered the most prominent
present, all high-born, of genius and birth, a very
of view of the lay concert-goer. We reprint a por¬
composer, is he not?”
select company in fact.
tion o£ the article.—Editor.]
.
So the Ninth Symphony is pretty and sweet to some
After an hour's conversation busy hands opened the
How does music sound to the other man? This
people. However, it is obviously unjust to measure
colossal Stein way-grand, and Wagner, while standing,
is a question which musicians may find it profitable to
the Thomas audiences by these two instances. They
played in a humorous setting the first four measures
ask themselves. If it is possible to find an answer it
too
frequently Rive evidence of sound and discriminat®l the first theme of Beethoven’s F Major Symphony,
is obvious that much information of value to the
ing artistic judgment. They never fail to recognize
N°. 8. After this quasi-invitation Saint-Safins, from
artist, the teacher, the writer on musical subjects, and
those performances which are most impressive to the
Paris, took possession of the piano, resolved Beetho¬
to the layman and amateur, from whose ranks such
musician. All that is big and commanding in scope,
ven’s dissonance, and in thematic order preluded over
representative audiences as those which ^therfrom
that is dramatic in content, that has some strongly
to his own “Danse Macabre,” which he then played
wLk to week at the Thomas Orchestra concerts are
characterized rhythm, and that attains to great dy¬
in an excellent, orcliestrally effective way.
so largely recruited, may be disclosed.
namic climaxes appeals to them with unmistakable
After that we supped standing. I only partook of
But at the first attempt to find an answer one i
power. They always respond with enthusiasm. But
8 very small portion of reed-bird pie and drank
confronted by difficulties which all who have ever tried
most surely are they reached by a graceful melody and
with it a glass of Rhine wine; I had no time and
to give a written or verbal account of a pie<» of
a piquant rhythm.
thoughts for eating and drinking; it was too in¬
music will be quick to recognize. Even the musician
Works of extended compass and great complication
teresting to behold all these distinguished artistic
finds it hard to describe to a colleague a work which
of thematic structure appeal to the majority solely by
Personalities moving about in such a natural manner.
"s familiar to both. He may, by making use of techni¬
virtue of their emotional content and such elements of
^Vagner did his utmost as host.
cal terms, designate the various subdivisions of the
rhythmical and melodic character as are easily to be
Suddenly Liszt interrupted the animated conversa¬
work, analyze the rhythms, outline at least vaguely the
perceived. Those structural problems which so keenly
tion. The Countesses Schleinitz and TIsedom led him
thematic development, and give some hint of the
interest the musician pass, for the most part, unper¬
toward the piano. He did not seem to resist at all.
harmonic and dynamic coloring. He may indicate in
ceived, in spite of the careful and explfcit analysis
bat rather wished to go. With daring I forced my
a "eneral way the prevailing mood of the composition,
furnished in the program book. Where the musician
*ny th rough Liszt's encircling clouds of tulle, gauze
and Jossiblv even some of the more striking phases of
sees a thousand beauties of melody and counter0dJ otller transparent fineries near by the instru¬
emotten which are portrayed. But if he desires to give
melodv. of striking harmonic progression and clever
ct, so that I stood directly by his side. The Duke
aTarticular and graphic account of the emotional onfiguration, what does the layman find to hold his in¬
01 Meiningen did the same, also Niemann, the berotent of an extended piece of music, he is obliged to
terest and kindle his enthusiasm? I have often asked
t<! wf’ ^ breathless silence followed.
Lake liberal use of metaphor and simile. In other
myself that question, and have in this very paragraph
Without a prelude lie began—now, I truly ought to
words, he must tell a story, make a program for the
attempted some vague and entirely general answers.
<*ase writing and only add various dashes and notes
work, as Wagner did on his description of the Eroica
°f admiration, such divine pleasure cannot be de¬
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The Great American Composer. The
Where, the Why, and the When
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
Wiiat will be the distinguishing marks of the
American composer, when he actually reaches us in a
complete way? Will he speak a dialect peculiarly
American? Will he stand out as a reformer? Will
he confine himself to American subjects? Will he ad¬
dress himself to the popular taste or to those who
really know music?
Nationality in Music.
The national strain in art is as clear as any other
feature of its products. The Italian composer, for in¬
stance, is well known. He runs to melody and emo¬
tionality. His harmonic attributes are subject to the
sensationalism of his melody. The Mascagni “Inter¬
mezzo” from “Cavalleria Rusticana” could not pos¬
sibly have been written by any composer other, than
an Italian. No German could have done that, al¬
though from the Kaiser down they have all done worse
things. It is “Italiano, Signor!” So, again, of any¬
thing of Schumann, especially the songs, no Italian,
no Frenchman, no Russian, even, could have come
anywhere near them. They are unmistakably German.
The impassioned melodic line of the bel canto has
given place to a melodic line which is frankly harmonic
and poetic, yet strangely expressive. Schumann has
moments of bel canto; for instance, take the beautiful,
the exquisite song, “Moonlight,” and when it is well
sung it is a melody of rare beauty. Or take Tchaikov¬
sky. Look at his highly impassioned cantilena—how
Italian it is; and yet, no Italian could by any possi¬
bility have written it, any more than an Italian could
have written the Tchaikovsky fifth symphony, still less
the sixth. Yet where are we to look for the distinctly
Russian note in these works?
Is it here and there
in a reminiscence of the people’s song, as in that innrvel of lightness and floating beauty, the 5-4 waltz in
ihe fifth? No doubt there are various traces of actual
effects common in Russian folk-song, but the Russian
element is more in the national temperament, the
grinding pessimism of openings, the barbaric contrasts
and the tremendous emotionality of the music—this
is Russian in the extreme. Indeed, the late Theodore
Thomas maintained to me, more than once, that
these symphonies of the great Russian were not sym¬
phonies at all—being intensely emotional music, great,
very great in their way, but not symphony, rather a
song or opera without words.
Take the French writers ill along the line. What
lightness of touch, what brilliance of instrumentation,
what occasional daring. Yet this evasive fabric of
tones, which seems to a German to lack the very
heart of music, somehow persists, picks up friends
and endures. Remember Berlioz, and think of his
curious melodies. Berlioz was, in a measure, a
theatrical artist, who manages with a few colors and
some yards of canvas to create an illusion of fairy¬
land, while nevertheless it is not a land in which
creatures like us may live, breathe and enjoy
themselves forever. The music expresses the French
temperament, polite, gracious, effective at times; but
almost never confidential or even conscientious. It
stands rather on one side of the world-swim of the
art of music, even while contributing to the general
note various distinctive elements. Even that great
but misused master, Cesar Franck, is great only at
times. lie was also mystical, liable to fall into revery,
even before the public. But he was a Frenchman
first, last and all the time, even * when most con¬
trapuntal.
And consider the case of Germany as it is today,
the country where for a half century or more Music
has had its home, where the art is cultivated in all
its aspects, yet where, just now, they have no com¬
poser at all who is distinctly of the first class. For
we must not forget that the much-discussed Richard
Strauss bears the earmarks of a temporary fad. a
side light in music and not an expression of the art
in its purity, breadth and majesty. But be he bad
or good, the German composer is always German:
his music could by no possibility have been written
b.v a native of any other country.
Even when a composer has conflicting blood in
his veins, as Rubinstein, who was of Israel, of
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Russia, a musician of Germany, and a composer who
believed in the classics—all these things come together
and so clash in his music that they leave us in doubt
most of the time in which of his composite national¬
ities he ought at the moment to be catalogued. Yet
it is Russian music despite the other elements.
Think of his pianoforte concerto in D minor, where
he is perhaps quite at his very best. It is pianistic
in the Rubinstein way, German frequently, but
always Rubinstein and Russian in its tremendous
energy, its nearness to downright brutality.
The Case of Edward Elgar.
Or take the case of England. For the two hundred
years during which modern music has been blossoming
and bearing such prodigious fruit, from the days when
Handel and Bach began down to the close of the
nineteenth century, England has had not one single
composer of the first class. Many and many clever
writers she has had, but no one really great. Yet late
in the last decade of the nineteenth century a new
voice is heard; it attracts attention, and with
“Gerontius" and the "Apostles” of Edward Elgar,
suddenly England finds herself with a composer
promptly recognized the world over as likely to be
counted permanently in the first class. Now what is
it in Elgar that gives him this wonderful preTbo thing which first attracted attention to him
was his masterly technic, his grasp upon the possi¬
bilities of harmony and contrapuntal development.
He knew how to weave a web of tones with few or no
fatally thin places in it. And in these later works
he displays suc-b elegance of style, sucli consummate
beauty of conception, such masterly musical working
out of refined and noble conditions of heart and mind,
and rises in his great moments to such tremendous
powers, that he holds us, impresses us. creates in us
that magic which Wagner described as the peculiar
province of music—he awakens the sense of the
Infinite.
Rare Qualities of a Great Composer.
A really great composer is a combination of ex¬
tremely rare qualities. He must have personality,
temperament, emotional possibilities, great imagi¬
nation, and above ail, as specialized endowment, the
genius for this imagination to display itself to tonal
combinations; in other words, he must have the musi¬
cal faculty in a preeminent degree, which means that
richuess of endowment which rarely or never comes
except after some generations of musical heredity.
Granted these purely personal qualities, whether lie
w«H come to anything will depend upon his industry
to gain technic (mastery of the medium through
which lie will speak 1, and insistent nobility of pur¬
pose and an environment.
No great creative artist in any line, so far as I
have read, has ever I keen produced except amid an
environment congenial to his work. The painter learns
fo paint and continues to paint, after learning, only
where incitation abounds; profusion of color-blend¬
ings, rich apparel, graciously costumed men and
women, and so on. And the musician is even more a
creature of environment than the painter, beta use
while nature does a lot for the painter, no matter
where lie lives, she docs nothing at all for the
musician, except to fill his soul with stirrings, aspi¬
rations and suggestions of what might be done; but of
the particular principles for producing and combining
sounds corresponding to these impressions, she affords
him no assistance whatever.
Handicaps of American Composers.
The musician in America, is doubly handicapped.
He can hear relatively but little music; and he can
have his own work produced not at all. We always
have a German sitting upon the safety valve, lest
American steam should sizzle out and the imprisoned
genius, when once let loose, prove as difficult to man¬
age ns the fabled one of the brass bottle in the
"Arabian Nights." I say this without disrespect to
the admirably qualified foreigners who direct our
orchestras and ojieras. most of our theatres and the

majority of out music of every sort. They are well
meaning gentlemen, "made in Germany,” made well,
no doubt, but not adaptable. All Germans have it
for a ground principle ( a sort of Sat: vom Grioirfsufficient reason as Schopenhauer calls it) that ‘'the
American is not musical.” And while no German
can decently do business in this country as head of a
great orchestra and not perform a few musical work*
by American writers with a strong pull, you may be
quite sure that in his heart he thinks it pretty poor
stuff; much poorer stuff than the mediocrities he is
continually passing off on us as novelties, "made in
Europe.” It is the fashion to state this differently;
but the above is the cold truth, and every man at all
on the inside knows it.
And so it happens that we have a few composers
more prominent than the rest, who have acquired a
certain technic in what we might call literary ex¬
pression (or academic expression—-that correctness o(
expression whicli a man may get by study and criti¬
cism) with personal influence enough to get their work
played once; this is by no means the same thing as
an American composer having his work played be¬
cause the public liked his last previous work and
desires more; or like having a keen-minded and sym¬
pathetic musical director who is desirous of bringing
out talent and encouraging all that is promising.
The Value of Festivals.
Take this case of Elgar. They have in England
every year several festivals, in which it is the custom
to offer up a lamb for sacrifice, “a lamb of the first
year”—in other words to "do” one new work by an
Englishman. This gives three fellows each a chance
to try a work for at least this once. It was by such
a road that a dozen or so of capable and influential
English musicians have made first appearances as
composers in large forms. Within the last few years
the Englishman has gotten into the habit of sitting
up and taking notice when something by Elgar has
been brought out. And so after a few trials Elgar
suddenly takes the head of the class with bis "Geiontius" and "Apostles,” new works of masterly tech¬
nic, exquisite beauty—highly promoted b.v the en¬
vironment which enabled him to try out things be¬
fore committing hituself to the limit.
We have in this country also one or two festivals Cincinnati, for instants'. But I do not see them
encouraging American art much. It is true that they
executed a work by Dudley Buck once, twenty years
ago, but I haven't hard of their discovering any
other American composer since.
In Boston, even, it took a great effort to get the laic
Prof. Paine’s oratorio of “St. Peter” performed b.v the
“Handel and Haydn Society,” and between ouvselves
I imagine it would have taken a still greater one lo
have secured for it a second performance. And .vet
they have undoubtedly played a round dozen of works
since 1871 which were ]>ooivr than this sincere work
by Prof. Paine.
Take even the ease of Mr. MacDowell, a charm¬
ing personality in many ways, and an excellent com¬
poser. of ambition and of considerable technic. I
have not observed any decided tendency to introduce
his sonatas, symphonies, symphonic poems and over
tures into orchestral programs. Personally I do not
think Mr. MacDowell has fully attained in his l»W'
works; I think a eertain cleverness of ear has enabled
him to do better in his orchestral works than in km
very difficult piano sonatas.
No! Wo must admit that the case of the American
composer 1ms been rather hard, and still is so. ' *
needs a more cordial environment. But it is not
easy. Even when he writes teaching material f°r 1 r
pianoforte it takes a, long time for it to get into
current usage, if it ever does. Teachers have 10
learn what the new tools are capable of. !<ome
never do learn.
What the American comjwser needs at this star'
of the game is a greater profusion of good °rvkes“**
opera in a dozen cities—first class opera in the Eng w
tongue—with American singers, American players an
an American director (if possible a reasonshle-min
gentleman) and some festivals of one kind or an°t
with a fashion of encouraging American
activity h.v selecting and performing at least
strong American work every year. Thus, in time®
American composer would be aide to hear a >deal more music titan he now can. new works o •
own and others, and so. little by little, mellow a
refine his style.
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unfruitful, unwise, and hampering; to my ear, as it
plainly was to Dvorak in that same symphony, where
his pentatonic motives leave the development rather
inelastie and wanting in the plastic element. It is
the same story again as Bach’s finding it necessary to
take a subject of his own, when he would improvises
a six-voice fugue for the great Frederick; a common
subject would not prove plastic in the contrapuntal
developments which each had in such wonderful
mastery. So will it be with the A me i jean composer.
Besides, these Indian and Negro motives are almost
completely foreign to the -average American. They
suggest nothing at all.
And let us not forget that we are having a lot of
composers of lower grades who show genius, such as
L. M. Gottschalk, a true product of the South and
the Creole environment; Nevin, and a lot of serious
and idealistic composers of great merits, such as
Chadwick, MacDowell, Foote, and the like, composers

The other question, whether the great Americau
composer will found his music upon Negro or Indian
^„gestions of melody, does not interest me, except
“ this extent, that there is an American folk-idea in
music which is truly our own. We have a taste for
simple melody upon which it would be possible for a
mat genius to idealize a really beautiful ecstacy of
lie lyric, as Beethoven did in his slow movements
Lon the people’s song manners just before him; as
Brahms did in the slow movement of his first sonata,
*here he builds a quaint nnd charming slow move¬
ment upon an old Minnelied, and as Dvorak did in his
“Sew World” symphony, in the quaint manner of
Negro melody.
lint to bnild the principal movements upon crude
motives, whether Indian or Negro, appears to me

Repertoire and Program-Building
By "WILLIAM

ERHART SNYDER

“Finishing” the Education.
Pianists”who are about to' “finish” their educa¬
tion in the private studio of a master, or graduate
(mm a conservatory of music, are apt to look upon
that event as “the end of all things.” It is, however,
only the close of one chapter of their careers, and
proves often to be only the preface, the beginning,
rather than the finish. It is the period of depend¬
ence. Oue submits to the teacher and is led. But
(or many of us the school-period is decidedly limited.
There comes the time, alas! all too soon, when one
must discontinue regular lessons and give his best
time and attention to making a living.
Then begins tlie real self-development. So far we
have leaned upon the master. We must leave him
now and go on Unsupported. Up to this point we
have depended almost solely upon his judgment and
decision. “Shall I study this piece, or that technic?”
“You shall work on this:” Now we have left him and
must be our own dictator. Dangers arise at this
point—either stagnation, ruts, or too highly magnified
self-importance.
The Great Minority.
To make a living we must choose between playing
and teaching, or as others do with success, combine the
two. Those who make a competence through concert
playing alone are so few that one may easily count
them on the fingers of one hand. The number is so
small because the combination of many tilings must
W exceptionally happy to produce great results. Some
of these tilings are: coi'rect beginnings in childhood
•one should say babyhood); extraordinary talent;
absolute devotion to music in general and to one’s in•trument in particular; untiring perseverance and ap¬
plication , a natural touch, poetic imagination, a mag¬
netic personality. And all these must be founded on
strong, well-developed physique. It will readily be seen
that such happy combinations are unusual, indeed, and
must ever be in the minority—the few great ones at
the roomy top.
But do not therefore despair. Attack all obstacles.
Yon may yet join the great minority! The qualities
I
heart and person which you believe you
ndt, may be only slumbering, may lie dormant, awaitdevelopment. You may still call them forth!
°r there have been cases where prodigious applieamn compensated for lack of early training.
The Little Majority.
Thi-se are they who must make teaching their
'Ovation, Little?—yes, in one sense—for our ideal
must be the great artist in whom are combined the
!l0we.N wWch awaken new life in us, quicken the
' magi nation and strike the chords of health and har°By‘ The rest are comparative plodders, though ns
«*sxary in the world’s wonderfully diversified work
:IS the few j
t inspired ones. The planets a
pessary as the
in the vast universal equilibrium,
B«tan ideal we must have, and we must emulate that
wko comes nearest to our ideal. He must
^°me our teacher.
The Ideal Artist as Teacher.
lie 6 d0¥S not 'n the ordinary sense “give lessons.’
speaks to us in two ways—through his playing, nnd
l|te8S“>n1lly trough the press. One thing he imUjj. ’ ^ Y°u study his programs as he tours conti■VDerti r continent: One must acquire a large
0It*i not only one kind of pieces, but of ancient

and modem, classical and popular, expressive and
brilliant. Here is plainly indicated one important
line of work of the teacher-pianist: increase your
repertoire unremittingly! Be not satisfied to play
during the remainder of your life only the technic,
studies and pieces you once read or memorized while

A LITTLE-KNOWN PORTRAIT OF HANDEL “
Is an ante-room of Sir John Soane’s Museum.
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Is a medallion portrait of
Handel which is practically unknown. No biog¬
rapher of the master refers to it, and we believe
this presentment of the great composer has never
before been published. The portrait Is In the form
of a plaster cast An expert has declared his
belief that this was made from life, and was a
model for some monument of Handel; the details,

ns svivrcffir-x
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who, in smaller forms, where they have had an
educative environment (such as in songs and piano
pieces, especially in song) have created works of ex¬
tremely great distinction, perhaps as good as any of
And we are certain to have presently (I do not
know just when) an American comjioser, perhaps
several, who will just quietly walk out into the center
of the stage, as if lie had hired the hall liimself, and
we will all know without waiting for any testimony
farther away than that pf our own ears, that we are
for once up against the “real thing." It will be
American, but not illiterate, even in spots. It will
be American in sincerity, nobility of conception,
earnestness of carrying out: and American above all
in that swing and “go” which distinguishes so many of
the one-man operations of our country: we do not co¬
operate well, and our government as yet fails to get
the note. But it is our note. “Get the best.”

tens and hundreds of modern works to find one truecut gem, worthy to offer the public. But note that
while he thus searches he is keeping abreast with tinlatest thought in musical composition. In that, again,
shall we be wise to learn of him. There is something
odious in the idea of settling into a mediocre rut after
leaving the master, neither investigating new literary
and musical works for ourselves nor acquiring a
more intimate knowledge of the old masterpieces.
What if we did not reach the glorious heights of
: the “great minority” at one bound, as at one time
perhaps we fondly imagined might be our good fortune?
Is that good reason that we should cease hoping and
climbing? We must go right on improving ourselves
in general by the study of harmony, counterpoint,
composition, musical biography and history, English
literature, German, and reading the best musical
magazines; and in particular as applied to our instru¬
ment, tlie piano, by studying all standard works on
technic, familiarizing ourselves with all the celebrated
etudes (their name is legion), and reading the latest
works from the pens of our best modern writers.
Go to the best teacher you can find and get him to
conch you on all this work, and especially to hear and
criticise the pieefs and studies yon have newly mem¬
orized. Should there be no one to whom you can go
in your own city, then arrange to study during the
summer in some large music center. At all events,
never give up until you have mastered (that means
actually learned by heart) such technical works as
Plaidy’s Loeschhorn’s, Tansig’s. Virgil’s, Mason’s,
Leschetizky’s, Henselt’s, Liszt’s, and studies by Czerny,
Heller, Cramer, Clement!. Thalberg, Henselt, Chopin.
Rubinstein, Liszt, and the modems, Cf-sar Franck,
Alkan, I. Philipp, Saint-Saens, Moszkowski. Rosenthal,
Godowsky, MacDowell, etc,—truly a formidable array
—and a great life-work!
There are many things which can be imparted only
through personal lessons, requiring the presence
of the pupil, but numberless valuable hints may be
gleaned from the excellent interviews with tlie great¬
est artists which appear in our leading musical jour¬
nals from time to time, regarding the questions how and
what to practice. To he sure, one must discriminate
between those interviews published solely for adver¬
tising purposes by advance agents, and those written
for educational aims. The practical working ideas
which come hot from the brain and actual experience
of a successful artist are to me as from an oracle, and
I never cease repeating them in presence of pupilsSuch ideas should inspire us and guide in onr climb
to Parnassus! There remains unmentioned yet ai>
other interesting section of our subject, namely.
Lecture Recitals,

With your teacher. Neglect no opportunity to study
programs of other artists. Note the new ideas and
modern tendency in program-making—whether the
ZZ established in Liszt’s and Ruh.sste.n_s day still
nl lains- or whether the program is made with a
view to’the color-scheme; or whether the object is to
produce an emotional, or a technically brilliant climax
at the end. (Must we forever have a display of
pyrotechnics to close a piano-recital? Why not some¬
times arrange programs to end instead with an
.
. piinmx as in Schumann’s great O major
Fantasie? It is surely as legitimate and effective, and
certainly more spiritually uplifiiug!)
Another point our ideal artist teaches
_Uak.
nnlv from the CTCrtt

which term signifies piano recitals in which a descrip¬
tive analysis of each number is presented lry the per¬
former or by an assisting speaker. Among the best
sour<vs of information regarding musical composi¬
tions are history, biography nnd current musical
journals. A number of standard concert numbers are
ably analyzed in E. B. Perry’s “Descriptive Analyses,”
and much useful general information collected therein,
but one must lie able to write his own sketches, as
one’s repertoire will doubtless differ somewhat from
that of another. To state a few facts about the com*
poser, his place in history, the date of the composition
to lie played, the circumstances under which it was
composed, its dramatic or emotional significance and
.-ontent, tlie picture or story it suggests, and if
possible to give its prototype iu poetry, undoubtedly,
adds greatly to the enjoyment of most audiences.
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THE- VIEWS OF ALFRED REISENAUER.
II
By

JAMES

FRANCIS

With Liszt.
“When I had reached a certain grade of advance¬
ment it was my great fortune to become associated
with the immortal Franz Liszt. I consider Liszt the
greatest man I have ever met. By this I mean that
I have never met, in any other walk of life, a man
with the mental grasp, splendid disposition and
glorious genius. This may seem a somewhat extrava¬
gant statement. I have met many, many great men,
rulers, jurists, authors, scientists, teachers, merchants
and warriors, but never have I met a man in any posi¬
tion whom I have not thought would have proved the
inferior of Franz Liszt, bad Liszt chosen to follow
the career of the man in question. Liszt’s personality
can only be expressed by one word, ‘colossal.’ He had
the most generous nature of any man I have ever met.
He had aspirations to become a great composer,
greater than his own measure of his work as a composer
had revealed to him. The dire position of Wagner
presented itself. He abandoned his own ambitions—
ambitions higher than those he ever held toward piano
virtuosity—abandoned them completely to champion
the difficult cause of the great Wagner. What Liszt
suffered to make this sacrifice, the world does not
know. But no finer example of moral heroism can
be imagined. His conversations with me upon the sub¬
ject were so intimate that I do not care to reveal
one word.
Liszt’s Pedagogical Methods.
“His generosity and personal force in his work with
the young artists he assisted, are hard to describe.
Tou ask me whether he had a certain method. I
reply, he abhorred methods in the modern sense of the
term. His work was eclectic in the highest sense. In
one way he could not be considered a teacher at all.
He charged no fees and had irregular and somewhat
unsystematic classes. In another sense he was the
greatest of teachers. Sit at the piano and I will in¬
dicate the general plan pursued by Liszt at a lesson.”
Reisenauer is a remarkable and witty mimic of
people he desires to describe. The present writer sat
at the piano and played at some length through several
short compositions, eventually coming to the inevi¬
table “Chopin Valse, Op. 69, No. 1, in A flat major.”
In the meanwhile, Reisenauer had gone to another
room and, after listening patiently, returned, imi¬
tating the walk, facial expression and the peculiar
guttural snort characteristic of Liszt in his later
years. Then followed a long “kindly sermon” upon
the emotional possibilities of the composition. This
was interrupted with snorts and went with kaleido¬
scopic rapidity from French to German and back
again many, many times. Imitating Liszt he said,
“First of all we must arrive at the very essence of the
thing; the germ that Chopin chose to have grow and
blossom in his soul. It is, roughly considered, this:
cm espremone.

Chopin’s next thought was, no doubt:

But with his unerring good taste and sense of sym¬
metry he writes it so:

Now consider the thing in studying it and while play¬
ing it from the composer’s attitude. By this I mean
that during the mental process of conception before
the actual transference of the thought to paper, the
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thought itself is in a nebulous condition. The com¬
poser sees it. in a thousand lights before he actually
determines upon the exact form he desires to per¬
petuate. For instance, this theme might have gone
through Chopin’s mind much after this fashion:

replied: “They will be more extensive than the Rubin,
stein recitals. The times make such a series posssible
now, which Rubinstein would have hesitated to give”
As to American composers, Reisenauer in K
thoroughly and enthusiastically won over by Mac.
Dowell that he has not given the other composers auf.
fident attention to warrant a critical opinion. I f0Bnij
upon questioning, that he had made a genuinely d0.
cere effort to find new material in America, but he said
that outside of MacDowell, he found nothing but in¬
differently good salon-music. With the works of
several American composers he was, however, un¬
familiar. He has done little or nothing himself aa a
composer and declared that it was not his forte.
American Musical Taste.

“The main idea being to reach the embryo of Chopin’s
thought and by artistic insight divine the connotation
of that thought, as nearly as possible in the light of
the treatment Chopin has given it.
“It is not so much the performer’s duty to play mere
notes and dynamic marks, as it is for him to make an
artistic estimate of the composer’s intention and to
feel that during the period of reproduction, he simu¬
lates the natural psychological conditions which af¬
fected the composer during the actual process of
composition. In this way the composition becomes
a living entity—a tangible resurrection of the soul of
the great Chopin. Without such penetrative genius
a pianist is no more than a mere machine and with it
he may develop into an artist of the highest type.”
A Unique Attitude.
Reisenauer’s attitude toward the piano is unique
and interesting. Musicians are generally understood
to have an affectionate regard for their instruments,
almost paternal. Not so with Reisenauer. He even
goes so far as to make this statement: “I have always
been drawn to the piano by a peculiar charm I have
never been able to explain to myself. I feel that I
must play, play, play, play, play. It has become a
second nature to me. I have played so much and so
long that the piano has become a part of me. Yet I
am never free from the feeling that it is a constant
battle with the instrument, and even with my technical
resources I am not able to express all the beauties
I hear in the music. While music is my very life, I
nevertheless hate the piano. I play because I can’t
help playing and because there is no other instrument
which can come as near imitating the melodies and the
harmonies of the music I feel. People say wherever
I go, ‘Ah, he is a master.’ What absurdity! I the
master? Why, there is the master (pointing to the
piano), I am only the slave.”
The Future of Pianoforte Music.
An interesting question that frequently arises in
musical circles relates to the future possibilities of
the art of composition in its connection with the piano¬
forte. Not a few have some considerable apprehension
regarding the possible dearth of new melodic material
and the technical and artistic treatment of such ma¬
terial. “I do not think that there need be any fear
of a lack of original melodic material or original
methods of treating such material. The possibilities of
the art of musical composition have by no means been
exhausted. While I feel that in a certain sense, very
difficult to illustrate with words, one great ‘school’
of composition for the pianoforte ended with Liszt
and the other in Brahms, nevertheless I can but
prophesy the arising of many new and wonderful
schools in the future. I base my prophecy upon the
premises of frequent similiar conditions during the
history of musical art.” These are Reisenauer’s
views upon this matter.
Continuing, he said: “It is my ambition to give a
lengthy series of recitals, with programs arranged to
give a chronological aspect of all the great master¬
pieces in music. I hope to be enabled to do this before
I retire. It is part of a plan to circle the world In a
manner that has not yet been done." When asked
whether these programs were to resemble Rubinstein’s
famous historical recitals in London, years ago he

Reisenauer says: “American musical taste is in
many ways astonishing. Many musicians who came to
America prior to the time of Thomas and Damroach
returned to Europe with what were, no doubt, trot
stories of the musical conditions in America at that
time. These stories were given wide circulation in
Europe, and it is difficult for Europeans to under¬
stand the cultured condition of the American people
at the present time. America can never thank Dr.
Leopold Damrosch and Theodore Thomas enough for
their unceasing labors. Thanks to the impetus that
they gave the movement, it is now possible to play
programs in almost any American city that are lu so
sense different from those one is expected to give in
great European capitals. The status of musical edu¬
cation in the leading American cities is surprisingly
high. Of course the commercial element necessarily
affects it to a certain extent; but in many cases this
is not as injurious as might be imagined. The future
of music in America seems very roseate to me and I
can look back to my American concert tours with great
pleasure.
Concert Conditions in America.
“One of the great difficulties, however, in concert
touring in America is the matter of enormous dis¬
tances. I often think that American audiences rarely
hear great pianists at their best. Considering the
large amounts of money involved in a successful
American tour and the business enterprise which must
be extremely forceful to make such a tour possible, it
is not to be wondered that enormous journeys must be
made in ridiculously short time. No one can imagine
what this means to even a man of my build.” (Reisen¬
auer is a wonderfully strong and powerful man.) “I
have been obliged to play in one Western city one
night and in an Eastern city the following night
Hundreds of miles lay between them. In the latter
city I was obliged to go directly from the railrM
depot to the stage of the concert hall, hungry, tired,
travel worn and without practice opportunities. Bow
can a man be at h's best under such conditions—Jp
certain conditions make these things unavoidable ®
America, and the pianist must suffer occasional cn
cism for not playing uniformly well. In Europe sn
conditions do not exist owing to the closely POP®**
districts. I am glad to have the opportunity to
this statement, as no doubt a very great many A®
cans fail to realize under what distressing condi >
an artist is often obliged to play in America.”

GROWING NEW WOOD.
BY F. S. LAW.
A suggestive story is told of Longfellowtime when he was advanced in years, when,
the roses of summer lingered on his cheeks, the ^
of winter whitened his head, some one asked u ^
it was that he kept his cheery outlook llP°n 1. j,|,
maintained all the vigor and strength of y°nt
ge
writings. It was in the spring of the yea • ^
turned to the window and pointed to an app
covered with blossoms. He said: “Look at t *
tree. It Is very old, but I never saw finer
^
on it than now. It grows a little new w
^
year, and I suppose it is from that fresh gr0W ^
these flowers come. Like the apple tree I try
a little new wood each year.”
> the
The teacher who does not, like Longfellow
apple tree, grow a little new wood each sea
^
soon 'find the dead wood choking his gro
before long he will be good only for firewooo.

HOW AN OPERA WAS WRITTEN.
From the German.
It was a night Sn February, in 1889. Even in sunItaly the air was keen, and the crowd of people
who streamed out of the little theatre in one of the
all cities of northern Italy, shivered and hastened
® their homes, there to chat over the representation
It had just witnessed, a pleasure that they seldom
I'oyed since their city did not support a resident
mew company, but depended upon the visits of travel¬
ing tronpes. Among the last to leave the theatre was
yoang man who carried a violin case in his hand.
His face was an interesting one, with fiery dark eyes;
jet he looked haggard and pale, and a discontented exoression lay round his mouth.
It was but a short walk to the humble little house in
which he had rented, .for the time of his stay in the
town, two modest rooms for himself, his wife and child.
The furniture was very simple, no decorations, no
pictures on the wall, no carpet on the floor. An old
piano could be seen in the larger of the two rooms, and
la the same apartment a scanty supper was waiting
for the master of the house, the director of the opera
company then playing in the city, Pietro Mascagni.
Fatigue indicated in every movement he entered the
room, and without showing any appetite seated him¬
self at the table, after he had tenderly kissed his young
wife and child. Each day brought with it so much work
that when evening came he was completely worn out
and with little inclination to conversation. Morning
and afternoon he devoted to rehearsals with the rather
inferior local orchestra and the somewhat ordinary
singers of his company; in addition to that he gave
lessons, copied music and devoted some time to com¬
position. In spite of all his activity his earnings
barely sufficed to keep the little family in the actual
necessities of life.
It was not strange then that lines of care should
show on the forehead of the musician in spite of his
youth (he was but twenty-five). His wife came to
him, concern written in every feature, and busied her¬
self in trying to smooth the wrinkles from his fore¬
head and face with her soft fingers, until he smiled at
her and kissed her hand.
“Do not worry,” the young wife pleaded; “in spite
of our poverty we have so much for which to be thank¬
ful. We are both strong, have each other and our
sweet child. Think how it would have been if death,
so near a few months ago, had separated us and laid
me in an early grave!”
Mascagni shuddered. “You are right, my dearest;
nothing could be more terrible than for the tie between
u* to be broken by death.”
Spring, Summer and Autumn had come and gone
and the end of the year was near. During this time
Mascagni had frequently changed his residence, for he
•fill directed the little opera company. He was now
in his native city, Leghorn. His circumstances had
not improved; he had received no engagements from
any of the more important theatres; publishers return¬
ed his offered compositions, and he had come to be
doubtful of his talent. He reproached himself bitterly
that he had not remained in the Conservatory at Milan,
>n which his father had entered him as an eleven year
°ld boy. All too soon had he thrown off the strict dis¬
cipline for the freedom which appealed to him so
atrongly, and had gone out into the world to seek
ame Fortune who had proven uniformly deceitful up
to now.
•^a he sat in his house playing with his little child,
of his friends entered.
Tou look as if you have important news,” said
^acagni. “What has happened?”
We bring you good luck.”
That sounds fine,” returned Mascagni. “Where is
>* elusive thing that so far I have never been able to
“y hold of?”
With a mysterious air one drew from his pocket a
“c*apaper, the other a manuscript. “Here is the foun?°“of your good fortune,”
an air of astonishment the composer looked at
* Papers. “What shall I do with them?” he said,
iish
th5n tbe v!sitors tell him that the music pub'
a er’ ^onzogno, has offered a prize for the best onethe 0pera' -^nd then they urge him to take part in
. ^petition-; they have brought him a libretto
ujT °“ an °ld le*end- But Miacagni gloomily turned
e their representations. “What can you be thinkw will be nothing but labor lost! The best'com¬
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posers of the country will send in their works; what
chance will I have?”
“And why not?” said tbe friends. “You have plenty
of talent, and if hitherto you have not won fame, this
one opera can alter everything. Every composer has
won success after struggle; why should you expect it
to be otherwise? Try it at least. ‘Man is the archi¬
tect of bis own fortune,’ as the saying is.”
Mascagni continued to shake his head, and was glad
when his friends went away. They had, however,
craftily left the opera text on his table, and although
the young composer had so energetically set it aside,
he felt himself magnetically drawn to the little book.
And now he takes it in his hands and buries himself
in its contents; rapidly and still more rapidly he turns
the pages, and the glow of enthusiasm animates his
eyes. Then he rushes into the open air and when he
returns it is with kindling eyes. Absorbed in his
thoughts he exchanged scarcely a word with his wife,
paid no attention to his child. But Signora Mascagni
asked no questions for she knew his habit when he
was shaping his musical thoughts mentally.
And then she heard him play and sing, saw him
write, and a short time after saw him send the score
of the opera to Milan, although he said that he enter¬
tained little hope of success; in fact after the lapse of
a week he gave little thought to the composition so
rapidly written. Besides his duties left him no time
to indulge in idle dreams.

THINGS WHICH COUNT.
BY FAY SIMMONS DAVIS.

1. Opportunity■—Only those teachers and stu¬
dents who have been handicapped by cramped en¬
vironment can realize the value of odd moments, and
know what can be accomplished by utilizing them for
improvement. “Is there one whom difficulties disheart¬
en? who bends to the storm? he will do little. Is there
one who iriU conquer? That man never fails!”
The concentrated work of ten minutes (dearly
bought) is worth a day of half-hearted labor when
time is at a discount. Such effort leaves an impress
of strength and a habit of research upon a man’s life,
which counts in bis struggle for success.
2. Understanding.—One period of music, analyzed
and comprehended intelligently, as well as enjoyed
emotionally, can never be lost; whereas a whole
selection only technically conquered will, if laid aside,
leave no impression or influence upon the musical
spirit and life of the performer.
8. Insight.—The world is not in need of great
artists. Instead, it sadly lacks instructors who
will teach not only that “art is great,” but why it
is great. It needs teachers who will patiently, from
the beginning, explain to pupils the use and application
of each little point as it appears. A great light (such
as some people receive when they “experience re¬
ligion”) seldom, if ever, comes into a child’s musical
comprehension. Instead, it is the illumination of an
evenly-developed understanding and insight, brought
about by careful explanation of “the reason for
things,” which shines forever upon his musical life.
It is the assimilation of knowledge which expands and
develops, and not tbe cramming.
4. Thoroughness.—A teacher or pupil should make
a friend of any selection or study upon which he is
working. If at first it is not understood, he should
try it again and again until it is thoroughly com¬
prehended. Its more uncongenial points will probably
be recognized first. Then he must search for the
fine characteristics. The selection should be wintered
and summered,—worked upon and rested upon. Every
renewal of friendship with it will bring it nearer to
the heart and understanding. And by and by the
worker will not want to part with it, for it has grown
to be a part of himself.
5. Research.—Teachers, make of yourselves mu¬
sical detectives; be ever on the watch for that pupil
who steals time-value from measures,—who robs
selections of their beautiful phrasing and meaning,—
who takes from the studio more of your energy
and vitality than he will ever repay in carefullyprepared work. He must be taught how to return
as much as he takes. He must leam that one moment
of earnest thought on his part is worth a dozen of
careless practice, and that an ounce of prevention
of mistakes is worth a pound of correction. The
Pietro Mascagni.
result will then depend upon bis own personal value,
One morning as Mascagni was about to go to th«
but in any case you will have done your faithful
theatre for a rehearsal, the postman brought him a let¬
duty.
ter which he opened with astonishment for he had few
6. True Worth.—Pupils may come and pupils may
correspondents. He read the contents again and
go, but the work of the evenly-developed and highagain. He seemed to be in a dream. Yet there it
minded endures forever, and he always has enough to
stood, plainly and in gigantic letters—as he saw them
do. No one can estimate his far-reaching influence.
_that his score had been awarded the prize by all the
Many are the minds that have been enlightened by
judges. He grew faint with his emotion, but pulled
his portrayal of music as a scientific language, speak¬
himself together as he felt the extent of his good
ing to the heart and mind as words can never do. His
fortune. With a cry of joy and with laughter he em¬
sincerity of purpose, his high ideals, his energy and
braced his wife who entered at that moment and began
perseverance under all conditions have, by the very na¬
to dance around the room.
ture of things been contagious. The pupils of such a
“My dearest, rejoice With me. I have won the prize
teacher have been uplifted mentally, morally and ar¬
over eighty competitors. Now the public will hear my
tistically by his example, and so will others through
music. Now my name will become known. Now I
them, making an endless chain of mortals helped
will write better, larger things, and you shall be proud
directly and indirectly on their journey through lifeof me. And with to-day need is at an end. Think of
7. Unselfishness.—That success which includes un¬
it; I am to get 3000 lire ($600). Have you ever seen
selfishness as a prime factor is lasting and sweet!
so large a sum in one pile?”
The life of every true musician cannot help but in¬
The opera was produced soon after this and won
fluence
other lives in passing. It was John Ruskin
instant and Immense success with its passionate, beau¬
who penned the beautiful words:—“Life is a magi¬
tiful melodies. Do you know the name of the opera?
cian’s vase, filled to the brim; so made that you can
Cavalleria Rusticana.
neither draw from it, nor dip out of it;' nor thrust
your hand into it. Its precious contents overflow
In art, as in business, originality is one of the most
only to the hand that drops treasures into it. If you
valuable’possessions. Unless a composition possess
drop in charity, it overflows love; if you drop in envy
individuality, where is the reason for its being? Com¬
and jealousy, it will overflow bitter hatred and dis¬
monplace ideas, however well expressed, add not ono
cord.”
iota to the sum of human knowledge and edification.
Every musician should be as great r.s his art, and
Models, though well copied, add nothing to art.
his heart should be as big as his head; then his
The most useful power of man Is his ability to create
deeds will be what one would naturally expect from
something; all his knowledge should be utilized to that
such a handiwork of God.
end .—Lombard,
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SCHUMANN’S FANTASY PIECES, OPUS 12
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
Among all composers there is none, with the
possible exception of Chopin, who possesses such a
remarkable and unmistakable individuality of style
and such pronounced subjectivity in all his work ns
Robert Schumann. In spite of the manifold variety
of bis forms and diversity of his subjects, he is always
Schumann, not. by any possibility to lie mistaken (or
anybody else, in any single period. Whether he is
portraying the graceful flight of the butterfly or the
grotesque pranks of the carnival clown, the dreams of
a child or the stem ambition of a hero, a strain of his
may be recognized anywhere without hesitation by
anyone at all familiar with his work.
This distinctive peculiarity of style is due mainly,
though not wholly, to two leading characteristics:
a plain, wholly unemliellished, almost primitive in¬
tensity of emotional content, and a certain vagueness
of expression, an indistinctness of outline in his
periods, which renders them hard to grasp. It is the
former that so endears him to musicians and the lat¬
ter which is responsible for his nnpopulnrity with
the public.
He has all the typical German’s force and depth,
all his fondness for rugged, even if rough, directness
and for calling things exactly by their right names,
all his scorn of mere external refinements and graces:
lmt on the other hand he has, more than all, the Ger¬
man’s involved obscurity of expression, his fondness
for shadowy mysticism, his inability to formulate with
clearness.
His grandest visions of beauty are apparently seen
“as through a glass, darkly.” His thoughts seem at
times too big for his musical vocabulary. Or rather
perhaps his ideas are poured forth from the volcanic
depths of his genius, in a molten state, too rapidly
to solidify into separate forms; but intermingle, over¬
lapping and blurring each other.
This defect, for a serious defect it unquestionably is,
will always prevent Schumann's works from being
universally understood and appreciated: but naturally
it is less apparent in his shorter compositions.
Of these the Fantasy Pieces Op. 12 are among the.
most effective and widely known. They are very var¬
ied in mood, full of the richest, most, vivid fancy and
striking originality, and clearer, more definite in form
than the majority of Schumann’s works.

increasing in power and speed to the final reiteration
of the first theme, like the threatening whisper, the
ominous approach and the deafening crash of the on¬
coming avalanche.
This work is a fine concert number and au invalu¬
able study in dynamic proportions and varied tone
qualities. The name “Aufschwung” has no adequate
English synonym. It has been improperly translated
"Soaring,” and so appears in many editions. But that
word fails entirely to convey the meaning of the ori¬
ginal. “Auf” means upward and “Schwung” signifies
swing or sweep, with the implied sense of great power
and weight, as of some heavy body in swift' motion
with resistless momentum. It might be applied to the
movement of a battleship under full headway, but
never to a bird. Or, if we translate the title “Soar¬
ing” at all, it should be the bold, strong, majestic flight
of the eagle that we have in mind, not the joyous rise
of the skylark into the blue.
Des Abends.
The exquisite lyric, entitled Des Abends (Evening),
forms a beautiful and restful contrast to the Aufschwung, if played immediately after it. This little

The composition should be given with the utmost
tranquility, with a gentle, caressing pressure touA
with little agitating rubato, and no intensity of in.
flection.
It has been claimed that the form chosen by Schn.
mann in this work was unfortunate and metrically
Incorrect; that it should have been written in threeeight instead of two-eight measure, thus making plain
eighth notes of the sustained melody and alternate sixteenth rests and sixteenth notes in the lower voice.
This is a mistake. Schumann knew what he wanted
and how to produce it Just that slightly swayineffect of the triplet rhythm, if properly handled, and
the natural lessening of stress on the alternate melody
notes falling on unaccented parts of the measure, even
though the melody is, as II should be, distinctly sus¬
tained, add materially to the wavering, wistful charm
of the music. The triplet rhythm is there for a pur¬
pose. It must be just perceptibly indicated but by no
means emphasized. The ear mnst recognize it uncon¬
sciously without its being distinctly heard.
Traumes Wirren.
Perhaps the most original, and certainly the moot
technically difficult of the group of “Fantasy Pieces"
is the Traumeswirren, which we might translate
“Dream Tangles” or “The Confusion of a Dream.”
It is a fanciful attempt to portray in music the capri¬
cious vagaries of a bright and happy dream, in which
a host of dainty, fairy-like figures, all luminous color
and swift motion, appear and disappear, floating,
circling, flashing hither and thither, as in some playful
dance of the sprites.
The middle movement in chords brings a startling
contrast, slow, sombre and impressive. It seems to
indicate the moment when the sleeper half awakes
and gazes about bis darkened room in vain search for
the bright visions that have haunted his slumbers
But soon he realizes the situation and you can almost
hear him say to himself, “I’ve been dreaming.” Then
he settles quietly back again and little by little the
dream god reasserts his sway.
This is a fine study for the fourth and fifth fingers
of the right band, and as such may be used by stu¬
dents, but it requires extreme flexibility, delicacy and
speed, to make it effective as a program number. In
fact, it is one of the most difficult things of its site
in all piano literature.
Warum.

Aufschwung.
The strongest of this set is the “Aufschwung,” a
powerful treatment iti music of the idea of human
ambition, mounting with irresistible, inherent strength
toward the summits of fame and achievement, scorn¬
ing obstacles, defying dangers, ignoring temptations,
and the soft allurements of easier paths; sweeping
onward with the overwhelming force of a tidal wave
toward its goal, grand but destructive in its might.
It is the same idea precisely that is so ably handled
in Longfellow’s famous poem Excelsior. The player
should study that poem carefully in connection with
this composition, and reproduce its thoughts and moods
in the music; it is often a help to have it well read
to an audience before playing the number in public.
The bold opening theme in B flat minor is the Ex¬
celsior cry of the poem, the enunciation of pride,
courage, resolution, aspiration, yet of a stern sadness
withal, for ambition is the avowed and deadly foe of
happiness. Then follow successively, as in the poem,
suggestions of the various difficulties, temptations and
dangers that beset the upward path, the seductions of
love, the allurements of home and rest, the peace and
resignation proffered by religion, the growing terror of
the ever darker and lonelier way, the warning,
“Beware the pinetree’s withered branch,
Beware the awful avalanche.”
But, as answer to each and all, comes the reiterated
ringing shout, “Excelsior!”
This first theme should be given always with great
strength and dignity, increasing in intensity with
each repetition. It. easily may be—and too often is—
made trivial by excess of speed. The sections which
follow must be treated with the utmost diversity of
shading and tone coloring, each expressing its own
particular mood and suggestion, while the superb
climax in chords, with the scale passages in the left
band, should begin slowly and very softly and steadily,
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Schumann as a Young Man.
work, one of the most perfect of Schumann’s produc¬
tions, is just what its name implies, a delicate picture
in shades of violet and pearl. It expresses but one
phase of emotional experience, the quiet, dreamy mood
of the twilight hour, with just a touch of wistful long¬
ing, a hint of tenderness in it, faint memories of the
stronger emotions of the day, like the soft, slowly fad¬
ing tints in the western sky, when the glory of the
sunset has departed, that linger for a time as faint
echoes of that symphony of color, then merge into the
shadows.
It is the hour and mood which idealists love and
lovers idealize, which poets have sung in all ages, and
which Schumann sings here in as true and flawless
a strain ns was ever penned. I never play it without
thinking of the opening lines of Byron’s “Parisina, ’
which it so aptly fits.
“It is the hour when from the boughs
The nightingale’s high note is heard;
It is the hour when lovers’ vows
Seem sweet in every whispered word.
And gentle winds and waters near
Make music to the lonely ear.
Each flower the dews have lightly wet,
-And in the sky the stars are met.
And on the wave is deeper blue.
And on the leaf a browner hue;
And in the heaven that clear obscure,
So softly dark and darkly pure.
Which follows the decline of day.
As twilight melts beneath the moon away."

The most famous ana, in some respects, the best of
this whole group is the Warum? (Why?). It is very
brief, very intense, supremely beautiful and technically
very easy; a lyric of the warm, impassioned type,
expressing the question which the name implies, with
hn undertone of sorrowful pleading and restless long¬
ing more fully and forcibly than is elsewhere to 1»
found in music.
It was inspired by and written for and to his be¬
loved Clara, in the days of alternate hope and doubt
and torturing uncertainty before their engagement.
In those early days Schumann was an obscure hut
aspiring student at Leipsic, and already a composer o
promise, but no prominence as yet, and of most meagre
income. Through his piano lessons of I’rof. Wie*
then the leading te.cher in Europe, and conseqnen
intimacy in that family, he had fallen desperately in
love with the Professor’s daughter, Clara, who, tboW
still very young, was already recognized as the firs
lady pianist of her time, and had won fame and sac
cess in all the musical centres of the old world,
was an artist of prominence, he an unknown st0
and quite naturally the proud father decidedly °PP^
his suit, though Clara seems to have favored it
the first. The marriage finally took place in
’
after five years of love, courtship and struggle.
which period most of Schumann’s leading PiaD° ®
works, including the one in question, were
He himself confesses that they reveal and
^
much of the personal experiences and feelings o
long and agitated courtship.
. flo,t
So much is fact. The following legend is “
concerning this particular composition, which
to be borne out by the internal evidence of the
f
and has at least all the probabilities in its
though I cannot vouch for its accuracy:
One evening Schumann, having been most
•
repulsed by the irate Professor, in fact, shown t
and requested not to re-enter it in most unequ-e («
terms, wandered away humiliated and disconso ^
one of the many beer saloons where studen • ^ ^
gregated. He sat him down in an obscure co

, drink-stained tabl-. A wine card lay before
*■
nd soon he began to pencil lines on the baek of
■um 8 notes upon the lines, and there, amid those
vulgar surroundings, this perfect gem of purest art
horn It i8 tUe (luestionluS cry of a soul, con"8S at once of its own power and future possibiliscl0U3 , 0j it8 present pain and piteous helplessness,
<ieSt ta* ‘ gularly free from the bitterness and anger
nud is sm kave bt,en expected under the eircumNext morning the card was sent to Claru,
stances.
,
appeai ju language which she as
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A PLEA FOR "BROAD-MINDEDNESS.

THE VALUE OF IMAGINATION.

BY CHARLES E. WATT.

BY FRANCES C. ROBINSON.

Imagination is the idealizing faculty: it is that
imagine that what you know on any topic is
power in human nature which perceives ideals, which
could possibly know, and don’t believe
all that any
gives a knowledge of the beautiful. By its power,
for a moment that your way of doing a tiling is the
working in us, we are enabled to form mental pictures,
only effective way. There are four distinct ways
or “visions,” of the perfect.
more)' of fingering the chromatic scale,
'(perhaps
1
*' for
The imagination is not confined to artists and poets
instance, and a perfectly smooth scale can be worked
alone, but is possessed by all mankind; therefore it
ont from any one of them. Then don’t say that yours
e other would understand.
must have its part to play in our lives; this being ad¬
is the “only way.”
an unusually happy
rneir xua*.
,
,
mitted.
it follow’s that the imagination needs a proper
The
present
writer
has
tried
diligently
to
learn
(at
i rkpned by the great and growing shadow o£ his develand careful training and cultivation.
second hand) what is the exact “method” of a certain
Lg insanity and ended by the tragedy of his death,
We know the dangers of false emotionalism; but
much vaunted European teacher; and while he lias
ne noble woman, who devotedly returned his affection,
we err if we say the imagination must be repressed in
red his life and labors, interpreted and edited his
discussed the matter with dozens of pel-sons, each
order that false emotionalism may be stamped out.
sl
.. i; i ,.. h. /.Lioflv known to fame, not as
wlinm thnn<rht that he knew the “svstem” sten bRather must we advocate such a training of this higher
he found that no two of the exponents came anywhere
Clara'W^ck, tlie celebrated pianist, but as the wife
faculty as will benefit our entire nature. Only by
near agreeing in minute details. The truth is that
of the great composer, Robert Schumann.
proper cultivation of every faculty created in us can
this particular teacher has proven himself so great,
Grillen.
character, as a whole, be perfected.
that he has individualized his nil comprehensive knowl¬
One more of the set deserves special attention, the
edge to suit the requirements of each pupil, and that
Music appeals largely to the emotional nature. If
Grillen, asually translated “Whims.” It is, indeed,
no one of his followers can reproduce his entire work
we would have it perform its mission grandly, as
a most whimsical, capricious composition, full of sur¬
any more than he can become tlie master himself.
teachers of the young, we will be ever watchful to see
prises and abrupt contrasts, of odd harmonies, unex¬
that only true emotionalism is developed. At the very
No “method” or “system” was ever devised which
pected modulations and particularly -* fantastic
outset, with even the youngest pupil, an appeal will
could possibly meet the requirements of all the pupils
rhythms.
be made simultaneously to the intellect and the imagi¬
in any given class; it follows, as inevitably as day
The
subject, in chords, with its . startling,
mental (or --intellectual) exercise
follows the mguL,
night, that
only swu
good teacher
he who
auc opening .*—’
- .,
ioiiows
u«il the
uic vmj
lvclw.v.* is
a-.
nation. There
mere is iucuwh
seemingly misplaced accents, recalls the swing or tu<:
.g broad.minded enough to have studied every possible
when a child learns about notes and the keyboard of
gavotte and suggests a jolly but clumsy country dance,
“system,” and out of the mass has gleaned so many
piano; and at the same time wTe appeal to his imaginawhile the exceptionally poetic and attractive trio
and such various ideas that he is able to adapt his
tion, when w’e play tones, loud and soft and say we
theme affords a most effective contrast, like the motive
work to each individual hand and head; who is
wish to make the tones sing. We can, from the start,
of kobold and fairy.
courageous enough to try absolutely untested formulas
foster and begin to train the emotional possibilities of
The work as a wdiole, both in conception and execu¬
whenever his judgment suggests them. Not only is
Pach pupji.
tion. reminds us strongly of one of those fantastic
this true in the practical application of technic, but
The present writer deplores the craze for technic
sketches by Hartmann, entitled “Dreams,” much read
equally so in every esthetic and theoretical phase of
when she observes the influence it has upon the high¬
in Schumann’s time, by which it was very possibly
music teaching.
est and best side of human nature in ninety students
suggested. I refer to the one in w’hich a rather bom¬
A noted teacher wrote me recently on the subject of
out of every hundred. In spite of all the cautions
bastic. would-be poet of that day. whose imperfect
‘Embellishments.” I knew that he played
from time to time offered by the best technicians themverse showed a decided tendency to limp, was satirized
them differently from many other teachers, and asked
who say> “Remember that technic is only a
in the person of a particularly grotesque Earth-Giant,
for his authorities. A quotation from his letter says:
means at an enf] ” the majority of students look upon
with one leg much shorter than the other, making bis
“As to the question of embellishments. I am opit as the Bnd itself. In other words they watch the
dumsy advances to the muse of poesy. The jocose
posed in principle to laying down any law or even
mechanical execution rather than listen to the music
humor of the conceit would readily appeal to Schu¬
rule with reference to them, because the question of
produced. They have not the judgment rightly to dis¬
mann, for though wholly lacking, as are all Germans,
taste enters so largely into the matter that herein, too.
criminate, yet they offer “judgments” very freely,
in the sparkle of true wit, he was quite given in cer¬
individuality and personality express themselves. In
A p]ayer may have all the wonders of technic, and
tain moods to a sort of broad drollery.
regard to teaching embellishments I make it a point
. j be ,]ocs not possess that which we call soul, what do
never to prescribe their execution, merely to suyycst
trn? ]overs of music care for his display of “difficulEnde des Lieds.
it
with
the
distinct
understanding
that
this
way
or
tie8
ov(.rcome?" Technic is indispensable; but there
The last of tlie series bears a somewhat curious
that way of executing them is one, but by no means
.g a]togf,th.>r too much pedantry on the subject at the
title, Bnde des Lieds, which we should translate the
the only way.”
.
present time—a reaction must come. Now, what will
"End of the Song.” This phrase is a common conver¬
This from the pen of an artist and teacher of inrBaction mean? Simply, coming to a realization of the
sational idiom in Germany, signifying the close of a
ternational reputation is certainly food for thought
rpftl thjng_the soul of music. It will surely come,
story or experience, just as “Once upon a time” is our
and a strong protest against too narrow rules in anyand t,lis reaPtion will be tremendous in its power when
stock phrase in English for beginning such. Indeed,
thing.
.
it does come. What is going to bring this muohanything brought to a finish, an anecdote, an argu¬
Of course every teacher must have a certain
needed reaction? According to my idea a right and
ment a yam, a joke, is dismissed with the words, “and
definite
set
of
scale-fingerings,
and
a
certain
way
of
propor
cultivation 0f the God-given
faculty—Imaginaie
song.
ciennne
sev
-•
pruj*-that is the end of the song.'
One cannot help feeling that it would have been
developing and fingering every sort of chord an
tion Roes the sculptor think more of the way he is
better in this ease if tlie song had ended before this
arpeggj0, but he must ever remember that^ while the
hand,Jng his t00]s than he does of the figure he dreams
Czerny niles may fit his purpose to a finished nicety.
about and is bringing out from the block of marble?
last verse had been written. For the composition so
Mason may have prescribed some other way; it is not.
To be sure, the tools enable him to realize his dream—
designated contains little of the originality and power
for him to say that either is right absolutely or wrong
nil praise due the tools be granted to them—but we
usually so plentiful in Schumann’s works, in fact,
utterly,
but
merely
that
one
or
the
other
way
is
li.s
never forget they are but the tools. Skill in the use of
seems rather trivial and commonplace and is rarely
fingers, hands
•U-C*
...
IlD^PlN,
IlnUUn and
OUU arms
I Lit© must
JAJ uoi, be
aJ ours if we would play
*
personal choice.
played with good reason.
Of course this principle of elasticity and breadth
and p]ay
upon the pianoforte, but technic cannot
SUGGESTIONS FOR SIGHT READING PRAC¬ applies more fully in the realm of esthetics than e sc- Jnterpret or catch the musical idea of the composer,
where in music study; here it must be given fuller
Thp mompnt WB piaPe technic on a pedestal and worTICE.
rein. Shading and tone color and even phrasing are
-t
are frus,trating music in its true mission.
nf 8i composition
My pJea .g )et all o( us wh0 love music and are studyBY R. T. WHITE.
arbitrary matters with the editor of
after all, in many eases the printed directions c
give to tlie technical (or mechanical) side only
1. Facility in reading comes with regular practice
exactly reversed with effective results. A pupil should
its due and proper share of our thought, having al¬
founded upon a rational system.
e taught the principles of accentuation, rhythms,^ conways a care that we do not close out that which is of
2. Read something new at every practice, if only
and color; once he knows them be should be
far greater importance—the poetic clement. To speak
a short phrase.
practically, let us
heed to
the inner meaning
allowed eve*
-,
Ijraaiuiujt
«■«« pay more •*vvw
—3. The correct reading of a simple phrase is better
matter of rubato, for instance, while never to b
&
. ,et ns cultivate our feelings,
than a tolerably correct rendering of a difficult piece.
■lllowed to degenerate into distortion of r ly
,
emotions, our imagination by endeavoring, first and
Hence, for reading, choose music several grades lower
vet in its practical application, as elus.ve as the wind
always, to comprehend and to bring out the composer’s
'a difficulty than that used for detailed study.
blowing 8WOT3 . «.M Of g~to
i»t ■> a«”°» meaning; let us pay more attention to the sort of tone
4. Before commencing, look for likely places for
we produce than to the manner in which we move cer¬
mistakes; determine what the difficulty is likely to be
in IT, S IfS'
tl»t » goong
tain muscles or joints in order to strike a key.
and devise a method for its removal before succumbing
1,c*allowed any sort of freaky interpretation that his
We know a musician is truly inspired when he
to it.
1 8
or perverted fancy may suggest, but is
compels us as we listen. If lie display all the wonderful
o. Read in advance of the fingers. Do not, leave
"mreW a suggestion that every phrase in music may
musical gymnastics of the day and lack the one im¬
the interpret..
interpretation
°ne chord before the next is in the “mind’s eye.”
another than tlie
i.«» you have always
portant thing, soul, he fails rightly to interpret or to
. ., . and that tlipse
fi- Trr to throw yourself into the right mental ottithese possibilities should be conmove his hearers.
tnde towardss every phrase and part o
of a phrase; rea
!l.
,] kppt in miud.
I believe it to l>e the mission of music to touch and
y
of
conducting
arPeggios as chords, etc.
Finallv Don’t think that your way
develop the poetic side of our natures, thus to lead us
'• Analyze every error you make, note tlie causp,
rver onward and upward. And I accordingly deplore
• „
wav Be observant of the plans and work
remove it as much as possible, and play the passage
anything which, even for a time, interferes with or
of in Sero ana !always willing to admit that a
again the next day.
hinders its course in our lives.
S. The same error committee more than once shows
change may mean improvement.
at 80n»e general principle has been violated.
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THE MODERN VIRTUOSO.
BY EMIUE FRANCES BAUEB.
Not many of us stand where we are able to iook
upon the virtuoso of the past and of to-day. We can
only form our estimates by the style of music, and also
by aa understanding of the limitations of the instru¬
ments upon which he exploited his qualities. When we
speak of modern as distinct from classic we must not
confuse the antiquated salon-form with that supreme
and ever enduring form upon which rest the basic
principles of all music past and present. The violin
of a hundred years ago was the same as to-day, and we
hear of no technician whom we may suppose excels
Paganini. The same is true of other string instru¬
ments ; and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the
brasses and wood-wind offer no more allurements to¬
day to invite a greater degree of technic than they did
in the past.
The virtuoso faces two conditions—the spirit of the
times and the limitations or possibilities of the instru¬
ment. To deal primarily with the day, it is obvious
that everywhere we find the tendency to restlessness,
to emotional outbursts, to the ruggedness of the ele¬
ments, and music perhaps more than any other art
has received the outpouring of this intense condition.
Perhaps nowhere is virtuosity more apparent than in
the orchestra, and while it is true that the individual
instruments invite nothing elaborate in the way of
technic, modern compositions make great demands upon
the orchestra as a body, which of course means upon
the individual.
Contrast if you please a Haydn or a Mozart sym¬
phony with a Richard Strauss tone poem. This will
explain the situation exactly. The old classics are the
purest types, breathing in every measure the simple
life, the pastoral freshness and beauty, in short, the
joy of living. Taking the subjects upon which Strauss
has built his works, one can readily see the conflicting
emotions he must depict in order to bring about any
connection between the subject and his treatment of
it. (“Heldenleben”—The Life of a Hero; “Also
Sprach Zarathustra”—Thus Spake Zarathustra ; “Tod
und Verklitruug”—Death and Transfiguration.) It
is not essential to go further into detail because it is
unnecessary to do more than understand the point of
view of Strauss, who possesses a keenly philosophical
and analytical mind which undertakes to translate
the most abstruse philosophies into music. In line
with Strauss are D’lndy, who represents to France
what Strauss does to Germany, and the followers and
imitators that these leaders naturally have created.
The orchestra in use for the presentation of pure
classics represents the only need of absolute music
in its most accepted form, and offers simply an avenue
through which to express pure music descriptive of
nothing except the musical idea.
The modem
orchestra must be a vehicle wherein to carry something
outside of music; it must present philosophies through
every tone it produces. We seldom find on the old
scores anything more than the opus number, although
there are manifestations of descriptive music, such as
may be expressed by the words “Pastorale,” “Jupiter,”
and especially dating from Beethoven, “Appassionata,”
“Eroica,” etc. To-day, however, entire works are given
to the description of the turmoil of life, to the conflict
of emotions, to the translation into music of the most
blood-curdling fantasies and tragedies, and each day
brings us further away from the purity of music per
se. The modern orchestra calls into play the wood¬
wind and reeds which, if we may judge from appear¬
ances, are more fitted for suggestive, if not imitative,
effects than are the strings, which have been the strict¬
ly legitimate medium of the most classical writers.
The restless spirit of the modern composer, if we may
judge from Strauss, is such that he even reaches be¬
yond the musical instruments in existence for some¬
thing which has not yet been created and of which,
in the exaggeration of the age, he feels the need.
This is what the modem virtuoso must face,
whether he be pianist, violinist, or indeed singer. Take
for example the violin which, as before stated, is no
different in any particular from that of old, indeed
it seems almost needless to call the attention to the
fact that the most valuable violins are those which
have extreme age in their favor. But the modem
listener does not want the florid, dazzling, facile tech¬
nic, no matter how finished or how smooth it may be.
Vide the attitude of real musicians to Kubelik, who
must be regarded as the first technician or virtuoso
of the age. Ysaye, Kreisler, Maud Powell—these are

violinists with messages. Technically or from the
standpoint of what is called virtuosity they may not
have the faultless, dazzling agility of Kubelik; but
what they have to say musically brings into play the
dramatic and emotional qualities of modem thought
to be found both in and out of music.
This is exactly true in regard to singers as well.
Where is the demand for the old-fashioned light
soprano—the coloratura with all her empty, though
exquisitely rounded pearly runs? She has given way
to the dramatic soprano who runs more to mezzo than
to soprano, because of a fuller body of tone and
deeper, more trenchant and broader entrance into the
vital elements of life and incidentally of music. Vir¬
tuosity, as synonymous with superficiality, no matter
how finished and at what degree of perfection, stands
for nothing by itself. At the same time it is not
forgotten in the face of the more expressive qualities;
in consequence of which the singer must bring virtuos¬
ity along with the broader sides of the art or endure
the most severe criticism for not having it. This does
not mean that these same critics would find complete
satisfaction in the most artistic virtuosity without the
more valuable side—the side which deals with the idea
rather than with the vehicle of expression. They would
not, but they demand a faultless instrument, that is
a perfect tone production and all the qualities of mind
and emotion necessary to understand and to express
great musical ideas which are indissolubly interwoven
with the greatest thoughts or problems that the era
has to offer.
As example of this look at the texts the modern
song writers are setting to music, and then examine
the accompaniments. It is not insignificant that the
old time chord accompaniments have given way to the
most difficult and most complex expositions of
theories which are created in conformity with the de¬
mands of the subject matter, first from the standpoint
of idea, and then from the point of music which has
been made to fit that idea. To be a virtuoso of song
under these conditions means much more than it did
in the day of the Italian “queens of song,” whatever
we may be told concerning the difference between the
art of singing to-day and of yore, we can only ex¬
amine into the demands made upon the singers to-day
and compare them with what the composers of seventy1 five or one hundred years ago required, and it will not
be difficult to judge for ourselves that to-day we de¬
mand infinitely more, and would be far from satis¬
fied with the most marvelous organ, if it only served
to offer trills and scales and embroideries. It may be
that Wagner separated the past from the present; if
not alone, at least by the influence which he wrought
upon every form of music, vocal and instrumental,
especially orchestral and operatic.
Perhaps the technic which has taken on the greatest
dimensions, especially as compared to the older day,
is that of the pianist. This is brought about from
many sides, the principal one being the wonderful de¬
velopment of the piano. From the technic necessary
to tinkle upon the harpsichord to the more exacting
one demanded by the early piano, an avowed instru¬
ment of percussion, was a great stride; but from that
instrument to the modem piano, whose tremendous
possibilities are only known to the greatest pianists
of the day, the difference is immeasurable. The piano
of to-day is a more masterful creation than it was
in even so closely remote a day as that of Liszt and
Rubinstein, and when such artists as Rosenthal,
Bauer, Pugno and a few thus equipped, run the gamut
of its possibilities they bring with their understanding
of the instrument all that modem thought has done
and is doing for music. Not alone the brilliant scales
and trills of a Thalberg, but the crashing chords and
the clear orchestration of the most elaborate modem
composition is put upon the piano by the artist whose
virtuosity is ample, not only to run the embroideries
in a faultless manner, but also to bring out each indi¬
vidual part, making apparent all that the orchestra
might attempt to set forth with its hundred men to
do it.
Technic is receiving different attention to-day from
what it did of old. It is an absolute necessity, the
proof of which will be found in the fact that there are
so many technicians of gigantic proportions. Among
these we find those just mentioned, supplemented by
Lhevinne, Hofmann, Hambourg. Godowsky, D’Albert,
Busoni, Paderewski, Gabrilowitsch, Joseffy; in fact
every pianist before the public to-day, because, in order
to take rank in the public eye, each must be so equipped
as to bear comparison with the one beside him. When
we compare the number of great virtuosi to-day with
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what the past had to offer it is obvious that, virtuosif»
has made great strides, notwithstanding the questim
whether any of them has surpassed Rubinstein and
Liszt.
Piano compositions, too, will tell their own story
beginning with those written for harpsichord, which
bear the limitations of the instrument; at the same
time we must realize that Beethoven could have formed
no idea of what his sonatas would represent on the
modern piano. We must not forget, however, that he
spoke with the voice of the orchestra within him, and
whether he felt by intuition that some day the piano
would be great enough to carry his works as it does
to-day, we can only surmise. With this exception the
composers have revealed the limitations of the instal¬
ment.
At this juncture it will not be forgotten that Bach
never wrote for the piano at all. He died before the
first pianos were made effective. The organ for which
he wrote the great fugues and difficult works was re¬
markably complete, and such of Bach’s works as we
hear on the piano have been worked over from
harpsichord or from organ. On the other hand, Bach’i
works for the violin also proved what were the pos¬
sibilities of that instrument over two hundred years
ago, for no one will deny that when an Ysaye or a
Kreisler has discharged satisfactorily a Bach sonata
for violin there is little in the way of virtuosity more
difficult to master. Kreisler has also shown us the
literature of the most remote period in the Italian
school, revealing the same technical difficulties as might
be met with among the writers of to-day, indicating
the supremacy of the violin virtuosity over all the other
instruments of that period. The advance made in
technic by the other instruments is due to the growth
of the instruments themselves and the broadening and
growing complexities of musical thought.

THE SELECTION OF TEACHING MUSIC.
BY F. C. B.
It is curious what a tendency there is for a teacher
to run into a rut in the selection of the same pieces
over and over, year after year. This grows out of
two circumstances: The well-known pieces in the list
have been sifted out of a large number, and from
their attractiveness and sterling qualities accomplish
the two things for which pieces are commonly given.
Namely, they please the pupil and exercise an influ¬
ence upon the taste and musical life. In the nature
of the case a teacher learns to adapt the pieces of his
standard repertory to the needs of individual pupils.
With new pieces there is difficulty. In the first pl»M
one is not so sure about the difficulties in them, for
the essence of difficulty is far from having been ac¬
curately determined in piano music. A certain piece
appears to the pupil impossible; another pupil takes
it up and likes it, and plays it well. What was the
difficulty in the first case? Was it due to lack of
proper explanation of the piece on the teacher’s parti
There are many teachers who, if they would honestly
confess the truth about their teaching, would acknowl¬
edge that their pupils were working the same old
pieces and the same round of technics and etudes eac
year; that many of their pupils had come to a stand¬
still, had lost interest in music, did poorer practice
than ever; that things were running in a well an
deeply worn rut. These teachers need a new fund °i
fresh ideas, need to have their eccentricities rubbed o
by contact toith a lot of earnest and bright teachers,
such as are invariably found at a summer school o
music. They need to see and realize what an t®
gainly and bony old skeleton their “hobby” rea^
The sharp contrasts that they will meet at sue
school gives them eyes to see themselves as others »
them. These teachers need the inspiration and men
and musical shaking up that such a course won
furnish them. But, somehow, it is those that W
the most that do the least. If the teacher is Q“
satisfied with himself and methods, he can label
self as a “fossil” and feel morally sure that the n
is deserved.
]oy
There are two reasons why we tend to
classical and well-tried selections in teaching,
better acquaintance with them and the more
'
individuality of the works of Bach, Beethoven, Ch P^'
Schumann, and the like, over those of lesser C0ID*,0S1 ^
The personal element, the mind of the composer, s«
how comes out in his work, and touches and w
the pupil’s musical intuition, provided the adap a
to the individual be well made.
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The Musical Education of the Young
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JACQUES

Jacques Dalcboze, the eminent Swiss composer
onH nedasogue, has advanced ideas as to the musical
education of the young. In view of their originality
sU<*eestiveness, it seems worth while to make an
abstract for the benefit of the readers of The Etude
of a recently published article which he wrote for
a German periodical.—Editor.
No one can determine the ground principles of a
thorough and natural education for the young without
having lived in constant intercourse with children of
all ages and having studied their growth and develop¬
ment, physically and mentally from year to year with
a watchful eye. One who would succeed must know
the difference between a child of five or six and one
of ten. He must realize that one is an entirely dif¬
ferent individuality from the other, and that at
adolescence still more remarkable changes occur,
transforming the boy and girl into the miniature
man and woman, that a treatment which is effective at
one age is utterly out of place at another. The first
condition of a rational scheme of instruction is that
in its elements and manner of presentation it should
conform to the child's age and stage of development.

DALCROZE

The sense of the beautiful in music exists as a germ
in every child, but he can love only that which he
fully comprehends. Put him before the immense box
of sound that we call a piano—docs he learn music?
No! Only tiresome exercises, the wearisome task of
putting thumb under finger and finger over thumb.
Ah, mothers, when you complain that your children
do not love music, that they will not play scales—be
comforted; it is, on the contrary, a proof that they
do love music, and detest the scales only because they
do not understand what this drilling of the fingers has
to do with it. How many pupils can tell by ear what
scales their teacher plays for them, even though they
may be able to run the whole series fluently on the
piano from beginning to end? Do you know that of
the hundred best piano pupils in a conservatory
scarcely one can reckon the intervals of a minor scale
with accuracy? How can you expect your children to
play the scales with pleasure when they know them
so badly? Let them study their structure, how one
differs from the other; let them see that each one is
the expression of a distinct key; let them play their
simple melodies first in one and then in another key—
you will find that the scales will no longer be a bug¬
bear, but an enjoyment to them.

Do Not Begin with Piano Study.
One great obstacle to such a scheme is that in the
eyes of the great majority “music” means “piano,
and that instruction in music is synonymous with
lessons on the piano.
Not that I would underrate the importance of this
much-abused instrument; parents are thoroughly
justified in wishing their children to learn it. My
contention, however, is that the child should not begin
to play the piano until he realizes what music is,
until he loves it for its own sake, and feels the im¬
pulse to express himself musically by its aid. His ear
should first become familiar with tones and with
their reciprocal relations, which his fingers are later
to embody through its mechanism. He should first
be able to define melody, harmony, polyphony; his
feeling for accent, measure and rhythm awakened,
his body should be trained in such a way that limb
and muscle may develop their crude and latent powers
for the task before them.
And yet the child is put before the piano and ex¬
pected to master all these difficulties of the most ab¬
stracts of arts, in connection, too, with a mechanical
training for which his tender fingers are wholly in¬
adequate. If the piano really trained the ear this
would not be so bad, but its influence is exactly the
reverse. Its tone production is mechanical; it is
absolutely independent of the ear. The hand learns
to strike the keys which the eye sees are called for
by the music. It is merely a question of localization
by eye and finger, the ear is left ont of the reckoning
and becomes dull and sluggish. A musical ear can
only be developed when it is forced to classify inter¬
vals without the help of sight or touch. This the
piano does no*- and cannot do. Even those who thank
nature for the gift of absolute pitch are in danger of
losing it oy practice upon it. I do not hesitate to
say that out of a hundred piano-playing children
not more than ten, at the most, notice a change of key
when a piece is played to them. Yet enjoyment of
music in its highest phase is dependent upon the ability
to follow the curves of a melody, to discern changes
of harmony, to detect the concurrent sounding of
several different themes—-not to speak of the influence
of this ability upon the player’s art as regards inter¬
pretation, delicacy of touch and shading, all of which
depend upon the ear.
. .
The too common aim of the pianist is to vie wi
tbe pianola. Haydn and Mozart are played only by
babes and sucklings now-a-days. Schumann’s charming
Pictures of child life, Beethoven’s bagatelles, Chopins
short preludes and nocturnes are all too easy, forsoo ,
to show off the execution of onr pupils. Rapidity,
brilliancy, are required of them, not the ability to
transpose, to modulate, to phrase and shade without
tbe notes before the eyes—the notes which leave
nothing to tbe initiative of tbe player, precisely like
tbe cut paper pattern of the pianola.

Now the seven or eight year child takes up the
study of tone, and the sense of hearing comes into
play. The first thing to learn is the difference between
the whole and the half step. This is best done by
singing the scales, but not in the usual way. The
piano player knows but one scale, the only difference
between one key and another being that resulting
from their different fingering. The substitution, how¬
ever, of a tactile sensation for the impression made
upon the ear by a musical tone is fatal to the highest
attainments in the art. We find that when piano
pupils come to study harmony the image of the key¬
board obtrudes and obscures the strictly musical
relations of tones. These are best secured by singing
the scales from the same pitch, say about middle C.
After the scale of C has been sung sing the scale of
G. The F sharp immediately gives warning that it
is not the C but the G scale—and so with all the
other scales. In this way the difference between
the whole and the half step is clearly perceived and
in time the learner acquires absolute pitch, but this
is Imperilled if he uses any instrument save his own
The physical advantages of beginning a musical
education with singing instead of the piano are mani¬
fold. Three-fourths of the children who practice the
piano have round shoulders and sunken chests. The
breathing exercises that naturally accompany the gym¬
nastic periods of instruction ward off such effects.
They further the expansion of the chest, give erect
shoulders, and quicken the circulation—no small gain
for those in the early years of life’s battle.
Expression.

Without going into detail which would carry me
too far, I must mention the study of phrasing and shad¬
ing now to be taken up, though it is generally overlooked
I am sure that all thoughtful teachers will agree
with me when I counsel the parents and guardians of
in most schemes of musical study. A Swiss musician,
Mathis Lussy, has formulated the laws of musical expres¬
the pianists of the future to defer piano lessons until
sion with remarkable clearness and logic in his book,
they shall have taken a five or six years’ course in
“Rhythm and Expression.” The pupil should in like
purely musical subjects, viz., singing, ear training,
manner be taught the principles of phrasing and to
musical terminology, analysis of tones in general, etc.,
reason out for himself the underlying cause for con¬
as well as exercises for the arms, hands, feet and legs.
trast in strength and variations in tempo, so that he
These comprehensive bodily gymnastics are by no
may apply them independently of the directions with
means so far removed from our subject as one might
which modern music is too often profusely provided,
imagine. Such movements develop the feeling for
and which consequently dull his power of initiative.
rhythm so commonly lacking in the young. Up to
the sixth year children have not sufficient control
The child of eleven or twelve who, after having
over their limbs to move them with rhythmic regugone through the course I have just described, sits down
larity. Two or three years later the sense of rhyth l
to the piano for the first time, will have nothing but
begins to develop in a comparatively small number
the mechanical control of his instrument to acquire.
but fully seventy-five per cent, remain unableto
He will have learned the laws of tonal expression,
follow rhythmic changes by definite and regular move¬
rhythm, beauty of tone, accent, measure, phrasing,
ments. Even those who possess it lose it temporarily
gradation of tone. His muscles will have been brought
at the period of greatest physical development, which
under control in such wise that he can cope success¬
takes place from twelve to fourteen. At this age al
fully with the difficulties of this new mode of ex¬
bodily action is attended with a certain heaviness
pression; his ear will have been schooled to dis¬
tinguish tones and their relations to each other as
and lack of equilibrium.
melodious sounds and not with reference to a monot¬
onous pattern of black and white keys—in a word,
The Importance of Rhythm.
he has become musical.
Every human being has his own characteristic
I shall only be too happy if what I have written
rhythm manifested in bearing and movement, lhos,
shall serve to open the way to a knowledge of the
in^whom the rhythm sense is wanting are always
true, as opposed to the false, method of musical
awkward and heavy in walk and gesture. The nervous
education for the young.
awKwaru an
fitg nnd gtarts. the phlegmatic
Begin with Singing, Ear Training, Etc.

one'will dwell on the last count of the measure; the
fs sanguine will hurry over it. An observant
teacher will foresee all these defects in h.s pupils before hearing them play a note, by their walk, their
bearing, their manner of greeting. Gymnastic exer¬
ts such as I recommend give the child control over
cises sucu »
execute them rhyth-
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Pianists say too much about the materials they
have to use. It is hard to find the tools unresponsive
or uncertain, but do not accustom yourselves to a
first-rate piano. If you do it will lead you to think
you are responsible for the beautiful sound that comes
out of it: whereas, very likely it is but its natural
tone—independent of your skill. At home you think:
••What a lovely touch I have.” Then you come to me.
You play abominably and say it is the fault of my
piano. Tt is not my piano at all. It is you. Your
hand is not under control, you have not learned the
principles of things. If you really know how to
produce a certain effect—and produce it as the result
of your knowledge, not of your piano—you can face
almost any instrument with a clear conscience. If
you leave any thing to chance, you will be the first
to feel it—your audience will be the second. A good
pianist should be able to make any passable Instrument
sound well, for his knowledge will be so accurate that
he can calculate to a very fine point how much he
must allow for the difference and quality of touch.—
Lcsclietizky.

THE ETUDE

[In the May and June issues of
The Etude we gave two short
sketches relating incidents in the
early career of Haydn. The pres¬
ent instalment takes him to Vienna as a member of
the choir of the Cathedral, and shows the sad state in
which he lived at the beginning of his professional
career. The next and last instalment tells how he
made a friend who helped him to a more prosperous
condition.—Editor]
SEPPERL, THE
DRUMMER
BOY.

THE DEPARTURE OF SEPPERL FOR VIENNA.
The village of Hainburg was so near Rohrau that
it did not take Sepiicrl more than fifteen minutes to
reach his father’s home.
“Good-bye, papa, good-bye, mammahe cried, on
entering the shop, where his parents were talking,
having returned from early mass. “I ath going to
Vienna with that fat little man who was here yester¬
day, and who found your singing so bad.”
“And what will you do in Vienna?” asked his
father, without showing much surprise,
“f will sing, I will write music, become great, rich,
very rich, and have beautiful clothes.”
“Sepperl, you are a goose,” interrupted his father;
“go and play with your comrades—go; your mother
and I are talking.”
“You will let me go, though, will you not?” per¬
sisted the child.
“You would go whether we let you or not, eh?”
asked his mother.
“Listen, dear little mamma,” said Sepperl, putting
his arm ooaxingly around her, “I am going for a
plate of cherries. I have eaten the cherries, and want
“How, for a plate of cherries? What does the child
mean?” said his father, in jfcrplexity.
Sepperl repeated the bargain he had made, and as
he finished his story, the dean and the schoolmaster,
who had followed after little Haydn, arrived. The
dean confirmed the story of the little boy, and gave
so many reasons, and made so many promises, that
the wheelwright finally said, with a great sigh.
“Go, then, child, and pray that your plate of
cherries may r.ot ccst yon too dear.
“I will warrant that,” replied M. Reuter, confi¬
dently.
Behold, now, little Haydn leaving for Vienna, with
M. Reuter.
His progress was so rapid that in six
years he had composed pieces for six and eight voices,
which he carried triumphantly to his master.
“What is this, Sepperl?” asked the dean, turning
in every direction a paper given him by young Haydn.
“A sextette, master,” he replied, proudly.
“Well, it is very good; this phrase is beautiful,
but why all this mess of notes?”
“Because of that phrase, simple as it is, do you
not understand it?”
“I understand that you have put quavers and
double-quavers, so that I can scarcely find the air in
the midst of the blackness. Listen, Sepped. write
this over, and make it simpler—Make it simpler.
Now, what do you think of my marking up your
music?”
“Alas, master,” responded Haydn, with a droll
air of sadness. “I thought less of the blackness of the
papers than of the beauty of the music.”
Seven more years passed, but about the time that
Haydn's studies were almost finished, the good Renter
died, and the young musician, forced to give up the
privileges of the cathedral of Vienna, soon found him¬
self without any protection, without money in the
streets of the Austrian capital. He rented, without
knowing how lie was going to pay for it, a miserable
garret, badly lighted, and carried there the only piece
of furniture he owned—an old piano that could
scarcely stnnd on its legs.
Young Haydn, in order to live, was obliged to pawn
some of his clothes. The sort the poor young man

needed, he was unable to buy. His mother and father
were dead, and he was alone in the world. Poverty
and hunger were making him thin, but in the midst
of this wretched artist’s life there was a great en¬
thusiasm, which despair had never been able to take
from him.
Sometimes, seated before his old piano, on the rude
bench of planks lie had made with his own hands,
he found again that his knowledge, in the inspir¬
ation of poetical music, became a consolation to his
sorrow, even a joy, in the midst of his sufferings
which the Ices of the common necessities of life were
teaching him.
Now, though our young hero was obliged to sing
and to suffer, he was also obliged to find some means
of getting some pupils in order to earn his living.
Sometimes his friend. Dean Reuter, knowing Haydn’s
talent, and poverty, had told him of such and such a
pei-son, who wanted a teacher for piano or voice.
lie hastened to find them, but his poverty was so
great, his clothes so worn, his manner so timid and
ashamed, that most of the time he was not even ad-'
mitted to the presence of those whom he had hoped
to secure as pupils. The servants took their excuses
to the poor young man, who looked more like one
soliciting aims than asking for music pupils.—From
the French of ilmc. Foa, by Lucia Berrien Starnes.
Much has been
said and written
on the subject of
correlating the
study of music
with the other
school studies, with geography, history, nature studies,
etc. Every school principal is in favor of the idea,
some even enthusiastic over it, but always this argu¬
ment lias been brought against it—it means more
work for the school teacher.
It has been with this thought in mind that I have
undertaken to plan a little program which would
consist entirely of selections which illustrate places
and people. This program consists entirely of piano¬
forte selections, illustrated by dances and “living
pictures;” but I think that its interest would be
greatly added to if the folk songs of the different
nations were introduced also. I think, too, that it is
really necessary to have a little paragraph descriptive
of each number prepared and read just before each
number is played.
PROGRAM.
1. Air du Louis XIII, (duet), Portrait.Gregh
2. The Dutch Waltz, Dance.Low
3. Annie Laurie, Portrait.Trans, by S. Smith
4. A Polish Dance, (duet), Dance...X. Scharwenka
5. Mi Teresita, Portrait.Carrefio
(i. A Norwegian Dance, Dance.Grieg
7. Kainennoi-Ostrow, Portrait.Rubinstein
8. Ron'do a la Turque, Dance.Mozart
9. An Oriental Scene, Portrait.Orth
10. Saltarelio, Roman Dance, Dance.Lack
.11. Arabesque, Portrait.Stiehl
12. Roses of Bohemia, (duet), Dance.Kowalski
The first number brings one of the kings of France
upon the scene. It is a duet, “Air of King Louis
XIII,” and the curtains are withdrawn to disclose a
“living picture” of the king sitting, listening to a
fair lady playing his favorite air upon a harp. If a
harp is not available for the picture any of the smaller
instruments which rest upon the table will do.
The second number
(Holland)—“The Dutch
Waltz”—is illustrated by a gay band of children, who,
dressed in Dutch peasant costume, waltz in wooden
sabots.
The third is a transcription of “Annie Laurie” by
Kidney Smith (or, if you object to transcriptions,
use instead G. Lange's “Highland Lass”). In either
case the portrait is that of a bonnie Scotch lassie
in Highland costume.
A PROGRAM FOR SCHOOL
CHILDREN. CORRELATING THE STUDY OF MUSIC
WITH THAT OF GEOGRAPHY

The fourth number, “A Polish Dance,” by X.
Scharwenka, arranged as a duet by Hermann, is illus¬
trated by a dance danced in the ancient costumes
of a once gay country that is no more.
Fifth, the lovely "Mi Teresita,” by Teresa Carreiio,
has with it a portrait of a languishing Spanish beauty
plus the inevitable mantilla.
The sixth is the “Norwegian Dance,” by Grieg,
typical of the country he loves so well, and to it may
be danced the peasant dance in costume.
“Kamennoi-Ostrow,” the seventh number, is Rubin¬
stein’s beautiful portrait of a Russian lady who was
a very good friend to him during the years of his
long struggle to elevate music in Russia. It is
illustrated by a portrait of a lady iu Russian cos¬
tume. This costume, while elaborate and even semibarbarous in our eyes, is quite easy to carry out now
since we have gone “Russia mad;” for at eveiy fair
and bazaar ladies pour tea in Russian costume, every
ladies’ magazine is filled with articles on Russian
needlework, and in every city are stores in which
Russian fabrics are made a specialty.
Eighth, the dear old “Rondo a la Turque,” from
Mozart's Sonata in A, is accompanied by a “solodance,” danced by a girl in Turkish costume. The
cymbals are a feature of this dance.
The ninth, “An Oriental Scene,” by John Orth, is
a gay selection. When I play it to the children I
always draw their attention to a picture which repre¬
sents a typical Oriental scene, and which may be used
as a 'tableau vivant.” In the centre, on a brilliant
Persian rug,is a brilliant girl dancer, a vivid picture of
arrested motion, while on her left sits, cross-legged,
the musician, poising his instrument on his knees.
On the other side, on divans recline the two women
for whose amusement the dancer has been hired.
These latter are decked in the gaudy Eastern colorings,
and the whole picture is full of color and grace and
motion.
Tenth, the “Saltarelio,” by Theodore Lack, is an
old Roman dance in triple time, and is lovely wheu
danced by maidens gowned in the soft white Roman
costume.
The eleventh number is the “Arabesque” by Stiehl,
To illustrate this I would have the picture represent
a booth in an Arabian bazaar, with one of Arabics
daughters vending the wares. Or, if you could njauage the lighting effects, you might use that picture
called “Arabs at Prayer.”
Twelfth. To close, use Kowalski’s “Roses of
Bohemia,” arranged for four hands. This waltz can
be utilized for a kind of scarf dance in which ropes of
roses are used instead of ribbons, and which, with the
gay Bohemian costumes, make a delightful effect.
Also, John Boyle O’Reilly’s beautiful poem, “W
Rather Live in Bohemia Than any Other Land
might preface this dance. Of course the poet meant
the ideal Bohemia, but a pretty description could be
given of how Bohemia came to be used as the name
for an ideal existence among artist folk.
I could say this about the accessories to this sort
of a pianoforte recital—that they arc best made as
simple as possible. The Ben Greet players, in then
revival of the Shakespearian plays according to the
Elizabethan manner, have pressed upon us strong f
the charm of simplicity. In their production o
“Julius Uaesnr’’ the “properties” consisted of »0UJ
posts with a pair of curtains between the two fro"
posts, some stools, two little trees in tubs, and ou
wreaths. When the curtains were drawn aside am
the stools were put within the posts we were m
house; when the curtains were drawn together am
the wreaths hung on nails, we were in the strw^
when the two little trees were carried to the centre ^
the stage and a stool placed under one we " ere in
garden, and so on. The shifting was done by
little boys in blue dresses, white stockings and bia^
shoes, and the whole production was charming. _
made elaborate productions gaudy by contrast,
gave us n realizing sense of the great charm 1
really is in simplicity.—Helena M. Maguire.
It has frequently bee"
jected, and with much just"*that it is barbarous to m
young children practice f°r
length of time on the piano. Iu general, practici
ends in exhausting the child both physically *
mentally. If. however, it is desired to have the c ^
study the piauo, practice is necessary, and as
^
possible this requirement should lie met. T1’CSCprofi
siderations are the basis of an article by

Zabludowski in a recent number of the Blatter fur
Volksgesundheitspflcgc of Berlin.
Prof. Zabludowski says that his efforts to improve
the conditions under which piano practicing is per¬
formed, began when he saw that “violin players suc¬
ceed much more quickly than piano players in ad¬
justing their hands to the instrument, and also that
certain fingers of violin players—if they begin early
enough—are lengthened. This is especially true for
the index aua middle fingers of the left band, which
lengthen considerably.
“I was soon convinced,” continues Prof. Zabludowsld, “that the many cases of ‘over-playing of the hand’
to piano players are entirely due to the abnormal re¬
lations between the hand of the performer and 'the
instrument. The young violin player, with small hands,
has a violin of corresponding dimensions; that is,
one-half to three-quarters the usual size. In the case
of the piano, however, the keyboard is practically
the same on all instruments. We see little children
playing on the keyboards that are used by adults.
“Therefore, I decided to build pianos for children,
which should only differ from the ordinary instrument
iu that they had a smaller keyboard. For this pur¬
pose it is sufficient to reduce the key from the usual
width of 22.5 millimeters, and the whole octave from
19 centimeters to 17 centimeters. In addition it is
necessary to so construct the instrument that on the
same piano the keyboard for adults and children may
he easily interchanged.”
Prof. Zabludowski says that his piauo “has two
keyboards. They differ from each other only in size;
the technic of playing the instrument remains abso¬
lutely the same. Thus we obtain a universal key¬
board, and simply by turning the keyboard frame
one may place in position the larger or smaller board.
And we have in addition a certain advantage over the
violin as it is not necessary to have two instruments.
The new arrangement makes possible an early start
at piano playing, as there is no straining or exhaust¬
ing of the fingers.”

s; ®»«
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pathy betweon brother and
sister, Mendelssohn and
his sister Fanny, after¬
ward the wife of Wilhelm
Hensel, the painter, may be coupled with Mozart and
his sister Anna Maria. The circumstances of the two
families were very unlike. There is a great disparity
between the frugal household of the poor Salszburg
musician and the mansion of the rich Berlin banker,
with its extensive grounds and its summer-house ar¬
ranged for private concerts, but none between the mu¬
tual love and reciprocal influence of sister and brother
in both cases. One composer, to be sure, was a genius;
the other failed of this distinction but stood first
among those endowed with talent. In this he and his
sister stood more nearly equal than the two Mozarts.
Indeed, had Fanny Mendelssohn’s career not been
thwarted by family prejudice she might have stood
by the side of her more illustrious brother without
losing by the contrast.
The two children, she the elder by nearly four
years, bad the same musical training, first from their
mother and later from a number of excellent teachers,
among them the severe Zelter, the friend of Goethe,
ttho taught them composition. They went hand in

hand. What Felix did his sister accomplished,- and,
as he said himself, often better than he. She was
particularly gifted as a pianist. While she was in
her cradle but a few days old her mother wrote of
her: “She. has a Bach fugue hand”—and this was
verified, for as a child she played from memory
twenty-four of Bach’s fugues.
The family was of Jewish origin. Their great¬
grandfather's name was Mendel; his son Moses, the
noted philosopher, was known as Mendel's sou and
Mendelssohn in time became the family name. Moses
Mendelssohn was the original of the character of
“Nathan” in Lessing’s celebrated play, Nathan dcr
Weise (Nathan the Sage). His son Abraham used to
say that in his youth life had the misfortune of being
known as the son of his father and in later years as
the father of his sou.
There was no thought at first of the latter’s be¬
coming a professional musician; the father con¬
sidered the musical training of his children only as
one of the elements of a liberal education.
He
yielded reluctantly to his son's desire in the matter,
but where the daughter was concerned it was a
different question; she felt the full force of the
parental prohibition. Feeling and tradition, both of
race and family, ran counter to the idea of a woman
in a position so exposed to criticism as that of a
composer. And not only this. In spite of his un¬
bounded attachment and his admiration for her
talent, her brother felt the same unwillingness to
see his sister enter into public musical life. Thoughcomposition was as the breath of life to her, she
respected this feeling in so far as she refrained from
publishing under her own name and took refuge
under that of her brother’s. It is said that some of
his most admired “Songs without Words” were
composed by her, and it is known that a number of
her songs are included among his. So far as identi¬
fied these are Nos. 2, 3, 12 of his Op. 8 and Nos. 7,
10, 12 of Op. 9. Besides these it is thought there are
others.
This inclusion of his sister’s songs with his own
once involved Mendelssohn in no little embarrassment.
Queeh Victoria was very fond of his music and on
one occasion sang for him what she supposed to be
one of his songs, a favorite of hers, she informed
him. This was Sehoncr und Schdncr (Fairer and
Fairer). To his confusion he was obliged to ac¬
knowledge that it was not his, but his sister’s.
Her restless, mercurial temperament, however,
chafed under the restraint of anonymity, and she
finally determined to accept the flattering offers
made to her 'by prominent publishers to come before
the public under her own name.
Like Mozart and his sister she and her brother kept
up a lively correspondence which better than any¬
thing else gives an idea of the charming relations
that existed between them. In one of these letters
he makes a cheerful surrender of the position lie lias
so long maintained. He gaily wishes that she maytaste only the sweets and none of the bitterness of
authorship; that the public may pelt her with roses
and never with sand; that tlic printer’s ink may never
draw black lines upon her soul, and adds—“all of
which I devoutly believe will be the case, so what is
the use of my writing it?”
Less than a year after this letter was written she
died suddenly in the forty-second year of her age.
May 17th, 1847. The shock of her death hastened that
of her brother’s, which followed six months later.
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Often a teacher wishes to
A PLEASANT
review the work of the year in
CLASS REVIEW.
musical history only to find
that the words “review and
examination” are not pleasant in the ears of her stu¬
dents. Here is a plan I have tried and found very
helpful, and at the same time a delightful way to
spend the Club afternoon.
Give to each pupil the name of one composer. This
name is to be known only to the teacher and the pupil.
Tell the latter a week before the Club meeting so that
she may review the composer's life and be well up on
all points of interest.
At the Club meeting let one girl at a time converse
as though she were the comitoser assigned to her for
study. Let her make reference to some incident in
his life, speak of some of his works, how long he lived,
when and where, who his friends were, etc. The
other members of the class are required to guess the
name. Give cards bearing the name of each partici¬
pant, and the young people may write their guess con¬
cerning each just opposite.—KathtTinc Morgan.
We have frequently urged teachLET THE
ers t0 SP0 t],at ti,eir young pupils
CHILDREN
al.t, g;Ven drill in singing. It is
SING.
true that in many cities the public
school music gives the children some work in this
branch of music, but it is not enough. The directors of
children’s classes should make vocal music a feature
of the club work. Simple little pieces, solos, unison
choruses, motion songs, staged or unstaged, are de¬
lightful features of the work possible for all teachers
to introduce. .
This kind of practice often proves beneficial when
the children have reached young manhood or woman¬
hood. as they have acquired a taste for concerted
vocal music. The step into the choir, glee club or
choral society is an easy and a natural one. Hie
article by Mr. Jacques Dalcroze, in another page of
this issue,puts training in singing before piano lessons,
We do not go so far as that. But we do urge that
teachers devote some attention to this delightful and
important side of musical education.
The young readers of The
Etude will be pleased to
read about the making of
that much-loved hymn, “In
The Sweet Bye and Bye.”
Dr. S. F. Bennett, who was engaged in news¬
paper work in Wisconsin prior to the war of the
Rebellion, turned his attention to medicine after the
war and located in Elkliorn, Wis., to practice his pro¬
fession. He had always been known among his
friends, and to some extent to the public, as a
writer of verse. In 1807, in conjunction with his
friend, Mr? J. 1’. Webster, a minister, he undertook
to prepare for . publication a Sunday-school hymn
book. One morning Dr. Beunolt called upon his friend,
and observing that the latter, who was much given to
depression of spirit, was suffering from one of his
habitual attacks, said to him :
“Why, Webster! what is the matter now?”
“Oh, nothing much,” replied his companion, “just
one of my bad spells. It’ll all be right by and by.”
“Oh. yes.” returned Benuett. “in the sweet bye
and bye.”
Suddenly the words be bad uttered suggested a hymn
on tin- theme, and, asking for some paper and a pencil.
he stepped to a table close by and began to
write as rapidly as his pencil would move.
In a few moments he had finished the
hymn, and, turning, handed the lines to
his friend. Webster’s face speedily
lighted with a smile, and without say¬
ing anything lie stepped forward, took
up his violin and began to play. It was
a simple melody he was expressing, but
something about it touched the soul with
a feeling both sad and sweet.
“I think I have it, Bennett!” ob¬
served Webster, with a look of satis¬
faction.
“Yes; I'm sure of it!” added Bennett,
and soon the two were singing together
the song which was destined to become
famous throughout the world. In less
than a fortnight the children were sing¬
ing and whistling the song on the streets,
while its fame began to extend every¬
where.
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tains in it harmonies that are not strange, melodies
and rhythmical figures that have been heard fre¬
quently, and styles of composition that are clear and
free from complexity of construction. Let the -people
hear a number of pieces of high class a sufficient num¬
ber of times, played with spirit and proper expression,
as well as fine technic by the players, and they will,
'lemselves with the charac¬
teristics of such ]
nd lea i to apprt
; then

sneer at the alleged “shallowness” of Mozart and th
formal elegance of Mendelssohn—and these composed
here represent the whole school of writers of this
style—but they help to maintain the balance and to
restrain the art from toppling over into psychic dis¬
quisitions and gloomy ponderosities.
A Monthly Journal for the Musician, the
There is a certain style of musician—and no
Music Student, and all Music Lovers.
one questions his erudition—who is prone to
regard with only half-concealed disdain the music
that is not tragic, tense and involved.
Such
K p
r thr<
have brought to this
serious minded individuals seem to lose sight of the
* allowed for obtaining
country a numb r of n sicians and teachers
fact that the sunshine of joy is the positive element
who will, for a time
_
least, be connected
of music, not the gloom of sadness. There must be
Jers, bank check or draft, o
with American musical education. Some of these men
srqiles as well as tears and smiling optimism has
ites postage stamps are at way
it in letters is dangerous, and
have international reputation and, by all precedent,
accomplished more in the art world than gloomv
should be a distinct acquisition ; others are of mediocre
seriousness.
DISCONTINCANOK- If y
calibre and will fit into the musical life of various
It was given .o Mozart and Mendelssohn to pen
wise it will be c<
All a
cities in which they may locate, but will never be
life and love into their works. They were not apostles
paid.
leaders. A man's nationality is no basis for a judg¬
of pessimism. They did not revel in the depths
KESKWAI,—No receipt is sent for renewals. On the
wrapper or the next issue sent yon will l>e printed ment as to Lis ability as a musician, his fitness for a
of cavernous gloom as have many of their suc¬
the date to which your subscription is paid up,
responsible educational position, or his selection as a
cessors; they taught happiness, wholesome thought,
which serves as a receipt lor your subscription.
teacher'and concert player. Many American musicians
the “joy of living,” through their music.
MANUSCHIPTS._A11 manuscripts intended for publication
should be addressed to THE ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut Street
are just as good as many foreign-bom musicians,
This being true, and who can gainsay it, it follows
and should be written on one side of the sheet only. Contri¬
some are better than some foreigners. Let us try to
butions on topics connected with music-teaching and muaiothat the music of these, clean-hearted, light-hearted
study are solicited. Those that are not available will be
be just and form our opinions on ability, experience
writers is the best for the days of youth. Sadness,
returned.
and
personal
worth.
Let
us
welcome
the
foreign
mu
worry, complications—all these come only too soon
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application. Forms
into the young life; why drag them in by the musical
issue °U 10th °f eaCh month for the succeeding month's sician who comes to the United States to live here
and to work with us. On the other hand there is no
THEODORE PRBSSER,
route? Youth has no sympathy with any of them, nor
reason why we should be active patrons of those who
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
will it take kindly to music of this character. Toutli
come over to us, stay a few years and then return to
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter.
is a time of sunshine; do not mar it by clouds.
their native shores and indulge in sneers at our muLn the adult world it has become the fashion to deny
sieal taste and acquirements, as is the case in more
the music of sunshine. These critical folk turn up
than one instance. The United States is big enough
THE PIANO
their aesthetic noses at the earlier writers and treat
for both native sons and adopted sons, but has no
them lightly because they did not sound all the depths
Low brooding cadences that dream and cry,
place, and should have but scant welcome, for the
of passion, did not write into music all the suffering
transient dweller.
to which humanity is heir.
Life’s stress and passion echoing straight
Rather, they should give thanks that there are com¬
and clear;
UDGING from the number of teachers, players
posers to whom one can turn, sure of a relief from the
Wild flights of notes that clamor and beat high
and freshly graduated pupils who go abroad
density, the heaviness, the cacophony, which is the
every summer, Europe may’ become a great sum¬
Into the storm and battle, or drop sheer ;
marked characteristic of much modern music. It is
mer music school for American musicians.
This
the aim of the most prominent present-day writers to
Strange majesties of sound beyond all words
would be in the line of development. Some years ago
set bestiality, murderous passion and gruesome imagin¬
Ringing on clouds and thunderous heights
pupils were graduated from schools and conservatories
ings to music; the involution of even music for the
sublime :
settled down to teaching, and their musical education
piano is a mark of this tendency. But such should
stopped right there. To-day, through the influence of
have no place in the earlier educational curriculum.
Sad detonance of golden tones and chords
the University Extension and the Chautauqua ideas
The young musician should be fed on that which is
That tremble with the secret of all time ;
hundreds of teachers use the summer months for a
pure and healthful, on the formally clear, on the
0, wrap me round ; for one exulting hour
period of fresh and advanced study. Why not go to
melodically beautiful, on the harmonically sane.
Europe
with
the
same
idea
in
mind.
Certain
teachers
Possess my soul, and I indeed shall know
hav e the ability to train a pupil on special lines; there
The wealth of living, the desire, the power,
is a wholesome, energizing musical atmosphere an en¬
URING the past six months The Etude has
The tragic sweep, the Apollonian glow ;
vironment that will help the American- teacher. Cut
placed before its readers the views of several
the
season a little shorter and get in four months of
eminent writers and musicians on the subject
All life shall stream before me ; I shall see,
hard, specialized study. Then come back home and
of American music and the probability of a distinct
With eyes unblanched, Time and Eternity.
get to teaching again. Go the next summer if v0U feel
American note in musical composition. We believe in
you need it. This is better than to
—Archibald Lampman.
this idea most thoroughly, and shall do all in out
t youself off
from home for two or three years at a
By pernitsston.
power to advance the movement. Teachers who have
the training of pupils who show decided talent and
appreciation of music must ever keep before such
HE free summer hours should be used by the
' HERE is a lesson in the drawing of large
pupils the highest and best in music, and the thorough
teachers to “brush up" on one or more subcrowds of people to the summer parks, at¬
appreciation and understanding of such music. Teach¬
jects connected with their work, such as har¬
tracted in muny cases by the opportunity of
ers of composition, American born, or foreigners who
mony, analysis, the literature of piano playing, biogra¬
hearing good music performed by first-class musicians.
have come to be a part of us, should make it a part of
phy and history. We would emphasize the latter, parti¬
1 his is the case, without doubt, at those parks where
their work to seek the means whereby individuality can
cularly, because they form the basis of lecture recitals
the Damrosch, Herbert, Sousa. Pryor and Creatore
>e maintained and strengthened. Under such influences
or similar educational musical evenings. Why not
organizations are heard, as well as smaller bodies of
the distinctive American character already formed
give part of eveiy day during the present and the next
men selected from the ranks of the leading symphony
and still growing stronger and more distinct, will,
month, to study of the various epochs in the history
orchestras of the country. The programs presented to
sooner or later, begin to assert itself. Students of
of music and to getting a clear view of the progress
the great public, made up of persons of all tastes,
music, men and women, for their part, must work
and development of music? Or, confine yourself to
from crude to highly artistic, are based on catholicity
earnestly, thoroughly, and with the definite purpose,
some one period or phase, early music, the polyphonic
of idea, for every one is given a chance to hear some¬
period, the opera, the oratorio, the symphony, growth
to learn to express Americanism in their workthing he will like, and, what is of still more value to
Bearing on this idea of Americanism in music we
of musical forms, and the men who contributed to the
the cause of music, hear what he likes done well. A
development. A useful plan will be to look into the
print here a few words to the Editor, written by the
great musical work done poorly, played in a slovenly
careers of the composers represented in your teaching
eminent composer, Mr. Arthur Foote, of Boston:
way. or in any respect inadequately presented, is a
repertoire, also to study the various forms, classical
It is probable that, through natural and unconscious
distinct injury to art. An easy, simple piece well
song dance, etc, represented in the pieces you will
development, music composed by Americans will conic,
played opens the way for the rendering and enjoyment
give to your pupils, the marches, waltzes, polka, songradually, to possess characteristics differentiating
of a work a little higher in the artistic plane.
it from that written by Italians, Russians, BohemiansS°n” "ith0Ut WOr<K romance, rondo,
Therefore we present the thought that so far as
etc. By this means you become thoroughly the master
< te. This will not be brought to pass just by wishmusic is to interest the great public the taste of the
'ng, or by conscious striving; such things do not so
of your repertoire, not confining your knowledge to the
latter must be gently and tactfully led, not antagon¬
happen.
notes and their execution on the piano. A few hours
ized and forced upward. We believe that a certain
a day, spent in this kind of work, will greatly heln
Me have naturally been strongly influenced by the
proportion of the best music, played frequently at
the teacher when the new season opens.
, music of composers in other lands; formerly by Ger¬
these summer parks, is right and just; that the playing
many, and now, apparently, quite as much by the
of such works aids the cause of music and raises the
newer
French school. But there can be no donbt
EITHER the young teachers nor the inexperstandard of taste. A study of the programs given at
that composers will appear among us, when lea*1
lenced pup. -should be tempted from the study
the best family resorts near Boston, New York, Phila¬
expected, of such individual thought and expression,
,,
,
,
°l
the
ciellifiuous
measures
of
Mozart
and
delphia and Chicago during the past eight or ten years
',at
world will recognize a new American strainMendelssohn to the more intense and involved com
will convince the skeptical of the truth of this state¬
I lie incubator process will, however, not be a succes"
positions of the later psychological writers of mo”l
ment. Theodore Thomas used to say that popular
ful one.”
and pass,on. Sunshine is as vital to art as gloommusic means familiar music; that is, music that eouWe urge the careful reading of Mr. Mathews’ articlejoyousness, as sadness; gladness, as grief. One mayfound ou another page of this issue.
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Mareh from “Tannhaeuser”
R.WAGNER
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MILITARY MARCH
FRANZ

Arr. by PRESTON WARE OREM
VI.M.
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VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
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E/PARinENT
(conducted byHWGreene

RECITALS.
Now that all of the musieales, recitals and concerts
that were designed to give pupils an opportunity to
measure their progress during the year—or have it
measured by their friends—are over, we rise to reflect
upon the intrinsic value of such appearances; not in
a spirit of criticism, but to the end that we, who are
teachers, may govern our work in the following years
better because we have reflected.
There isn’t very much that is new to be said either
for or against the practice of periodically bringing
pupils forward for a test. Probably no argument
against it could offset the value which the pupil has
gained by such an experience; but if there are argu¬
ments against it, they should be presented. It is of
great importance that the pupils be made to under¬
stand their true status in relation to a program, that
they are there as students and they will be judged as
such.
Far too frequently a pupil’s balance is disturbed by
a prospect of public appearance. Rightly advised by
the teacher such disturbances can be avoided. Mis¬
takes are made by teachers in giving students work
that is too showy, too dramatic or beyond their com¬
pass, which, in itself, is reprehensible enough: but the
effect upon the listener is frequently so demoralizing
in his estimate of the pupil that in future appearances
he will be called upon to sing against prejudice. There
is also the injustice to the pupil of time wasted in
preparing numbers that are for public display.
It has been said that a chain is only as strong as
its weakest link. The antithesis of this is to be found
in our vocal pupils who assume that they are as good
performers as is evidenced by their one and carefully
prepared recital or concert selection. The real facts of
the case are, that the pupil is like the chain, only as
strong as he can show himself to be in his least pre¬
tentious efforts. Therein lies his only true claim to
culture.
As opposed to this it may be urged that singers have
frequently toured the entire country with only enough
songs in their repertories to All out their part of the
program for one evening; but the day and generation
of that kind of singer is rapidly waning.
By far the most admirable plan in relation to reci¬
tals is to allow the pupil to appear with the work in
hand. This pre-supposes of course that the teacher
grades the work of the pupil carefully and makes all
of the selections in that grade to conform with good
taste as well as good judgment in bringing forward
things that are congenial to the particular trend of
each pupil. There is so much available now that is
unquestionably good, answering to the ability of pupils
of every grade, that the teacher only condemns him¬
self who fails in program making.
It is pitiful how frequently teachers do fail in this
regard. It is criminal to permit young girls in their
teens to perpetrate upon audiences the difficult arias,
when so much abounds that is within their reach and
at the same time worthy of their effort. The history
of Ananias shows him to be a shining example of
truth in comparison with an audience at the close of
a pupil’s recital—“Charming!” “Lovely!” “Beauti¬
ful !” “Wonderful!” are showered upon teacher and
pupils alike. The effect is meretricious in the extreme.
False notions on the part of the pupils as to their
attainments and some unlovely self-appreciation on the
part of the teacher wlio accepts their comments at
their audible value.
But, let us not deceive ourselves. Twenty years ago
(here were five out of every one hundred auditors who
could not be deceived. Ten years ago there were
twenty-five. To-day more than half of every audi¬
ence in any.thing like a musical center are wise in
their discrimination. Thus rapidly are we advancing
in knowledge of the vocal art, and it pays the teacher
better to satisfy the half that knows by a rational ap¬
portionment of selections to students for their public
appearances.
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LOYALTY.
The last demand that should be made upon a
student of singing is loyalty to a teacher. When the
time does arrive that such a demand is just, it
should be insisted upon—or the relations severed.
Imyalty is based, not alone upon good intentions on
the part of the teacher, not upon congeniality be¬
tween teacher and pupil, but upon the teacher’s ability
to command first, interest, then obedience, and then
results.
Much has been said about respect for the teacher.
A pupil respects the teacher who controls him. Not
for his character, that is not the pupil’s responsibility ;
not for reputation, that may be the most accidental
thing about him; but for his power in calling forth
the highest possibilities in him.
Every relation between teacher and pupil is false
that is not directly concerned with the pupil’s prog¬
ress. The compact between the two is strictly busi¬
ness. One pays for instruction, as he pays for a com¬
modity. and is entitled to the full worth of his money.
If he finds the other party to the transaction abU'
( using the trade vernacular) "to deliver the goods,”
he makes a fatal error if he changes.
The sympathy argument is weak. One doesn’t or
shouldn’t pay money for sympathy. The teacher who
holds his pupils by appealing to their affections or
admiration is a charlatan. An appeal to the esthetic
and sentimental qualities of a student is essential, but
upon the’ high ground of their relations to the art,
not for a moment is it to be confused with the per¬
sonality of the teacher.
In the home we can exact obedience; in the school
we expect obedience; in the studio we must command
obedience. Without obedience the teacher is a crip¬
ple. His pupils run while he crawls, and whither they
will. The dignity of the profession is sacrificed and
worse, the musical character of the student is mis¬
shapen.
Loyalty to a teacher follows always when the guid¬
ing hand is strong—first in ideals, then in the com¬
pelling power to sustain them.
SMATTERERS.
Why not organize a “Smarter Club,” its member¬
ship to be composed of persons who confess with
nonchalant air, that they have just a smattering of
this or that.
The trouble with the vocal profession is not so much
that these smatterers are not useful in their way.
but that they are not classified; they do not form a
group by themselves of which the world can make
estimate without injustice; they are unfortunately
blended with the musical body politic and leaven the
whole lump in a manner entirely unsatisfactory to
those who pursue the work seriously and earnestly.
Music can be approached from three standpoints.
(1) as a business; (2) as a profession ; or, (3) as an
art. Interdependent while they all are, the pursuit of
either is worthy and cannot tolerate superficiality.
The musical man of business is constantly impor¬
tuned to publish, at his expense of course, the
gibberish that is handed in by sentimental persons,
who, while they only have a smattering of composi¬
tion would like to see their name on the title page
and have a few copies to give to their friends.
The “Professor” spends more than half of his valua¬
ble time and strength teaching those who would like
to have just a smattering of the vocal art that they
may entertain an admiring circle of acquaintances,
but who under no consideration would think of fol¬
lowing music seriously.
The art itself suffers because by far the larger
proportion of those who yearn and sigh and proclaim
their right to kneel at the altar in the Holy of Holies
are only smatterers, and too often enter, having re¬
moved neither hat nor sandals.

Who would deny any of these their narrow enjoy,
raeut of music; but why must the world remain so
blind to the fact that there is a wide difference between persons that have been taken hold of by music,
and those that take hold of music.
By all means let there be organized a “Smatter
Club,” the members of which should be provided with
a badge upon which shall be inscribed these wotfs,
“I am no musician” and sooner or later the world
will begin to perceive the difference. If some one is
heralded to sing, it will enquire, “is he a musician or
a smatterer”? If the answer is. “he is a smatterer,”
more than half the world will say, “Then I will hear
him.” By this process it will be seen that the classifi¬
cation extends itself to listeners as well as performers.
Above all things let us he honest in our bearing as
well as in our performing and then—the millennium.
A

GREAT WORK FOR THE TEACHER AND
SINGER

The Italian School of Florid Song. By Pier Fran¬
cesco Tosi. Imported by ’Charles Scribner’s Sons.
$1.75 net.
On my desk are two books, identical in text, in
orthography, and as • nearly as possible identical in
the character of type and adornments. But in an¬
other particular there is a striking difference. Nearly
one hundred and sixty years have elapsed since one
of the books was printed, the other bears the date of
1905. The original work was written in Italian in
1723, and was translated and published in England
in 1743. It was while rummaging through some old
book stalls in London that I stumbled upon the old
English edition, and no find has ever given me a
keener satisfaction than “The Italian School of Florid
Song,” by Pier Francesco Tosi.
The readers of The Etude have frequently been
treated to quotations from this remarkable work. It
is not surprising that an English publisher saw in the
book enough to warrant the expense of reproduction
in fac-simile. To the teacher and student of singing
it has a peculiar message. It stands for all that is
sound and final in the philosophy of singing, and shows
that the esthetics and moral of the art are changeless.
Those who need a healthful mental stimulus should
read this reprint of a work that represents the best
thought and practice of the old Italian singers and
singing masters.
THE AMERICANIZATION OF THE EUROPEAN
OPERA STAGE.
BY GEORGE CECIL.
The so-called American invasion of the European
lyric stage is a comparatively recent event. Sixty
years ago, when the Jenny Lind furore was at i *
height, American opera singers were scarcely known
in Europe; towards the latter end of the last century,
the pay-sheets of the Metropolitan Opera Co., a'
York, and of Covent Garden, London, contained a arg
proportion of American women artists; and t
•
though transatlantic tenors, baritones and basses rt
seldom heard away from their own c0UPt^L _t
American prima donna has become a most import
personage in the operatic world. She is to be me w
in Paris, Monte Carlo, Nice, Marseilles, St. l«e
burg, Moscow, Milan, Naples, Madrid, Algiers, a ’
Athens, Barcelona, Lisbon, Berlin, Vienna, Buc ar
Munich, Dresden ; in fact, in almost every tow ^
the Continent and elsewhere where opera is 6IV®“' .
the hyper-critical Frau Cosima Wagner lias acpe
her at Bayreuth ! Nor do American singers aim
^
appearing in the most famous opera-houses,
they cannot secure an engagement at Covent 8
’
the opera at Paris, or at an equally noted oper!U
they are not averse to performing in Englm
^
Several excellent artists have been members
Carl Rosa and Moody-Manners Companies, a ^
them being ZMie (Jo Lussan, Ella Russell,
^
Julia Gaylord, and Esther Palliser, while Caw
^
was for some months the bright particular star
.
markable combination entitled “The Turner Ope
^
pany,” which tours the provinces(England) w ! pr#ble
British repertoire for it includes that in'u
work, “The Bohemian Girl,” the equally i°“1S,f*Llla,"
“Maritana,” “The Lily of Killarney.” ‘
“The Amber Witch,” “The Puritan’s Daughter ^
other productions which were probably
jay
“The Idiot Boy, or Dumb but Innocent
which is said to have appealed to our anees 0
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opera. Of the Italian prime donne, though Giachetti,
admirable artists though Charles W. Clark and David
During the time of Mapleson, who foi many years
Bellincioni and Buoninsegna have done much to keep
Bispham are, the majority of American tenors, basses
controlled the destinies of Her Majesty’s—and who
up the prestige of the Italian lyric stage, it cannot
and baritones who seek Continental and English
gave operatic performances in America—the preference
be said that the majority of Italian women singers
honors scarcely compare favorably with the prime
chiefly given to Italian singers, the American
merit
equal praise. Russia, Germany, Austria, and
donne who hail from the same country. Some years
contingent* being represented by Emma Abbott,
other countries also contribute several tenors, basses
ago, Packhard, the tenor, sang Don Jose and other
Albani, who, though a Canadian by birth, counts as
and baritones who compare favorably with the French
robust rffles in England without achieving fame; “The
an American; John Clark of Brooklyn, U. S. A., who,
and Italian artists, amongst them being Van Rooy,
Chevalier” Scovell has tried his hand at English
on joining the company at Her Majesty’s theatre,
Knflpfer, Sobeenof, Bertram, Chaliapine, and Deiple,
opera, to retire from the ordeal; Francis Maclennan
transformed himself into “Signor Giovanni Chiari di
while NVedekind, Kurtz, Bosetti, the admired Wittich,
sang Don Jose, NVilhelm (“Mignon”), Erik, Faust
Broccolini;” Annie Louise Cary, the admired
whose Brttnhilde and Isolde are so splendid, Destinn,
and in that impossible work, “The Lily of Killarney,”
“Azucena” of a past generation; Marie van Zandt;
a particularly fine artist, Gadski, Schumann-Heink.
leaving his hearers unimpressed, and others have
Clara Louise Kellogg, who, in the final scene of
the incomparable Sembricb, and Litvinne, than whom
made fugitive appearances in Germany and Italy.
“Faust,” was wont to interpolate “Nearer, my God,
there is no more distinguished artist, are amongst the
For every American male singer, who has made a
to Thee;” Minnie Hauk, according to some authori¬
few Continental prime donne who equal the singers
success abroad, there are a dozen women singers of the
ties, the perfect Carmen; the unrivalled Emma
of a past generation, and the American women artists
same nationality who have eclipsed him.
Nevada, who took her name from the State in which
of to-day.
The general success of American women-artists is
she was bom, and whose fiorituri enchanted the most
It will thus be seen that though Italy and France
a bitter pill to many a British performer, whose
exacting critics throughout the operatic world; Nor¬
give to the world of song tenors and baritones of the
battle-cry is, “England for the English." They fool¬
dics, who is, some say, by far the greatest of the
first rank, America easily distances them in the matter
ishly argue that the Covent Garden preserves should
women singers whose names adorn the American
of sopranos, mezzo sopranos and contraltos, and that
be strictly set apart for home-made singers, no matter
scroll of fame, and Kate Rolla, who afterwards
though Germany and other Northern countries pro¬
how incompetent they may be. Such persons inun¬
formed one of an Italian opera company which toured
duce a certain number of good voices, they, too, have
date newspaper offices with letters on the subject, and
through England about the year ’88.
to bow to the inevitable—so far as the prima donna
the malcontents find ready sympathizers on the staff
When the late Augustus Harris took over Covent
is concerned.
of the cheap musical journals. Being incapable of
Garden, he, too, showed marked partiality for the
forming a judgment, they cannot be made to under¬
American contingent. In the mid eighties Ella Rus¬
stand that the English singer is seldom in a position to
A QUESTION.
sell, who sang almost every rSle in the Italian reper¬
compete with the American prima donna, for the
toire, including Zerlina (“Don Giovanni” and “Fra
former, in at least ninety-nine cases out of a hundred,
Diavolo”), Astrifiainmante, Margherita (“Faust”).
BY ELLEN EOBBENIA PAUL.
uses a dry, toneless (and usually throaty) voice in
Violetta, Leonora, (“II Trovatore”), Susanna, Leila,
an absolutely meaningless manner. There are, of
Rosina, Lucia, Amina and Linda, and Albani, then in
The advice to singing students by Mme. Louise
course, exceptions. Fanny Moody, for instance, has
her prime, were engaged. Some ten years later Susan
Homer in The Etude for February impels me to say
as beautiful a voice as the most distinguished Ameri¬
Read, a successful Zeda and Zerlina (“Don Giovanni”) :
a word in regard to American singing students in
can soprano, and she brings with it a warmth and in¬
Susan Strong; Marie Engle, who appeared in “Marta
telligence which cannot be too highly praised; her at¬
Europe.
and David Bispham, whose distinguished singing and
It is the natural ambition of students to go to
tainments fit her to appear in any opera house and
acting were one of the chief attractions of the Harris
Europe; but what is the object or idea in going? Do
with the greatest artists. Her Isolde, Susanna, Sanseasons, were constantly heard. Later, Suzanne
they have a definite idea as to what they are going
tuzza, Micaela, Alice, Catherine, Margaret, Elizabeth,
Adams’ scale singing charmed the habitues of Covent
for? From my association with the student colony in
Elsa and Tatiana are, in many ways, as admirable as
Garden, while Louise Homer and Edyth Walker, both
some of the largest cities of Europe, I should say
anything on the lyric stage. Excellent also are the
of whom sang so delightfully during their London
they have not. Naturally there are exceptions.
Senta and the Rachel of Clementine de Vere, while
engagement that their return is eagerly awaited by
One of the first proofs of this is in the number of
her. Violetta, Mignon—which she has sung at the
the cognoscenti, represented the American contralto
students we find in Paris and Berlin studying with
Metropolitan to Plangon’s Lothario, and her Aida are
American teachers.
I am not depreciating the
element some five years ago.
particularly fine impersonations. Impressive, too, is
Emma Eames is another American prima donna
American as a teacher. Far from it; but if one is
Kirby Lunn, England's leading contralto; an artist of
going to study with an American he need not go to
whose singing has enchanted London audiences; Pauline
the first rank is John Coates, who may be described
Europe to do so; there are quite as many good
Donalda, who made her dfebfft at Nice a little over a
as the primo tenore assoluto of these isles; and SantAmerican teachers in America as in Europe; and if
year ago, met with an extraordinary degree of success
ley, the veteran, puts every other baritone in the
one wishes to study American methods with Ameri¬
during last Covent Garden season, subsequently be¬
shade. But with the exception of the above men¬
can teachers, America is the place to find it in its
ing engaged at the Theatre de la Monnai, Brussels;
tioned artists, Thomas Meux and a few others, amongst
purity; and if it be German or French methods that
de Cisneros is kept busy filling her London and Con¬
whom mav be included Ludwig, who, in spite of his
one wants, Germany or France, with a native
tinental engagements; Alice Esty’s satisfactory sing¬
age, sings in “The Flying Dutchman” in a manner
teacher, is the place and way to get it.
ing has been most helpful to the cause of English
which his compatriots vainly try to copy, England
We cannot reasonably expect an American, after
opera—in which Lucille Hill has put in equally good
produces few singers whom one would wish to hear
but a few years’ stay in Paris, to give an interpreta¬
work. Alice Nielsen’s Mimi, Suzel, Norina and Rosina
outside of the concert hall, while, apart from every¬
tion of a French song with good diction as a French
will long be remembered as excellent impersonations;
thing else, their ignorance of languages renders them
person
could give it. As diction plays such an im
Bessie Abbott has sung Juliette at the OpSra, Paris;
unfit for the wider field which is so successfully
portnnt part in the French school, as it should in ali
Allen Hinckley and Clarence Whitehill have appeared
exploited by the American prima donna.
schools of singing, it certainly behooves a pupil to
successfully in Germany and at Covent Garden; and
Though most English singers are unsuited to the
make the best of bis opportunities.
Hedmondt, Canadian, is as well-known to German
exigencies of the lyric stage, France and Italy proSome will say, I don’t like French voice placing.
audiences as he is to his British admirers. Highly
vide_g0 far as men singers are concerned artists
Then do not take it, but stay at home until you are
successful, too, is Geraldine Farrar, who was for some
who carry on the traditions of the vanishing past.
in a position to go abroad and to profit to the fullest
time retained by the Hof Oper, Berlin, and who was
The mantle of Duprez, Nourrit and Capoul may be
measure by the untold advantages to be derived; for
specially engaged to create the r6le of Arnica in
said to have descended upon the shoulders of Salfoa,
if one masters French diction it is infinitely easier to
Mascagni’s disappointing opera of that name at Monte
Yffre, Clement, Alvarez, and RousseliSre, who has
sing both German and English.
Carlo last year and to sing Marguerite in “La Dam¬
just concluded a highly successful season in Americat;
If a student should want good English he or she
nation de Faust.” So well received was she that her
and the baritones are ably represented by Fugere,
certainly would not think of going to a foreigner in
services again were secured for tlie season which lias
than whom there is no more perfect singer; Renaud,
America for it; then why go to an American in
recently closed. She is now bound to the Opfira, Paris,
finest of artists, when he refrains from relying too
Paris for French or in Berlin for German?
much on the helpful portamento; Notte, whose upper
for three years.
Among other American women singers who are
register is so extensive that he has, at a pinch, sung
well received by Continental audiences are Bernice
the r&le of II Duca in “Rigoletto;” Layollo, who has a
WHAT IS A SIGHT READER?
de Pasquali, who lias sung Margherita (“Faust’ ) at
truly splendid voice, and Dufranne of the Op5ra
La Seal a; Tiziano, an established favorite in Lisbon,
Co£que Paris. Admirable, too, is Delmas, the basso
BY WILLIAM Q. PHILLIPS.
where her flexible voice is greatly admired; Yvonne
cantante of the Op&ra, Paris; while Planqon and
de Tr&ville, whose Juliette and Gilda are particularly
Tonmet are, as the opera habitue knows, unrivalled.
What may we reasonably expect from a sight
delightful impersonations and who has sung two con¬
A few of the women singers also (though in a lesser
singer? The term is often used loosely; people who
secutive seasons at the Bucharest Opera; Lilian
degreT) contribute to the prestige of artistic France
really cannot read music rapidly fancy themselves
Blauvelt, who was some years ago engaged to sing
. , Rvpvnl Carre, Charlotte Wyns, and one or two
sight singers although they sing by ear. They say
Mignon, Juliette, Marguerite (“Faust”) and Lakmc
othero hav; successfully competed with the American
they cannot get along without the notes; neither will
»t the Theatre de la Monnai, Brussels, and who ap¬
they attempt anything until it has been played or
peared at Covent Garden three years ago; Elizabeth
V"Zy°Z mSTbam .l»w o,
«■«««
sqng to them. On the other hand it is sometimes
Parkina, a Kansas City girl, who has sung small parts at
for^he tins produced He nolaue Caruso; Bonn who
supposed that a sight singer can perform anything
Covent Garden ; Fremstad, who came to London with
can sing a rapid scale passage in a manner which fills
sight—a quite impracticable demand. Choir¬
8 German reputation; Marie Brema, than whom there with envv many a light soprano; Anselmi Giorgini, at
masters know only too well that there are many sing¬
is no better actress, though her singing, even in its
wh! should have a most distinguished career before
ers, especially men, with good voices, who can never
b«st days, left something to be desired, being marred
him and DeLncia. While Battistini, whose singing of
be depended upon to read promptly and accurately at
% a laborious portamento, and Minnie Tracey.
“DelVVeni Alla Finestra” and of “Dio Possente” sends
first sight; and what is worse tlieir second and third
Mention also should be made of Charles NY. Clark,
•ill London wild with delight. Sammarco noted for
attempts often show little improvement. Tn such
the baritone, who, when singing in England, lias usei
his beautiful, round, sympathetic voice, Stmccian
eases it is first of all necessary to appeal to their
Ms beautiful voice so artistically that he has received
Costa Ancona, Scotti and Tito Ruffo are admitted to
pride; a man who sings, even in a chorus, should
offers from the Covent Garden Syndicate to sing
L Imongst the Pick of the baritones available for
Wolfram. In this connection, it may be added that
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I* above guessihg easy intervals and dragging after
the accompanied. If he p]ay8 whist or sai,8
yacht he scorns to be found ignorant of rules; in¬
i'** has ambition is to know all the fine points.
And so at should be in chorus-si aaging. Let us now
consadcr the essentials.

a professor or a coach often forgets the best part
of his work in a month or two. Besides, there is
always a special satisfaction in acquiring knowledge
that may be put to immediate use, and even a theo¬
retical knowledge of harmony is of great use in sight
reading. Let us take a few examples.

There are numerous “methods” of sight singing,
and whale they differ considerably, especially in the
names of things, they all demand a good working
knowledge of staff notation, and the ability to read
intervals in any key, in both the (1 and F clefs. The
singer must be able to count time mentally, and to
sang all commonly used intervals as he reads them,
provided they are free from complications of time and
rhythm. With these qualifications a simple passage
wall be sung veiy well at first sight, but if a florid or
chromatic passage occurs the singer will often show
good judgment by studying it mentally and not at¬
tempting to vocalize it until the second or third readang. A phrase of unusual difficulty may require to
be carefnllly memorized before it can be properly sung
at all. The test of sight singing, therefore, lies not so
much an courageous and prompt attack at first sight,
but an the rapid improvement on the second and third
readings, showing that the singer is alert and resourceful and quick to apply special methods to special
difficulties.

AH music abounds in modulations and transitions,
some of them smooth and conventional, others abrupt
and startling; a temporary change of tonality involves
the use of some accidentals; even where the notes are
unchanged they enter into new relations. To at¬
tempt to read every note from the basis of the original
key is bewildering; it is really much simpler to
frankly recognize a new tonality no matter how tran¬
sient, and the main essential is familiarity with the
appearance of the common chords of the various keys.
When, in addition, the singer is able to recognize the
chord as a definite combination of sounds, and to
produce the one called for by his part lie will find
himself well repaid for the time and trouble necessary
to attain thus far.

The singer who can do this will with practice
become a reliable and valuable member of a chorus;
but having accomplished so much he should not be
content to stand still; for there are better things
within easy reach. By knowing more he will often
save himself time and trouble and he will find it
much more interesting to study a musical composition
ns a whole instead of confining his attention to n
melodic reading of his own part.
Practice in reading other parts is conveniently ac¬
quired by following them carefully as they are sep¬
arately rehearsed, noting the choir-master’s comments
and corrections, and so far as possible mentally antici¬
pating them. When some proficiency has been at¬
tained it will be found possible for the singer to
rend one other part beside his own, and from this h»
may gradually work up to the reading of all the parts
when printed in short score. Since anthems and ser¬
vices are usually in open score, with a separate
accompaniment, a complete reading is not to be ex¬
pected, but it is of the greatest use to be able to read
whatever is most essentinl to the singer at the mo¬
ment. In fugal choruses or wherever the flow of a part
is interrupted by rests, then the time and intonation of
the subsequent attack will often be conveniently sug¬
gested by some other part, or by the accompaniment.
Even when the singer is fairly sure of his time and
pitch, from independent calculation, anything which
serves as a confirmation of his melodic reading enables
him to sing with increased confidence; and without
confidence, based on accurate knowledge, really good
singing is impossible.

Converse cases occur where the melodic intervals
of a part are simple and offer no difficulty when the
part is rehearsed separately; but when all the parts
are performed together certain innocent looking notes
are found hard to sing. Even if the singers get them
right they have an uneasy feeling that there is
something wrong. The commonest cause of such a
difficulty is the occurrence of a discord, and since in
many cases the alteration of a single note will change
it to a concord, Ungers are prone to make the altera¬
tion. Here then it is a convenience for the sightreader to promptly recognize a discord, and to be
prepared for the relatively harsh effect; he will then
feel satisfied and not slide flat or sharp in search of a
more comfortable note.
While admitting certain advantages, many singers
will probably say that the foregoing suggestions de¬
mand too much of a voluntary chorus man; and that
choir-masters are thankful for a good voice «tobmed with a very -slight knowledge of music. This
is true, but it is equally true that the possessor of a
good voice owes it to himself to be something more
than a mechanical producer of sound; he should strive
to be, within certain limits, a musician, not only be¬
cause it will improve his work but because it will
enhance his enjoyment of. the good work of others.
When thoroughly sure of his reading, and able to
follow intelligently and comprehensively any work that
is performed, the voluntary choir man, or honorary
ntere^-’ °' WJlateVer he CaIIs Wmself, will find his
nterest m music steadily increasing; every rehearsal
wHI teach him something; and if he sometimes fails
at first sight, he will assuredly not fail after he has
made a careful study of his score.

CHORAL SOCIETIES AND THEIR PROGRESS.
When a singer has attained some proficiency in
reading the several parts both separately and together
he will become aware, practically, of the fact, already
BY HARVEY B. GAUL.
known m a general way, that music consists largely
of chords, not of isolated sounds. He will in addition
become familiar with the appearance and musical
There is perhaps, no surer indication of our musieffect of common chords, and will recognize them as
don^bgT 7e ^ America’ than the work now being
definite combinations even without knowing their
the
80CletieS* with
names. At this stage be will gain much by a study of
the wort
work of
of some
yearsWh6n
ago, °De
theCOmPares
older societies
the elements of harmony, and he should not be de¬
andrathe0crond
bet™“" the *****
terred by the fact that many brilliant performers
and the cross-roads “singin’ skewl.” That the choral
neglect it. It is not necessary to enter upon a long
society is a permanent institution is assured, for one
course or to incur great expense. In a city it will
has only to look at the small cities, (or towns and
often be possible to find a harmony class, or if half
villages) to see a Tuesday Club, or a “Fortii ghtlv
a dozen members of a choir would get together they
Study Section” in flourishing condition, ready to at- ‘
might form one, and the choir-master would be only
tempt any sort of musical work.
too glad to give them an hour a week for a moderate
It makes no difference whether the town is a flae
fee. Lessons by mail are also available, but in any
case there is nothing to prevent a serious and intelli¬
22? of f nYiahn POiDt; there you wil1
a small
l^ve • !u
a nuc,eus who have ideals, and begent singer from getting a suitable primer on the
S
of their fellow creatsubject and attacking it singlehanded. He can at
ures. From this chosen band of disciples grows the
least learn the names of the primary tonic and domi¬
choral society. In truth we owe much to sueh organiza
nant chords, and by steady application he may be
tions as the ‘Culture Club.” and similar bodies for
able to recognize them and analyze the harmony of
any simple work. In working out exercises he will
ualive
**** ^ gh'en t0 music in thSl
need the corrections of a master, but even here selfIn one respect America may be likened to Wales for
help will go a long way. To work out a short study,
and then a week later to examine and revise it is
splendid practice: too slow, perhaps, for a man work¬
ing for an examination, but to the amateur it has
this advantage, that what he learns by hard digging
will stick; the man who “crams” and who leans upon
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that has spread over the country. Our orchestras
choirs, public schools, teachers,—even traceable ■
some of the advancement to Carnegie organs—have all
contributed their no meagre bit toward this popma.
sentiment, this fine evolution, this desire for fi
and better works, and of which the choral soc'06'
is a big means toward the end.
lety
Works are received and requested nowadays that
a few generations ago were impossible, so income,
hensible were they to the average audience Pro.
grams now feature Elgar, Coleridge-Taylor, Dehussy and others, who, not long ago, were way be¬
yond the scope of the ordinary auditor, (not to men¬
tion chorister.)
Then again we have a capella singing—the perfeeti°n of ensemble that directors are working hard to
achieve—r-a style of singing, common in the old conn
try, somewhat new to us. though we are fast becoming
acquainted with it as conductors realize and reli*.
iously strive for that goal.
What a great mission the choral society has, its
aim and object being to give the very best, and one of
the highest forms of music; so that really it is an edu¬
cative force, for it puts before the people—sometimes
musically unlettered—the choral works of the masters
Many whohavenothadtheopportunitiesor advantages
of a musical education have learned, through the choral
society, either as singer or listener, to discriminate
between the meretricious and that which is good;
truly no mean knowledge. The charity concerts!
which have so freely been given and with great ex¬
penditure for assisting soloists etc., have played a
great part. Generous indeed have the organizers been
in providing these musical benefactions, and great has
been the fruit of their efforts. Think of the joy some
of this music must have kindled in bosoms, where
noble thoughts were unfamiliar visitors and often un¬
welcome guests.
Verily, a choral society is a godsend, if properly
managed and guided, to the community in which it
has its home, and a benefit which cannot be over¬
estimated. A long life and a prosperous one to
every body of singers our country o’er.

OUR VOCAL MUSIC.
Two styles of music are presented for the use of
our readers on the pages that immediately follow, a
song for the church service and one for parlor or re¬
cital use.
Miss Vannah, composer of the popular “Good-bye,
Sweet Day,” has written in “Tears of Christ,’’ a most
beautiful sacred song, full of melody, filled with a
tender expressive sentiment which makes the music
reecho the thought of the text, a song that can be used
with telling effect in certain religious occasions. It
is enriched by a fine violin obligato. In passing we
might say that Mme Lilian Blauvelt, the well-known
American soprano while on her last European concert
tour, sang the song privately with much success. A
sustained style, firm, broad tones and the clearest
possible enunciation are absolute necessities in render
ing this song, the general effect being that of the ut¬
most simplicity and naturalness, such as the finished
actor uses in delivering his lines.
Mr. Stanley F. Widener has sent us a very effective
song of the popular style in his “Honeytown, a Plan¬
tation Lullaby.” The characteristics of rhythm so
dear to the Negro in his musical moments are used
with judgment and discretion and yet with good
effect, tlie commonplace being avoided without going
beyond the musical experiences of the average player
and singer. Nevin, in his song made so popular by
Mme Nordica, “Mighty Lak a Rose,” used these same
rhythmic figures despite the shrugs and protests of
certain critics. At the present time there is much
interest in the subject of Negro music and the con¬
sensus of opinion seems to be that a composer is
justified in making use of such idioms to give to his
work the local color demanded by the text. The artis¬
tic value of the composition is determined by the way
in which the composer uses the material. We think
Mr. Widener has struck’the golden mean. In render¬
ing this piece the mannerisms of the music hail singer
should lie avoided, and a higher yet simpler style, such
as the old Southern “Mammy” really used, be sought
after. The mother heart is the same in ail countries
nnd all races. It is to be respected, not burlesqued-
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The ordinary division of organTHE CHURCH ists into church and concert is not
ORGANIST AND a bad one, though a little thinking
HIS DUTIES.
shows its shortcomings. We can¬
not expect to define the concert or¬
ganist and the church organist so that the two classes
shall be mutually exclusive. It is, however, true that
many men who accompany the choir or congregational
singing with great efficiency are quite unable to give
a recital, while the brilliant concert organist may be,
and often is, a failure in church. There are some
individuals, fortunate in education and natural endow¬
ment, who are able to do both church and concert
work with equal acceptance. It oftener happens that
a man with great technic and magnetism finds it more
to his taste to concertise than to confine himself to
what he considers to be the humdrum of a church
position.
It is not technic, merely, which makes the concert
player, but a particular kind of technic. Many church
organists are able to play the most difficult composi¬
tions, but they have neither the personality which dom¬
inates an audience, nor the brilliant touch which
allows every listener, even the man in the back seat
of the top gallery, to hear distinctly every note in the
fastest run. Rapid passages on the organ, unless most
carefully played, run together, and a capable concert
player, like Demare, for instance, will detach each
sound from its neighbor so that every one is distinctly
heard. The experience of the concert-platform and
the clear-cut technic resulting from the attempt to
make every note heard in every part of a large audi¬
torium—these are what differentiate the recitalist from
the church player. We see, therefore, that the divi¬
sion into church and concert organist is not only a
common, but also a logical one.
What are the characteristics of the good church or¬
ganist? It seems to me that the first one is sympathy
with a religious sendee. I do not mean by this that
the organist must be a communicant of the church
where he plays, or indeed of any church, but I do say
that he must be a man whose life and habits of
thought are such as to make him sympathize with the
purpose of religious service. He must know that the
music is for the benefit of the church. He must write
the phrase “music in church’’ so that music shall
be in relatively small letters, while CHURCH is in
large capitals. I fear that too often our organist
friends reverse the process and write church in dia¬
mond type while MUSIC is set up in great primer.
The next characteristic of the good church organist,
it seems to me, is a good ear and fair technic. If
he has not a good ear he will be unable to detect errors
of the singers. He will not know whether his instru¬
ment is in or out of tune. He will be unable to
select good voices for his choir, to give his singers
advice as to tone production. In short, he will be
entirely a mechanical man. As to technic, he must
have a little more than will suffice for his actual needs.
He must not find that his work compels him to play
every Sunday to the top of his ability, but he must
have a reserve, else he will not he able to pay atten¬
tion to his choir. The ability to play brilliant preludes
and postludes is the ability which is most highly
thought of by organ students, but I venture to say
that the power to play hymus intelligently, to ac¬
company a choir with taste and to the satisfaction of
the singers is worth far more than the ability to play
a few organ pieces of the brilliant type.
In the next group, as characteristic of a good
church organist, three things are very important to
any man in any occupation, that is, good manners,
common sense and punctuality. Good manners, be¬
cause the organist is nearly always the director of the
choir, and in no way can he better secure the co¬
operation of the choir than by treating them as a
gentleman treats his friends. Then, too, in the petty
squabbles which unfortunately will come up in many
choirs, the only remedy is a little applied common
sense. Things frequently happen in a choir which,
if not ignored, will invariably lead to much friction.
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A choir cannot sing well if its members are not on
good terms with each other. We see the importance
of punctuality, particularly with regard to the re¬
hearsals of the choir. An organist should be able
to begin his rehearsals promptly, on the minute, at the
specified time and close them equally promptly. One
great trouble with organists who are not vocalists is
that they do not recognize the limitations of the human
lungs. A choir rehearsal of an hour in length, granted
a decent amount of ability on the part of the singers
and the organist, ought to be sufficient for the prepa¬
ration of almost any service. Choir rehearsals punct¬
ually started and punctually closed, are rehearsals
where every second of time is carefully used. Con¬
sequently, the amount of work done at such rehearsals
is at a maximum.
In the same way I group three other qualities which
I consider characteristic of the good church organist,
and these are unlimited patience, a love for the details
of the service, and executive ability. In the practic¬
ing of music, which the organist presumably knows
well, but of which the choir is ignorant, it often seems
to the organist that the members of the choir are
very slow or very stupid. Here is where he needs
to exercise his patience. If he have not a love for
the details of the service a great many little things will
jar on the worshipers in the pews. I shall hope to
speak of some of these details in a later article. And
as for executive ability, the opportunities for its ex¬
ercise are numberless.
It will be nofed that I have emphasized the social
rather than the musical qualities of the organist, but
if any reader of this article will think over the good
church organists of his acquaintance, he will realize
that they are marked not only by the good musical
qualities which I have enumerated, but even more by
characteristics, such as patience, good manners, com¬
mon sense, executive ability, punctuality and the like.
How can a student get an education as a church
player? Three ways are commonly followed: First,
private lesso
with t good organist; second, lessons
at a good conservatory or college of music, taking a
church music course; and third, the position of
articled pupil, as in England. Very much, indeed, may
be saia for each of these met .ods. I presume that
most of the organists in the United States have been
taught by the first method; that is, they have gone
to the best organists in the neighborhood of their home
and learned to play the organ. They have not specific¬
ally learned to play tne organ in church, but they have
taken well-known pieces, written for the organ, and
learned them. At the end of a few years such a stu¬
dent finds himsa’f able to play most of the standard
organ pieces, such as the Bach fugues, the Mendels¬
sohn organ sonatas, and pieces by Guilmrnt, Itheinberger, etc., etc. I doubt, however, if such a student
has often been drilled in the playing of hymn tunes
or in playing accompaniments or in extemporizing.
In short, he has learned to play the organ more from
the recitalist’s point of view than from that of the
church organist.
In a recent number of the
EXPRESSION IN Organist and Choirmaster, an
CHOIR SINGING. English periodical of much inter¬
est, Mr. Robert Simmons con¬
tributed the following on the above subject:
“We should have far better choral singing if each
singer could bring himself to believe and practice this
truth :—That the only expression which is really ef¬
fective is that which is shown by every single voice,
and that it is the bounden duty of every choral
Blnger to notice and perform every mark of expression
given in the music.
“With regard to marks of power, a terse remark,
made by Mr. George Riseley, is particularly valuable,
coming as it does from so able and successful a choral
conductor, and because it applies to a very Inrge ma¬
jority of choirs. Ho once said, ‘The piano and forte
are good, but it is the intermediate grndations of tone
that are wanting.’
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“The mf and mp should be distinct, and p should not
be made pp.
“Professor Horatio Parker, while conducting a tehearsal of one of his works, gave the following in¬
struction : ‘We should understand crescendo to mean
“sing softly” in order that we may be able to gradually
increase in power; and that diminuendo should mean
sing “loudly” that we may be able to decrease the tone.’
“This novel way of putting it may help some to re¬
member an Important point.
"Crescendoes and diminuendoet should be gradual
and not sudden, each progression being a little louder
(or softer) than the one immediately preceding.
“When a forte passage is followed immediately by
one which is marked p or pp, then be careful aot to
glide into the piano by means of a diminuendo. If
the composer had meant a diminuendo he surely would
have marked it. The sudden change is the effect he
desires. Let ns give him that effect.
“No mark of expression seems to be more neglected
than the */< over one note. This mark is always in¬
serted for some special purpose, and if each singer
would give the necessary emphasis on that particular
note, the effect would well repay the little trouble
taken.
“The old Scotch proverb, ‘Many a mickle makes a
muckle’ is particularly apt with regard to choral ex¬
pression. It is the sum total of the small effects pro¬
duced by single voices which results in the great and
pleasing effect heard by the listener.”

llow seldom one hears a
thoughtful and interesting im¬
provisation ! A matter for re¬
gret, considering the usefulness of tlie art as applied
more especially to the forming of organ voluntaries
nnd the fact that the generality of players devote
little or no practice to the cultivation of what was
once estimated as an important qualification in the
cqnipment of church players. Of course. It may be
argued that in times when but little organ music
was available the same conditions did not exist as
those which now obtain, when the necessity for
ready skill in Improvising is not so Imperative; but.
allowing that sufficient scope still remains, it is un¬
deniable that far too little attention is paid to what
is not only nsefnl, but stimulating to the imagination
and, as a regular exercise, of an improving tendency.
Further, it may not infrequently happen that a good
improvisation, by reason of its style nnd extent, will
prove more appropriate to the general character of
a church service than many a printed selec¬
tion chosen at haphazard. A mere aimless mean¬
dering over the keys, in order to fill up a i>eriod of
silence and keep something going, cannot be said to
constitute an improvisation.
What is understood
and demanded by the term is a production of some
definite design, logically worked ont on the basis of a
theme (or themes) and of such o coherent nature
as to convey to the hearer the impression of an in¬
telligible, well-rounded movement.
It will be readily understood that only those who
possess a thorough theoretical knowledge and facility
in applying the same technically, can expect <*
achieve anything satisfactory fro,n a highly artis i
point of view; but much of an acceptable nature
may lie done by those who. with n moderate theore
cal qualification, accustom themselves by constan
practice to think (as it were) extemporaneously a»
thua acquire that musical presence of mind which
so often of value. For, assuming that an organ
is familiar with little more than the laws of hnrmon
nnd part-writing nnd can modulate correctly,
practice of improvisation will make plnin to Dim
own limitations, improve his work generally * ’
moreover, increase in him the power of concentra °
The following suggestions ns to a plain nnd Ivor a
scheme of improvisation are offered to those who
have but a vague idea ns to how much may
compllshed by a methodical use of simple nie«
While by no means exhaustive they will, nev^
less be found practical and in their turn suggest o
Primary, nn improvisation demands a The
not, of necessity an original one. but such os ^
be readily recognized during its development a" t
sufficient character and melodic interest to a ^
and retain the attention. This theme may D®
nounced either In single notes or in three or
part harmony. After its Initial statement a s^(|
Codetta modulating into some nearly-related key '
lead to its repetition with some variation In i>s
IMPROVISATION,

An Episode, constructed either of fragments
Tffie theme or of new matter, can then be intro] ced. This should be followed by a Secondary
Theme the latter being contrasted rhythmically with
the principal subject and in a different key. A
short Bridge (or connecting passage) will then be
necessary to lead back to the first theme, which at this
• t wjil be improved and varied by passing notes,
ItL and by a new harmonic basis. A second Episode
can now intervene and work back to the original
key in which the secondary theme, varied some¬
what, can be presented. A few measures by way of
Coda will round off the movement and give it a con¬
clusive effect; this Coda is necessarily constructed
of some reminiscence of one of the two themes (prefer¬
ably the first) and over a Tonic pedal. The following
synopsis will give a birdseye view of such a scheme:

Chicago.—Will yon kindly inQUESTIONS
form me whether the stop called
AND ANSWERS. ‘Dulciana” is a string-toned
stop or not, and what relation
there is between the “Open Diapason” and the
“Stopped Diapason.”
.Insurer.—The Dulciana was invented by Snetzler
about the middle of the eighteenth century, and was
of a very soft diapason tone. Since that time the
stop has been variously modified, according to the
fancy of individual builders, and in a few cases has
been made with a string tone of the character of a
Salicional. In this country the stop is more frequently
found in the Choir Organ of three-manual organs, and
in the Great Organ of two-manual organs. It is
generally a very soft Diapason, and as such is most
useful for accompanying the soft solo stops of the
Swell Organ. The stop probably has less character
Principal Theme In Tonic.
than any other stop in the organ, if we may except
Codetta, modulating to a nearly-related key.
the Aeoline, which is really an Echo Dulciana in the
Principal Theme slightly altered in harmony.
Swell Organ, but this absence of character is the
Episode (transient modulations).
strong point of the stop, for no more useful stop can
Secondary Theme in a new key.
be found for accompanying the softest solo stops than
Bridge.
a “sleepy Dulciana,” provided, of course, it is not slow
Principal Theme, slightly altered in harmony.
of speech.
Episode, working back to.
2. In stop nomenclature the term “Stopped Dia¬
Secondary Theme in Tonic.
pason” seems to be a misnomer, there being absolutely
Coda, on Tonic Pedal.
no relationship between the “Open Diapason” and the
“Stopped Diapason,” so far as quality of tone or
It should be borne in mind that an improvisation,
construction of pipe are concerned. The term “Dia¬
from its nature, requires but few cadences, the differpason” can be understood to mean “standard.” In
ent phrases and sections frequently overlapping, yet in
which
case the “Open Diapason” would be the stand¬
such manner as will preserve the clearness of the
ard open pipe, and the “Stopped Diapason” the stand¬
rhythm and accentuation. Again, modulation to re¬
ard stopped pipe. But this interpretation of the two
mote keys should be avoided in order to obviate that
stop names is too far-fetched to be of value. The
far-fetched effect which is so undesirable In a short
“Open Diapason” is generally a large-scale, open metal
and unpretentious improvisation. To these cautions
pipe, producing a distinctive diapason tone, while the
must be added that of moderation as to length, since
“Stopped Diapason” is generally a stopped wood pipe,
it is safe to say that only in the hands of an ex¬
producing a very “flutey” flute tone.
perienced artist are long improvisations successful
XT. II. K.—How are organs compared, with regard
and, Indeed, not always then. The improviser may
to size, and which organ is the largest in the world?
extend his experiments to (1) the occasional placing
Answer.—The size of an organ is reckoned ac¬
of either theme in the left-hand part under a harmony
cording to the number of “speaking stops.” All
embellished with passing notes, arpeggi, etc.; (-)
couplers, pistons, combination pedals, and every kind
figuration; (3) a dominant pedal (fundamental or
of mechanical accessory should be omitted in naming
inverted), against which fragments of either theme
the size of any organ. Neither has the number of
can be smoothly and fluently constructed.
cubic feet which it occupies anything to do with the
In this latter connection it should be mentioned
size of the organ any more than the number of miles
that improvisations by young and inexperienced or¬
of electric wire or tubing. The custom with some
ganists are often rendered insipid and mawkish by
builders, when printing the specification of an organ
the prevalence of what bus been termed “the thirdon a program, of arranging every stop, etc., in the
and-sixth disease;” viz; the conventional stringing
organ in numerical order, with accompanying num¬
together of a series of common chord first inver¬
bers, beginning with the speaking stops and passing
sions, a practice which has little to recommend it and
through the couplers, pistons, combination pedals, and
which is the hall-mark, par excellence, of the tyro.
ending with the wind-indicators, bellows-signal, organ
Some players err on the side of volubility, saying but
seat, etc., has been misleading, for the organ seat
little of nn apposite nature, but causing an Impression
would bear the number “120,” while there '.'■ere but
akin to that produced by a man “talking against time.
75 speaking stops, and many papers have stated that
Such methods are not only futile, but unworthy of a
“the organ had 120 stops.”
thoughtful improviser.
The largest organ in the world is that which was
Those who have listened to the improvisations of
exhibited in Festival Hall, at the World’s Fair at St.
such men as Guilrannt, Lemare, etc., will remember the
Louis, having 140 speaking stops.
progressive Interest In their efforts and the evident
We understand that this organ is still standing in
design (none the less preconcerted beenuse instanta¬
the hall.
neous) in their workings. The facility of such players
is, of course, to a considerable extent a natural gift;
but it also implies both a thorough acquaintance
It is a gross error to suggest, as is so often done,
with all artificial forms and a constant practice in
that the organ is an imitation of the orchestra. This
is not so; neither ought they ever to be compared.
applying them readily.
The organ stands on an entirely different plane; but it
Finally, judicious registration will do much to
certainly has many points of resemblance which seem to
render even a simple improvisation effective. Here,
give countenance to the error. Still, it never can be
as always, the principle of fitness must be In evipossible to compare an instrument of such compl.eated
lence. The nature of the themes, the proposed
mechanism with the orchestra. When we consider that
fltyle and length of a movement, etc., should guide t e
the expression obtainable on an organ must necessarily
Player to select only such combinations as will be in
depend on mechanical means, and that all its complica¬
keeping with his material. On the other hand, monot¬
tions are under the control of an Individual who,
ony is undesirable, even in a short effort, sufficient
i
ho mav strive to make his own personality
color and contrast in registration being required to
dominate Is yet perpetually restricted by limitations,
relieve the ear in much the same manner as those
Tecan lee how utterly impossible it is to compare
produced by the vocal inflections of an orator. Ob¬
the organ with the orchestra. E. H. Lemare, m
viously, the subject of improvisation is a large one,
Possessing many phases of possibility, and the ideas
‘‘Musical Opinion.”
*
above suggested are meant for those only who, having
some knowledge and natural ability, are ambitious of
A FANCY FOB DISSONANT CHOEDS.
extending their qualifications to a practical appli¬
if
absolutely requisite, to please certain persons,
cation. Of the higher forms of improvisation it is
tha music
i crammed with chords of the
aot my present purpose to speak, further than to ssy
second major and minor, with sevenths, ninths,
that they comprehend a ready use of Free Counterfourths and fifths employed without reason or intention
Point, Canon, Fugue, skill in figuration and every
unless that of being, as frequently as possible, harsh to
device known to musical form, but essentially that
the ear. These musicians take a fancy to dissonant
heaven-born gift of originality which is. and must ever chords, as certain animals have a preelection for
a vital .’actor in creative work of any kind,
salt, prickly plant and thorny shrubs.—Berlioz.
uilliam Reed.
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XMENT
CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LEHMANN.
Not often do we hear a player
ORIGINALITY, who sternly disregards traditon,
and recognizes, in the playing of
all our artists, nothing better than conventional and
stereotyped utterance. Under no circumstances do wo
expect to find such boldly independent thought among
our younger performers; and we are naturally amazed
to discover such a mental attitude even among the
ripest and most experienced violinists. Yet such a
discovery we actually made, not very long ago, and
we believe that what we learned on this occasion is
worth recording.
The player in question is infatuated with the idea
of originality. He maintains, and quite correctly,
that too much time and thought are devoted by
violinists to the technical questions and the super¬
ficialities of the art—that, in short, the qualities
that are most charming and fascinating in a player’s
work, individuality and originality, are, in the minds
of our violinists, either secondary considerations or
of no importance at all.
Naturally, he maintained that he. of all men, strove
to be, and succeeded in being, original; and he could
not adequately express the astonishment he felt that
others failed to appreciate the beauties of his musical
conceptions and their exceptional strength and origi¬
nality. To illustrate how grievously he is wronged
and underrated, he related the following story:
“I had spent many weeks,” said he, “in the search
for new and unconventional ideas for the Beethoven
concerto. I discarded most of the bowings and fin¬
gerings employed in this concerto by other violinsts.
and after the most persistent study and experiment,
I succeeded, at last, in my efforts to give an entirely
new and original version of this famous concerto.
My success stirred me to such a degree of enthusiasm
that I could not resist mentioning the matter, one
day, to our friend, Mr. X-. I told him what I
had accomplished. I begged him to come to my
studio that he might judge for himself how originality
of thought can revolutionize all so-called traditional
conceptions of this famous work. I played the first
movement with a joy and exaltation which few can
comprehend, and awaited the verdict of my solitary
listener without the slightest misgivings.
"Mr. X-- regarded me calmly for a moment, and
then, slowly and deliberately, began: ‘So you want
my honest opinion, do you? Well, I honestly believe
that you—have—softening—of—the—brain !’ ”
This little anecdote excited our interest. It made
us more than curious to learn its relator’s ideas
of originality. Our request for a few illustrations
was quickly granted, and soon we stood listening, like
Mr. X-- before us, to the most amazing presenta¬
tion of Beethoven’s glorious music. And, like Mr.
X-, the conviction was forced upon ns that this
player was not, musically at least, wholly responsible.
Now, here was an interesting case. The player
under discussion was a man ripe in years, general
understanding and experience. He had studied, when
a boy, under a well-known violinist and instructor in
France. Though he had never achieved distinction,
he was not without some little reputation, and we are
strongly inclined to believe that, so far as the
technics of violin-playing are concerned, he had been
more than ordinarily proficient in his younger years.
Just what degree of musical intelligence he formerly
possessed it is impossible for us even to surmise.
What interests us chiefly at the present time is his
attitude towards great artists, Ids conception of the
term originality, and his utter disregard of, if not
irreverence for, tradition.
This player scoffed at artists like Joachim and
Ysaye. He attempted to illustrate how utterly lacking
artists of the highest standing are in the matter of
originality; he gave us puerile and grotesque imita¬
tions of the style which distinguishes Joachim’s art,
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and imagined that his absurd and vulgar caricatures
of great men actually proved his contentions. Origi¬
nality, he maintained, could not be traced in the work
of our best artists, and to him originality was the
only thing worth striving for in art.
But let us see what was this man’s conception of
originality. According to his own version of the
Beethoven concerto and other works which he played
for our enlightenment, his views may be briefly sum¬
med up as follows:
Originality means the absolute obliteration of other
men’s ideas, and the presentation of a musical view¬
point differing wholly from anything which tradition,
intelligence, taste and refinement impel us to accept.
Originality means, in other words, the complete re¬
linquishment of all ideas of other men, however good
or rational or beautiful these ideas may be, and the
substitution of ideas which differ either essentially
or superficially from those accepted by other men.
However perfectly the generally accepted bowing or
fingering may conform with the composer’s musical
intentions, however perfect a medium either may Ik?
for a clear ahd beautiful musical utterance, it would
necessarily have to be rejected on the ground that it
was common property, so to speak, the thought of
other men, unoriginal.
Such are the remarkable views of a player of some
merit and wide experience—dangerous views, indeed,
if promulgated among young students and amateurs
who have neither the knowledge nor the independence
of thought which enables recognition of false doc¬
trines.
It is easy to understand how young players, wholly
dependent upon the guidance of a teacher, and too
unripe and inexperienced to make intelligent compari¬
sons and formulate sensible opinions—it is easy to
understand, we say, how such players may be carried
away by the enthusiasm of even the most irrational
and erratic musicians, whose every utterance seems
gospel truth bom of maturity and wisdom. And for
this reason, if for no other, we believe that the
question of originality deserves some space in these
columns.
Originality—as we attempted to elncidate to the
violinist just under discussion—is easily attainable by
any player, that is, originality as this violinist appre¬
hends, or rather misapprehends, the term. A man
may clothe himself in a scarlet coat, green waistcoat
and pink trousers, and his remarkable costume will
hardly fail to attract immediate attention. It may
properly be pronounced original, but no human being
with a normal brain and correct vision would venture
to say that such a costume was beautiful, or that it
evinced taste or refinement or good judgment. And
as it is in the matter of dress, or in other things too
numerous to mention, just so it is in music. Taste
and intelligence are absolutely essential. Intelligence
is either natural or acquired; in nearly nil cases it is
both. It enables the possessor to discriminate between
right and wrong, good and bad. Tt is the fruit of
mental training, in its more perfect state, and reasons,
in every doubtful question, accepting this or rejecting
that.
Taste is a subtle quality bom of intelligence and
experience. Its manifestations are limitless, its pos¬
sibilities of development incalculable.
Together, taste and intelligence stamp a work with
a certain individuality; and these are the chief factors
in all desirable originality. We emphasize desirable
because, as our readers must have seen, not every
manifestation of originality is necessarily welcome or
pleasing. Desirable originality is something better
than mere singularity. It is not, and never can be,
designated as such merely because it is a departure
from generally accepted ideas. On the contrary, such
a departure from so-called conventionality may he
nothing better than an unintelligent or grotesque ut¬
terance; whereas, original expression of a desirable

kind i* pecnliarly "elective, and rejects everythin*
that is pit lit'r unrefined or unintelligent.
Briefly, originality should not l>e confounded with
eccentricity. If what is often termed originality js
merely a defiant rejection of existing ideas and the
substitution of a method of expression calculated to
surprise the listener—if it is only that it is worth¬
less and offensive. But if it is a phase of originality
resuiting from knowledge, refinement of thought and
feeling and intelligent selection, it is always eleady
recognised, and it is teth welcome and refreshing.
BRAHMS VXD
REMENYI.

I.x a book recently published, »
titled ’•Remenyi, Musician am

Remenyi‘s early friendship for the great com¬
poser will surely interest ail violinists. Many things
which Remenyi is quoted to have said are entirely
new to ns. Some of the alleged statements seem,
to us at least, incredible. We are in no position,
however, to question their authenticity, and since the
nccount of Remenyi’s experiences with Brahms is, to
say the least, extremely interesting, we reprint it with¬
out expressing onr own or others’ opinions;
“I was in Hamburg toward the end of the year
1S52," said Remenyi, “a kind of enfant gate, a spoiled
child of the flite of the city. There was scarcely a
concert or soirie where my presence and assistance
were not required. Probably much of this kindness
and attention were due to the fact that I was then a
Hungarian exile. During the concerts, it was, of
course, necessary for me to employ the services of an
accompanist. In January, 1853, a fashionable mu¬
sical entertainment was announced at the house of
one of the great merchant princes of Hamburg, a Mr.
Helmrich. On the very day that the soiree was to
take place I received a letter from my regular accom¬
panist stating that he would be unable to be present
that evening, owing to illness. I went across the
street from my hotel, to the music establishment of
Mr. Auguste Bdtim. to ascertain where I could find
a substitute. In answer to my inquiries that gentle¬
man remarked, in a nonchalant manner, that little
Johannes would perhaps be satisfactory. I asked
what sort of Johannes he was. He replied:
“ *He is a poor piano teacher, whose name is
Johannes Brahms. He is a worthy young man, a good
musician, and very devoted to his family.’
“ ’All right.’ I said: ‘send him to the hotel in the
afternoon, and I will see him.’
“About five o’clock of the same day, while prac¬
ticing in my room, somebody knocked at the door, and
in came a youth with a very high soprano voice, but
whose features, owing to the dusk of the evening, 1
could not well discern. I lighted a candle, and then
saw standing before me a young man who appeared
to be about sixteen or seventeen years of age. Both
of ns at that time were mere boys, and probably
looked younger than we were in reality.
“He Observed in a modest way, ‘My name »
Johannes Brahms. I have been sent here by Mr.
Bohm to accompany yon and shall be very happy
I can satisfy you as an assistant.’
“We began to rehearse at once, but be had scarcely
touched the piano before I found that he was ® ‘*
better musician than my previous accompanist, an
became interested at once in my new-made friend,
don’t know why, but at that very instant a sort ^
aureole seemed to linger around his face, it I'g *
up so beautifully, and I distinctly remember «j*u£
qulzing to myself: ‘There is a genius here. 1 *
no ordinary pianist. Fate has laid her fingers on
friend.’ I addressed to him question after ‘1“'*°
concerning his career, and learned its most *®por .
details, among other things that he had made
positions of his own. We ceased rehearsing,
when he began to play one of his sonatas, ® ^
soirfe engagements and everything were fergotte
the intense enthusiasm that was engendered J.
occasion. I wns electrified and sat in mute a®
raent. I could not help making the involuntary
mark, ‘My dear Brahms, you are a genius!’
“He smiled in a melancholy sort of way—“
his face at that time always wore a sad and t 0
fnl expression—and replied, ‘Well, if I a®
^
I am certainly not much recognized in this go0"
of Hamburg.’
- -b»ll
“ ‘But they will recognize you.* I aaid, and
henceforth tell everybody I meet that T h®™
covered in you a rare musical gem.’ Yon may
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ine the character of that interview when I tell you
we did not separate until four o’clock in the morning.
“The people at Mr. Iielmrich's were, of course, dis¬
appointed and very augry at my non-appearance, but
l was a mere boy and cared little for consequences at
that time. The result was that I lost many similar
opportunities and became a sort of laughing-stock
among the citizens of Hamburg.
Some of them
sneeringl.v said, ’As you don’t want us. we don’t want
you. Since you have found a genius, go and help
yourselves.’ I took up the gauntlet.
“Not to be too long with yon,” Remenyi said, "I
have only to say tliat ail of my engagements ceased,
but I clung to my Johannes through thick and thin,
feeling that all I said about him must and would prove
true. I had against me even Marxsen. his teacher of
counterpoint, a very dignified man. who told me
plainly:
“‘Well, well. I am very sorry for your judgment.
Johannes Brahms may have some talent, but he is
certainly not the genius you stamp him.’
“My reply was uniformly the same. His own father,
who was a musician, likewise failed to discover the
peculiar qualities possessed by his gifted son. and I
believe my judgment of him was recognized and ap¬
preciated only by bis mother, who, with the instinctive
nature of her sex, saws when it was pointed ont to her.
that Johannes had before him the future of a great
musician.
“What was Lie condition of his family at this
time?
“They were in humble circumstances. The father
played eontrabasso in small orchestras, but was not
by any means a remarkable musician. Johannes lived
with them and contributed to their support. He was
horn when bis mother was at a comparatively ad¬
vanced age—what I would call a late-born child. His
mother, by the way, was older than his father.
“What were the mental characteristics of Brahms.’
"He was a great reader, especially of German
poetry, and knew the test of it more or less by heart.
To strangers he was monosyllabic in conversation, in¬
clined to be moody and reticent, but when alone with
me he was joyous and communicative. In fact, he
had perfect reliance on my judgment that he would
succeed, and seemed to accept m.v predictions just .as
much as if they were a matter of fate. At this time
he was giving lessons for the paltry sum of fifteen
cents an hour. I determined to take him away from
Hamburg, but everybody, with the exception of his
motuer, smiled at the suggestion, and regarded it as
fraught with Mly.
“However, in the Spring of 1853 we left the city
for tne purpose of going’to Weimar, but to get there
we required money end we had none. We had, there¬
fore, to play our way from station to station, giving
concerts in small villages and towns, writing and
distributing the programs oursdves, and to be con¬
tent with receipts that did not average more than five
or ten dollars. From an enfant p&te you see I came
down to a very humble position, but I never despaired.
Everywhere en route I recommended my Johannes to
everybody as a genins, for I desired him, in my en¬
thusiasm, to be recognized by the whole world.
“At last we reached Hanover, when I went straight
to Joseph Joachim, wito whom I had studied in the
Conservator)’ at Vienna. He was at this time about
twenty-one years of age, and a favorite of the blind
King (who is now dead), occupying the position of
concertmeister to His Majesty. 1 at once told him
that I had no money, and that he must assist me. I
also said that I had left behind me in a little inn a
young companion, named Johannes Brahms, who was
a musical genius. At this stereotyped statement he
smiled, and Hai-l that lie would willingly recommend
me and my companion to the King, in order that we
might, perhaps, obtain the privilege of giving a con¬
cert before him, and thus secure a sufficient sum to
carry us on our way.
“In the afternoon of that day I was called, with
Joachim, to the presence of His Majesty. He inquired
whom I desired for an accompanist and I replied.
‘Your Majesty, I want none, because I have one with
mo whom I regard as a great musical genius.’
“The blind King replied, ‘Well, we will hear your
pnius in the evening, when you shall give a concer
in the court circle.’
“In the course of the evening the King a skin
Brahms to play some of his own compositions. When
he had finished. His Majesty, taking m.v hand, led me
to the window and said: ‘My dear Mr. Remenyi. I
believe you are carried away by your enthusiasm : your
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“After a week’s residence at Altenberg, I said to
musical genius has no genius at all.’ This historical
Brahms: ‘It is useless for you to remain in this
moment was recalled to me by the King himself when
neighborhood any longer, still I cannot go with you.
in Paris in 1874. At a concert at the Salle Herz.
because
the great master is kind to me and I must
after I had finished playing, he observed to me: ‘With
continue my studies with him, therefore I will write
reference to your friend Johannes Brahms, you were
a letter for you to Joseph Joachim, praying that he
right, and we were all wrong. I remember your pre¬
will send you to Robert Schumann, at Dusseldorf.’
diction in 1853 concerning that young lad, and his
He agreed to the proposition. We put our little funds
present reputation is an honor to your judgment.’ The
together, with which Brahms was able to reach Han¬
present Dnke of Cumberland, the son of the King,
over, whence he went straight to Robert Schumann
and the whole suite were standing near by when His
with a letter of introduction from my friend Joachim.
Majesty recapitulated the circumstances in detail.
“Strangely enough I did not hear anything from
They all stared at me.
Brahms for some time; probably he forgot me (and
“From Hanover we went to Weimar, then the home
Remenyi said it painfully). One day while sitting at
of Liszt, and proceeded to the Hotel .tie Russie. I
dinner with Liszt (it was his habit to open his letters
dressed in my finest clothes for the great event of pre¬
and newspapers while eating) he turned to me sud¬
senting myself to him. I went to his residence alone,
denly with the remark: ‘Well, Remenyi, it seems that
and had scarcely arrived before I was ushered into a
your judgment is right, after all. Here is a letter in
teautiful drawing-room full of the most exquisite ob¬
“The Leipsic New Musical Journal,” written by Robert
jects of art, where I tremblingly awaited the appear¬
Schumann, that will astonish the musical world. It
ance of the great man. As he came, the sight of his
says that a “new musical messiali has arrived, and that
fine Dantesque face, which once seen can never be for¬
Minerva stood at the cradle of Johannes Brahms.” ’
gotten, almost overwhelmed me, but in a very few
I burst into tears, for I felt in an instant that it was
moments his kind manners and fine conversation put
a recompense for the devotion and persistency with
me completely at ease and restored me my self-posses¬
which I had unselfishly adhered to the fortunes of my
sion. I told him frankly that I desired to avail myself
friend. Liszt became very thoughtful and said noth¬
of his instruction in music. He at once consented,
ing more. From that moment I waited for a letter
adding that it would give him an especial pleasure to
from Brahms, but it never came.”
teach me because I was a fellow-countryman, a Hun¬
garian. He said he had heard of me, and had made
many inquiries concerning my past experience.
“In the course of the conversation he facetiously in¬
quired if I was well supplied with money. I told him
I had little or none. ‘Where do you live?’ said he. I
for
told him I was at a neighboring hotel. He said, ‘Get
your things together and come and live with me.’
“You cannot imagine my feelings. I was again
By OTTO HUHL. Op. 8
overwhelmed, but this time with joy and gratitude.
I said to him, ‘But my dear master, I am not alone,’
No. 1. CAPRICE.75
and in a few hurried words explained the discovery I
No. 2. FAIRY TALE.65
No.
3EVENING
SONG.,65
had made in Hamburg, and described my friend
No. 4. VALSE MIGNONNE.90
Johannes.
“ ‘Oh, well,’ said he; *it does not matter. Come and
live here together.’
“A heavy weight fell from my breast and I ran
for
back to the hotel, carrying the good news. Brahms
was as much overjoyed as myself. We packed our
baggage, and the next morning went to Altenberg, the
By F. REHFELD. Op. 89
residence of Liszt. After being comfortably installed,
the great master said: ‘Well, what is your genius, as
No. I. PRAELUDIUM.60
No. 2. ANDANTE RELIGIOCO.50
you call him, able to do?’
No. 3. WALZERREIGEN.60
“ ‘Master, he will play you some of his own compo¬
No. 4. EVENING SONG.50
sitions, which I hope will satisfy your high judgment.’
No. 5. PASTORALE.60
Brahms was therefore invited to sit down to the piano,
No. 6. CAPRICCIO.60
but hesitated, not daring to do so in the presence of
so illustrious a personage.
“Seeing this, Liszt kindly said: ’If
have your
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
compositions at hand I will play them fox you.’ He
Boston
Leipzig
New York
played two or three of them, as only the great maestro
120 Boylston St.
136 Fifth Avenue
is able to play, at first sight. Brahms was overpow¬
ered, and I wept. After finishing them, Liszt left the
piano, and walked up and down the room, saying
nothing except ‘Well, well! We shall seenothing
more, and relapsed into silence.
“After this pupils came in, and one of those inter¬
esting lessons was given which are only to be witnessed
at the Altenberg, where music was better taught and
in a more congenial way than anywhere else in the
world. It was a combination of theory and practice
illustrated by the brain and fingers of the greatest ex¬
ponent of music who lives. I have no need to say
that the pupils regarded Liszt with veneration; in fact,
almost worshipped him.
“And now comes an incident which has been a
puzzle to me until the present time. While Liszt
was playing most sublimely to his pupils, Brahms
calmly slept in a fauteuil, or at least seemed to do so.
It was an act that produced bad blood among those
present, and everybody looked astonished and an¬
noyed. I was thunderstruck. In going out I ques¬
tioned Brahms concerning his behavior. His only ex¬
cuse was- ‘Well, I was overcome with fatigue; I
could not help it.’ My friend, William Mason, a dis¬
tinguished American pianist and teacher, who is now
in this city, was present on the memorable occasion
and will corroborate the circumstance I have described.
I mentioned it to him only the other day, and he
remembered it perfectly. I said to Brahms: ‘What¬
ever the cause, that moment was not the time tor
sleep and I sec clearly that there is no staying for you
here’ I commenced to think about his -emoval to a
more congenial place, still determined, however, to
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
adhere to my first judgment.
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CONDUCTED »Y N. J. COREY
A BUDOET OP LETTBB8.
I turn received lb* two following -losatbma which
I will Inoluds undsr on. bead. u tbs »u answer will
substantially answer both:
Increasing Interest In Music.
1. “I am teaching In a nil#** where lb* p**n>l«
never bear mil/ fo«l music. and ilo oot loot; upon It
M Mag of much »alu* to an/ ono wbo doss nut make
It a aou res of revenue. I wtab you would suggest
acts* manna wb*r*by I ran ibow people tW worth of
mnsir aat.la from Ita mousy vain*. With *u«b argu¬
ment I bsllsv* I ••wold boroto* a mow successful mis■looary of musle."
2. “1 desire to mah» an effort during Iba aummar
In lorwaaa ihr numbar of matnlww In my elaea whan
I begin again In M*pt*mbar. Can yon oil vis# me *a to
tnatbuda I might us* ?”
It la difficult to bring hom* to th* average Intellect
lb* relative position* of culture and rommerrialUai
In Iha mHal economy, la order to maka an effsetlv*
appeal along th* line* of aortal elevation. It la ter*
•«ry that tber» already **l*t a fair average of culture
In Iha community One devoid of thla la very difficult
of arceaa, and any progrma will accordingly i* wry
•low, ao alow that It trill snroetlnroe aeem aa If there
bad bean a total eeamitlan of all growth, except along
th* Hnre of monetary acmmnlstloo
Along th* line*
of * portal culture, mnalr. for example, It will be n»#-vamry to nrnnae a common dealt* for It In tb* communlty. To thla Intent, people will lleten lo appeal*
from among thoa* of their own nnmher, before they
will to a special pleader, to whom they are only lra»
Wady to attribute «nn« ulterior motlre. “I'M course.
Mini II. will urga tha atndy of music.” they will Hr.
"for It la by It that eba earn* har living.” Hut If they
obaarve a number of their friend*. e*p»cUlly of tit*
mow Influential onaa. •»# upylng themaelww with music,
and ahowlng a coosMsraM* Intewet In It. they will
noon deal re to do IlkewtaW. If people re* a little active
Intareat being taken In a given subject by a number of
tbelr associstr#. th* example wilt excrete* mow Influ¬
ence over them than talmnw of argument.
Any
•rheme, therefore, that you ran Introduce am! footer,
that will a roue* that active Intewet of a portion of the
community, will call attention to yon a* aa Important
factor in tha moeiral Ilf* of th* community, ami b*
of tnormotta help In your work, especially In th* way
«f attracting mow paptle.
Organlir- • mnsl-wl aociety among lb* ladiee If poaalble, ami let them engage In the study of certain
muaical topb-e, with program* <4 music. A aorlaty
among your etudanta will also b* helpful, if your daw
la large enough. A good practical working bad* far a
muaical sorieiy la to har* It roneiat of active mem her*,
musicians, vocalists and taatruinsnUliata, and honor¬
ary inamben. perron* who love music and will be
glad to listen to it Make the daea moderate, amt
Haw the meeting* at the h.wws* of the member*.
Hava a meeting of th* eodaty two afternoon* la tb*
mouth for art!** member*, and oaa evening la each
month for artlra and honorary member*. At th*
monthly evening meeting allow each lady to bring a
gentleman aa a guaet of honor, and have aimpt* re¬
freshment* aerved after a abort program. Make th*
affair aa Informal aa poaaibla. and the program n>t
mow than an hour lo length. Ft* oo* of th* two
afternoon* for rnaambla mnair. duets or quartets, piano
•ml instruments, tk* other for eoloa. A different com¬
poser each month, with a paper strictly limited to
flv* ml no tee. girt tut a abort, clear acceuat of hie Hf*
•ml work, la an exrrllrnt plan. The evening program
may h* selected from th* afternoon one. and mad* up
of th* l»*t numbers presented. Cue the mosey col
1 acted, aside from the email turn needed for wfwehmenre. programs and stationery. In giving a r»<d
concert at the -nd of th* y**r. with outside talent If

possible, amt make this concert Invitational and a
social event, finch a couwa would bring home to the
minds of the people tbs value of music as a social
factor.
Point out to your pupils, who should bars an even¬
ing together owe a month, that mnaic la an avenue to
contaet with people, and that contact la the aeewt of
arpr-vaa. Bring home to business men the great value
•? something which can ao pleasurably absorb and dis¬
tract the mind that It la reeled and wfreehed: and
dwell alao upon tb# wflnlng influence of a cultivated
ta*t». and lla saving power from vulgar Intercourse
or occupation*, t’a* the Oerman nation*, with tbelr
scientific. Industrial and poHtlcal development, aa an
llluatratlon, dwelling upon the fact that mnelc la 0*3
of tbelr prime factore of srtararion. and deeply rooted
in (be hom* life of the people, equally loved by peasant
ami Kalaet. equally hotior*«l In pelace and cottage.
People wbo have not ample leleure ecarrely realise the
practleal nature of eethetlca of any eort, until they
cone la contact with them, and the demand must he
created. The summer I* an escsllent time for a
teacher to set about forming such a society. Tbers
will be lint* lo work up an Interrat. secure members,
and arrange details. Tha person getting up such a
aorlaty la naturally brought Into prominence and at¬
tracts pupils. Tb* local papers should be kept In touch
with all that la don*, and one’s name Is thus brought
forward, at th* tarns time that ths community la hav¬
ing # genuine muaical service rendered.

Many teachew complain of having difficulty In teach¬
ing their pupils lo memoriae. They will therefore wclenm* the following contribution to the Rood Tabit.:
Hew to Memoriae Mnaic.
The Importance of memorising one’s pieces has now
become universally recognised. In addition to com¬
manding better attention from hia listeners, the one
who plays from memory ran stow fully surrender him¬
self to the Interpretation of the composition. A tonepoem should be reritrd. not read. The mental disci¬
pline from this kind of work la very great, and at
the same time It makes one mow truly muaical.
Quite a number of otherwise talvnted pupils hare
difficulty In committing their pierce. I have been able
to secure satisfactory results by the “numerical
method of memorising." with even the dullest pupil.
It work* especially well with pieces which happen to
t~ dlAcult to commit. Try thir system with the next
pupil who declares It Impossible to memorise music.
Beginning at the clone of the composition, separate
It Into sections of a few measure# or phrases each.
The dividing point for these may be arbitrarily se¬
lected. the Idea being only to afford convenient starting
and stopping places. Short melodic figure#, phrases
and group* of not.-# malp> good division*. Number
such of then-, proceeding backwards from the last to
the first, wring the figure 1 for the last phrase. Now
prepare a arhedule of number# similar to the subjoined one. which la baaed upon a com posit: 00 that haa
been marked for fifteen numbers.
1-2
1-S
1-4

2-3
4
3
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3-4
4-3
3
C
«
7
ir.
6
7
9
141
7
8
9
1-7
8
9
10
1-8
0
10
U
ID
10
11
12
MO
11
12
13
Continue this in the same manner nntil the figures
are exhausted. When 13 is reached at the bottom of
•he sixth column, the remaining column* will continue
to grow (era until tb* last one come# out simply, 14-13.
We srv new ready to begin actual work. Play num¬

bers 1 and 2 In raecrasion, and repeat several times;
then skipping 2, play 1 and 3 several times; then 1
and 4, 1 find S, and so on to the end, in each caw
omitting the Intervening numbers. This means playing
in connection entirely dissimilar portions of the pi*?
The contrast afforded by this association of Ideas will
tend to stamp them almost Indelibly upon the pupU’i
mind. During the entire practice a mental picture «f
the note# Hhould be kept in mind, providing the teacher
favor* the use of the visual memory. After a glance
at a phrase, th eyes may be directed elsewhere, but
not the thoughts. Cor cent ration is necessary In all
piano work, and particula-ly in rapid m.-moriiiag.
Advanced students, who have acquired the art of Ian*
thought, may profitably tnink a passage through before
playing it. A little time, at least, coaid be spire,!
for tins mnslclanly proceeding.
It will not be necessary to go through the list twice,
hence place a dash under the number where yon die
continue your day’s work.
The desire to accomplish "0 iew more number#’’
will act a# an Incentive to harder study. When tb*
schedule of numbers hns been completed, straighten tlw
piece by playing from the fret page to the last. This
gives rise to the succession 15; 14; 18: 12; etc, to
1. and presents the sections in their proper order.—
ilordaunt A. Ooodnough.
One or Two Lessons a Week.
In answer to the desire expressed In the Month
number for arguments against the one leason a week
custom of many pupils, Mr. Herbert Reed, of flea
Antonio, Texas, sends the following In the form of
a letter sent to a mother urging her to allow hrr
daughter to take two lessons a week. Space will only
permit me lo quote in part:
Dkab Madam :—Replying to your note, I would idvis* that Mary continue coming for two lcsaons a wrek
aa usual. In spite of the fact that she hna little titnto practice, yet my experience (luring years of musk
teaching causes me to be more and more of the opin¬
ion that no young pupil should be expected to take lass
than two leasona a week. Indeed, many teachers re¬
quire three lemons from children, and one a day from
1 eginners. the wisdom of which is proved by result*.
You would not think of sending a child to school for »
l.alf hour a week, or even each slay. Children cannot
make advancement on such meagre allowances of in¬
struction. The teacher's constant supervision of tlw
pupil's work Is the great necessity.
Two Important things in which children must haw
instruction a re:—What to practice, and—How toprnrtlce. The latter is of even more importanw than th»
former, for the habit of doing a thing correctly <w*
only be gained under the constant guidance of th*
teacher. The principal trouble with pupils wbo crew
from other teachers la that they have never learned the
art of practicing correctly. With children, a week Is
too long a time for them to practice without eoms «■»
to overtook and correct errors, and add srat to the
practice by further advice and encouragement. Ho*
many times have you heard your little girl exclaim.
“O, I am so tired of practicing that!” The trouUe
is that her own study has given her all that lies «■
the surface. She thinks she is playing it pretty wsfl
after two days practice, and con tinning to repeat **■
her interest diminishes with each repetition, a# wWl
aa carefulness, and errors of all kind creep to- At
thia particular moment she needs the teacher to coned
errors, and furnish fresh inspiration, and develop b*aetiea that can only be discerned when the music Is tech¬
nically learned.
But perhaps you will ask“Why not tell her *8
these things when she begins the piece, #0 she
know just how she ought to play it?” You forget P#*hapa, that children do not learn many thing* at a tim*It is not child nature. A little advice to-day. **■*
encouragement to-morrow, a slight repnw»f the next
day. more instruction the following, and so w
this way a child’s character is developed and fotswd.
It would be impossible for her to understand *
remember many things told at a single lereon- ****
must be told them one by one. Errors often creep ***•
a pupil’s practice. She thinks she is learning
thing correctly, when perhaps there may be a
mistake# that she ia repeating over and over ag»4*
If now she continues practicing these mistake* % •
week, the teacher will have a difficult task try*"* *
correct them. Then the little pupil will have to
tic* another week, learning the piece in the new
before being ready to put on the finishing touches t*
(Coat,nurd os pogr 472.)

_ rOL. II of Cserny’a “Selected 8tudiea.” edited by
EbHI Liebling. Is now ready, and the special offer
on this volume Is herewith discontinued. We take
Kmousm Osroan Horn lue.
.
0«u
pleasure la announcing that Vol. Ill is very near eotn- etyls, cowhide, bather lt»«l
Tmtawr fur lab’V gratieVoL I is now an assured success, and is be¬
-—*■ Vouns «Y't u i
ta* extensively used; we have no doubt but that Vol.
cot^'tS, tatot'l^^ri^'ini£r«mrt_'fllm
roved satail Used jw<A*i
H will meet with equal favor. Vol. Ill, which will
pack earners Bias wbea dosed I Ml 1 I D 1 t I 1
lalah the work, contain# a splendid selection from
&T®\uuXl^‘*rt*'“
^
freruy'* more advanced studies. A student having
Own Here Cam.—ffsr lady or
> 14 laches. « laabss deep Full raoklde troth*.
mastered VoL II may proceed directly to Vol. IIL In
all three volumes the material Is of the moat intereating
character and the editing of the best. The educational
tan and russet colors.
character of the work Is greatly enhanced Up the
Sew i*o Macmaa
mpl-n- annotations and many practical suggestions
1 trot rn-dci
lift and drop ‘ *
by the editor. We are now offering Vol. Ill at the
--aa ComplrtRnll-tiroiina light
runs I
--ring.
Ill
___ten years ret ream, d
set of attavkmrota It ..
cpscial advance price of 25 cents.
one of tb. largest and
gjtho-r*' Vol*. I and II can no longer be obtained • ttmtry. It k mre “
116 Iba. By freight.
separately at a special prior, we a re-offering Volt. 11
tad III If ordered together for 50 cents, postpaid, if
Ol.I.AR AND CFFT PATTERN FREE.— I Hir¬
cash acxxanpnuies the order: or, Vole. I, II and III
ing July only, for a
■ay be ordered together for 75 cent*. If the book*
lion received *t tb. regular prion, w. wifi, epee
are to be charged, postage will be additional.
request, send entirely free a ladtro’ broutiful collar and
cuff pattern tumped on good Horn. AH regeetu
CHULZ1 “SCALES AND CHORDS” will be added
must bear the port mark aa bating been mailed on er
to th* *Trease r Collection." Tbie work ia much In
before July Slat. Thla applies to renewel mbmrlpdemand among teachers. It present* all the major
Hons no matter whm they nmy expire. This may be
sad minor scales together with the common chorda in
used by dob-woihere wltbeot tatmfsriag with tb*
practical shape and in a form convenient for ready
regular premium.
•as. Our new edition has been carefully prepared
tad will bs printed from specially engraved platss and
i-alANO TT’NINO BOOK. Tbore Is not. si lb#
substantially U>und in paper. For introductory pur
F preaent Urn*, a reliaUs work en tuning. TW
;«roa only are are offering this popular work during
books ws have on tbs rabjart are sttbsr too
the current month at the special price of 10 centa per
used by club workers without Interfering with th*
rosy, postpaid. If cash accompanies the order.
regular premium.

V

^jsa£3.

C

S

LOCI8 KOHLER’S "Profweslve Studies In Paraags
Playing for Eqoallxlng the Hand*,’’ Op. 85. will
alao be added to the ’ Prraser Collection." These
eery awful studies may be employed for daily practice,
se taaj be Included In any regular teaching curriculum.
For the farther development of foundational technic
they might be used to follow Duvernoy’s Op. 120. Bk.
L er any similar work. KObler’a Intimate knowledge
#f mechanism Is nowhere more admirably displayed
ihaa la this work. During the current month we will
efcr th.se studies, complete In one volume, at the
H»cisl introductory price of 20 eta, postpaid. If cash
eoreepenira the order.

T

HE new "Gariltt A It mm” will shortly he ready for
the press. As this work has been very carefully
edited with copious annotations the preparation
ed tbs pistes has demanded expert workmanship and
Uksu up considerable time. It will be a volume of
rare educational value and of superior attractive
eBelltW. During the current month tb* special advaare offer will be continued, and the book may be had
far » cents, postpaid. If cash accompanies the order.
This work will be hawfcomely gotten up end mbetanJty nroad.
.
Danre Album” Unow
^
pa ration. Oar “Modem Dane* Albam hat_
toro* aWjlMl lll*n MKXTto , keiis M# " '
tanmd to meet the demand# of tiwae wishing an squal
F attractive work of n lower grad# of difficulty. It
ana nssdliro to state that all tb# number# la the
**■ honk may be used for practical dancing purpose#
IWy win be ea*y to play, tuneful, bright, catchy and
•"ret b» rhythmic swing. Thia new collection
h**M meat with imtant w«sro For introductory
tW aprxial price ta advance of publication
»* he » centa, postpaid, if cash accompaalsa tW
If the book b to W charged, postage w#B W
N

i

.
I DESCHHORN-8 Opt Cfi. Bk. II Is w
ihs work is hereby withdrawn from the "P*cUl
offkr.
win he pleat#.] to tend copies of Books I ead I*
toamtaatfau to any who may b» latererivd. Op31 »• ** ef Lorechboro’s brat work#. TW rind^#
** Mtoring. mekdfana and of vfccidrd tothakal vahro.

acientifle and Impractical, or they are poor and onjw
liable, thrown together without ayrtsm. TW worh we
are about to lame la Iff a practical tuner. Mr. J.
Cree Fischer has for many year# given Ua entire Us*
to Imparting a knowledge of tanlng at a erhori of hi*
own. Much of the matter was umd in a twrwapondrace couree. and U therefore art forth ta a Hear and
concise meaner. There M a growing latorem Uhe* ta
piano tuning, a* I* ehown by iha fact that there are
three or four schools and oorrropoodroits romresa. onec«asful |y carried 00. TW object *f all thorn twurare
la tW earns aa this ae« work *f oem, via: to do year
oxru tuning. If y«« droire ta acquire a thorragh
knowledge of tuning ee that yon raa make it a proftxri-r. derot* three moatto to Uro rindy of this
Book. If you merely desire to W veraed la the pitarip)ee of fusing, devote thirty day* to a tnrefal stady.
It #bre»M be In the Bbrary of every embitton* end
thinking miroicUn.
Tb# retail price of IW booh U net yrt net. Irot B
will hardly bs Iras than $200. Oar Upt-isl Ofier,
until tW book Is an tW market, win bs only 76 nreta
poet paid. TW entire walk Is la pres, r * -1” L*
‘reedy before
. .
__l___
tW
remmrr la eref. fiend In your enwr
at once.
* * *
wo HANDEL VOLUME l# *kp*d*d to W
T ^*dJ^arelben..t i— of T.k Into U
g*» grt. It •« BBfltalB aU the eerier pm
of Handel up t« work, ia dignity. Uke that «f the
“Harmonious I!Wh-»"h.~ A. this wUI be tW lam
moath of the fifecisl Offer, send to *• rent* far t
|f ye# tort not already don* no.
■ *

D
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A number of new and attrscNEW PREMIUM tire premium, bare loon ereured
OFFERS
for Tua Euua Babarriptioa
Dep’t. Special pains bars been
taken to secure such articles at minimum prices as
win interest oar dub woihcra.
Here la a partial Hat of additluna to ear new prem¬
ium Booklet.
Post Cam Abacus.-100 card Mas. uiath rteta
binding; black leaves; well made . one card en a ***•
Beat postpaid for a sebseripUens. a00 card else. Us<%
doth Uniting; bolds 4 csrds on a page; puetpsU for 4

- JULY AND A1 -- M
• . r __ cfawe on fiatntday at I r u , other

**n L^iv^kJ. trl**^
(O atttod «• .»
patron* erifl «h*n
^ .
to oa ta tW eanrertmm.
f ^taro# likely
f
Xr am* on Hat.Hay try

will readily d
order to reach us. This is a good r
any •*•«***. hat Is eapecuUy t
mas the

NEW

80CEXT VOLruna. It I* reldom w*
has* eojlAtag tarttcr to annona«e than lb*
tc* aeries of voluerae as are stoat to Imoo.
•sullied " Stands id t um,«.iM.uia for the Item*.” d*rigaed t» acnoa>i*ay “hltUiews* Stands id * leaded
Course- of INaao Nodtea." There wlU he *1 l#a*t alt
valamra at • uniform pcira «f W <*#•!*. retail. S#
better idee of tb* content, can be gathered than from
the fotloaria* lid of glstst, many of which are k»o«n
Urn 6ri
first vxdnree nt eur advance prires tlds wtjj»*
the
U*s than one half *aj| for rack piece. The follewtag are mm. -f tb. ,4era* In Volonm I
rtret Usdofly

In the r*vt«u*
l.k U the Re*..
Jetty riaymatm
I__
Jilts |
‘ BteM
Ual'

A

■■■

All tbs |A*.ws h*v# »*
Kitnl trothing and bare p
_
.
ttana. a^ bare. In addition, genuine «dno»tieudi «<4fllira. Our R|«dal Offer It 15 emta. with
' 0
crata addittanat. making lb* price »> <*•!•. Aa U.I#
tea book every on* nan naa. w# ospsw a *•*»•“**'
her of advance older*. Tbe «ff*r may be wllbdrewn
at emd of mroitb. no bs mre to emd In peer «der
tide mouth. Omfli must reoempeay me* order
f ART MONTH we made mention of our fedtltta*
L. for eopptytng Vhdlii *1 rings, *tr„ bet did not
rngklBw '
.y b bU
fins of strings and trimmings for all l m* moron be of
the Holln family as w*H *» ft»r Msndc.Ua. Oultor and
Ran). We .« w-bd, to direct attonrion to mr m*
cut HU atwtwos f«r vtsdtn! ttaws are manatactumfl
far vroe I* trot srealWr. nre In two and on*half WmtW.
and arid at 15 rant* each, postpaid: they are ta great
famand for pupils and orchorire idtrsm; tfcrir am
practically eliwinatro the anneyanre tnrfdsnul ta the
fraqaroit breaking of get string*, ranaod b» bamlduy
sad perspiring Bagera
* * *
e.-llI M iTH' CATAlXKirEfl are of great as|
«*(*«• in wtroltag music far teaching par^ our *0131)1 FOR HIE TEACH EUR"
fantlM and drowriptivsi. sixty PM»-b b»wlIh a f,n M,4anati<m of oar "Om Hata” plan,
■« W aron upoa reqwro* to any temrisrotaririiig
s„ trortwr onocq»s't.t«d wtlh tW ”Oo «eh>
^
W| M ^ this lafarmaifan. *ep*riafly at
^ nmmm. w#41 In advene# of fie beginning of th*
-fan
- wuriL All
*“ *ieqeithe
J“*— -•—»*«*
ywomptly and -a—.rtwti*
rWerfhlty
BMW#
EAfltERR who have md hliWrio droit wttk tm
a well i» gro s'vjiwlwied with ear litoral
*t>d *at«-i*)lr with ear T»* HsW pi so.
,, UlU
Although ll has many
tmltotore we know of non* ronwrotrinfly «nap««iag
with H. tor it U Urine) up by an oa.x-e4tad cate,
mtt*«4a), a t«etil Mark ef toiwrei*
,eproron<i„ tbe
ratahgpw of afl prifhhrw ta Ktraps and America,
^ u
with t»* a^.tanre ef a body of
,,p,rteo,d i. jslriaa* who theroogbly
and rooswaafally Interpret tbs varying
IM^, * lhM wb* t*acfe.
Full Infanaetto* and
.jtafagoes win Is aroit free ef char** to any made

Tr

ess
I * ORDER that tWe* may W n* driay or Week*

^ThriTlwX I ta -rvtog row tmirons denng tW mnrer month*,
ww ah*n)d ilk. to We# It aodrtwtoral that It I. red
to reqesri * 'Wage «f .Alrero of tW mag# thro
wWa ,*# ere to W aawy from home for -riyn
ro#,d» m thro# rerovib. Year tw-dmari-r woaM be
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Recital Music
Duets, Trios and Quartettes for
Organ (Pipe or Reed), Violin,
Piano, ’Cello, Etc.
The following list represents a compilation
of the best composit’ons, no matter where
published, presenting unique combinations of
interesting and attractive material for use in
making programs for School, Recital and
Church purposes, as we.4 as for Ensemble
playing.
Great care and research aye been necessary
to get together all the worthy literature for
these combinations. Below is only a partial
list.
_
CABINET ORGAN AND PIANO.
Boccherini.
Menuet.
$0.50
Brahms. Adagio from Op. 78. 1.00
Allegro amabile. Op. 100. 1.7s
Beethoven. Moonlight Sonata, Op. 27,
No. 2 .:. x.50
Gade. Romanza, Op. 59..65
Hassenstein. Abendfrieden . .60
Im Maien .90
Haydn. Adagio, Op. 77, No. 1.65
Koppelhofer. Gondelfahrt .50
Kuhne. Sacred Transcriptions.90
Leybach. Souvenirs and Regrets. 1.25
Liszt. La Regatta Veneziana. 1.00
Low. Souvenir de Mozart.50
Beim Scheiden .40
Impromptu elegique .».40
In der Gondel.40
Romanza .40
Gondoliera .5°
Mendelssohn.
Three Songs without
Words, Ops. 53, 85.. 1.25
Meyerbeer. Huguenots Potpourri.2.40
Mozart. Introduction and Quintette from
Magic Flute.75
Pergolese. Stabat Mater. 2.50
Ravina. Adoremus . 1.00
Schmeidler. Concert Romanze. 1.00
Schumann. Bilder aus Osten. 1.00
Suppe, Boccaccio March.65
Verdi. Traviata Potpourri .net .75
Wagner. Meistersinger Selections.90
Lohengrin Selections . 1.50
Winter. Requiem . 2.00
CABINET ORGAN AND VIOLIN.
Album of Fourteen Pieces.net $1.00
Bach. Andante from Italian Concerto.. .65
Beethoven. Andante from Op. 109.40
Gluck. Aria from Orpheus.40
Herrmann.
Larghetto.75
Hirsch. Andante religioso.50
Peters. Andante .50
Raff. Cavatina .net .70
Reinecke.
Introduction Act 5, King
Manfred.65
Wagner. Prize Song, Melstersingers... 1.25
CABINET ORGAN, VIOLIN AND ’CELLO.
Beethoven. Largo, Op. 10, No. 3.$0.75
Muller. Andante serioso. 1.80
PIPE ORGAN AND VIOLIN.
Bach. Air .$1.00
Adagio .75
Gade. Romanza from Concerto.65
Horwitz. Adagio.75
Mengewein. Cavatina .net .75
Nachez. Largo . 1.00
Rheinberger.
Pastorale.75
Elegie.60
Overture . t.50
Theme . 1.20
Abendlied .60
Gigue . 1.20
Sering. Andante religioso.50
These lists will be continued.

THEO. PRESSER
1712 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

of our subscribers having an account with
Theo. Presser for music supplies have received
during the past iponth a statement of their en¬
tire account, both monthly account as well as “On
Sale.” Enclosed with that statement full directions
were sent with regard to our system of settling ac¬
counts, including the return of “On Sale” music, the
manner of returning, etc., etc.
Our terms of settlement, meaning the return of
music and a full settlement but once a year, are very
liberal, and we ask that settlement be made promptly;
certainly before the new season opens in the Fall.
The only exception that we make with regard to
that one settlement is on the return of “On Sale”
music. Where the account consists of music sent out
during the past season we do not require the returns
to be made if there is any further use or need for the
stock; the condition being a full settlement of the
monthly account and an amount on account for the
“On Sale” music that will fully cover what has been
used to date. This saves transportation two ways.
A supplementary package will cheerfully be sent, thus
freshening the stock. We will gladly send any further
information upon request.

ON the third cover of this issue will be found a full
page advertisement of part of our reed organ
•publications. This line has given" great satis¬
faction to those teachers called upon to teach that
instrument. The books and sheet music, as well, have
been made particularly for the reed organ, by ex¬
perienced teachers ana musicians. A better catalogue
of music for this instrument does not exist. This
music will be sent by us to any extent “On Sale" to
our regular patrons and at the usual large discount
allowed professionals on all of our sheet music. The
Landon publications, methods and studies for the reed
organ which are found listed on this page are perhaps
the most used and the most popular publications of
their kind published to-day.

SPEC!

PIANO TUNING PAYS
0T1CES

nal Want Notices are inserted at a cost of flTe
word, cash -with order. Business Notices, ten
ts per word, cash with order. Do not have r ™ "
•cted to this office.

is by a standard builder. It is sold for no fault, but
the society is erecting a large church and will require a
very much larger instrument. This organ has three stops
in the Pedal, twelve in the Great and thirteen in the
Swell: quartered oak case and richly decorated front
For information write to Emmons Howard, Westfield,
Mass.
PIANO TEACnEItS YYIlo” WOUI.1) BE WILLING TO
devote a small portion of their leisure time to pleasant
work with the result of obtaining a new piano of stand¬
ard make with no cash outlay, address, W. C. J., care
of The Etude.
TO THE RIGHT YOUNG MAN OR WOMAN, OPPdSlf
tunlty to work for a large part of musical education is
ottered. Landon Conservatory, Dallas, Texas.
AN ADVERTISEMENT OF THE TAYLOR CONservatorv of Music, Taylor, Texas, will be found on
page 470. This Institution has a charming nud healthful
location. Eminent teachers are in charge of the depart¬
ments of Pianoforte, Organ. Singing, Y'iolin, Theory,
Drawing, Painting and Elocution. Many advantages are
to be derived from a course In this Conservatory. For
particulars regarding their Fall Term, address, Cheston
L. Heath, Jr., 241 W. 4th St.. Taylor, Texas.
ONE PIPE ORGAN—'TWO MANUAL PEDAL BARS—
twenty-seven stops, dimensions. 18 feet high. 15 feet wide,
12 feet deep, all in first class order—original cost, $4,000.00. At a sacrifice. Address, T. A. Green. New Bern, N. C.
FOR SALE—MAYFLOWER MANDOLIN. COST $40.4X1
Beautiful tone. Perfect condition. $15.00. Box, 37 R 5,
Waukesha, Wis.
Ylusiciau V., Box 460, Staunton, Ya.

Observations

of a musician, by Louis
Lombard, is a collection of sketches on musical
subjects of practical interest to all teachers by
a musician who has had a wide and varied experience
as a teacher, composer and conductor. He has a
faculty for seeing the Teal truth of things that are
matters of discussion, coupled with the ability to state
his views clearly. Mr. Lombard, who was formerly
director of the Utica, N. Y., Conservatory of Music,
now lives in Switzerland, where his homo on Lake
Lugano is visited by the leading artists of the world.
His home concerts are known throughout Europe. A
work like this is just the thing for reading in the leis¬
ure hours, as the chapters are short and eminently
practical. The special offer price is 30 cents postpaid
to all who order it in advance of publication. The
work has been published in French and Italian and is
well known in Europe. The present book is a revision
of the original American edition, with additions.
A NEW WORK FOR SINGERS, by F. W. Root.
•LA.
Me are glad to he able to announce another
book in Mr. Root’s admirable series “The
Technic and Art of Singing.”
The name of
the new work will he “Exercies in the Lynthetic
Method,” which Mr. Root considers the “general
principle of vocalization.” This book takes up
the subject of singing from the standpoint of arti¬
culation and is really a most practical application
of the principles of English diction to the production
of good singing tone. The exercises are for the
larynx, lungs and mouth, that is, control of the breath,
free tone production, and the union of the singing
tone with vowels and consonants in forming words.
It is a mine of resouces to aid the voice-builder or
the singer who is continuing his studies unaided.
Every teacher of prominence has a number of devices
for overcoming certain difficulties. This book contains
a number that have successfully stood the test of
many years’ use. Although it lias a logical place in
Mr. Root’s series of vocal works, it can he used inde¬
pendently and with any set of voice building exercises
or solfeggi. Until the hook is ready for the market
we will accept orders at 30 cents per copy, postage
paid, if cash accompanies the order. If a charge is
to be made on our books, postage is additional. Teach¬
ers, especially those who have charge of the vocal
work in schools and conservatories, where a carefull y
planned curriculum is necessary, should examine the
series by Mr. Root, “Technic and Art of Singing,” of
which five books are now ready.
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I find that the exercises In “Der Klelne PischM
are just what I have Ix-en looking for to develop tecMK
along certain lines, especially with elementary pupils.
Herbert Reed.
"
“Standard Graded Songs." Books I and II. are a
most welcome addition to mv repertoire. I use song!
quite freely in the first vear of study for vocal puP“S'
and find that Book I contains a number ot pieces we»
suited to my purpose. Thev are nil right for use in
my recitals, as well as the surely educational wont in
the studio.—Jos. Brakhorgt.
. ,
We find that Green's course ot vocalises are just wnat
we need to help us in making up a systematic course ior
our vocal students. The plan, four books, one to a year,
is well adapted to a curriculum leading to graduationThe material Is well selected and well arranged ana we
get in one series what we were formerly obliged to tnoose
from a number of books.—Ur*. A. U. Wentworth.
The game “Eleraentalre” has proven very popular niui
my pupils.—Mis* (trace Switzer.
am with the
I want to tell yoti how pleased
“Standard Graded Pieces” by Mathewr I have a number
of folios, but consider the alxjve tin very best I have
ever seen. - -Mrx. K. T. DeLoach.
Czerny-LlebUng.
I am delighted with Book I <
“Selected Studies.”-—C. II. Sandridgc.
The “New History of Music." b” uiuiztii. - --.
round most excellent.
I "had
had been
l*;en using
w work is
advance.
which Is good, but the new
Is a decided 'l<A„hooj
llie usual great hiatus before the Netherlands sc
being pretty well filled up.—If. <>■ CotUns.
.or
I could not get along without THE Etude. 1.1®®* ,D.
its coming ns If it were a very Intelligent friend coming
> .visit mo. every month,who /*xpiains
to
luting to music and teaching thoi
kDlliavf received Whelpton’s “Vocal Studies
or Tenor,” and believe It can be used to
by every thorough teacher. It is sensible lo
j
practical In make-up. progressive In arrangement,
educational In content. -Herbert Reed.
muc!i,
I like Baltzell's “New History of Music very !?u„
.i—
-"s
a
text
book.—
ii nd will adopt it i
Parr in.
ilcbllng
I consider your edition of C
4. fi. Berner.
I wish to thank you for the prompt w
n"
orders.—Ur*. neceon.
Beet
mi ~y
iuy oruers.—nr*,
.
, ,
for
The book called “First Steps" Is the best won
beginners that Is on the market to-day.—H. »• <-* , tt
1^ have examined^ “Der i Heine ^Plschtw^ajJ® for any
— —.a Pianoforte Study
beginners.—Mr*. ,/. II. Owen.
rristnrv ®f
I am very much pleased with the Nf-JUSL/'«nd
Music,” by Baltzell. It Is thorough and condcn wvery conveniently arranged for class work.—•«“to
hoiwett.
by
I lately purchased n copy of “The Orgfl n „ nnreclate
Orem, and I wish to tell vou how much 1 apj’1
the selections. They are excellent.—Jo*. T. Borne 'music,
I am delighted with the volume of Griegs
which I ordered recently.— Ml** If. Bentley.
jf |S
The Etude contains excellent rending matter.
j
the best Journal of the kind that is pnbllsliefl,
could not teach without It.—Mrs. Z. B. Morford.

Our Graduates Earn $5 to
$1 O Per Day the Year Round
A Subscriber.—“La Fileuse,” by Raff, means literally
“The Spinning Girl.” The composition is of the type of
•‘Spinning Songs," with a murmuring accompaniment
which may be considered to suggest the whir of the wheel.
In Raff's '‘Fileuse'’ and in Mendelssohn’s so-called "Spinninv Song” the murmuring accompaniment is in the
right hand; in Liszt's transcription of the “Spinning
Song” from “The Flying Dutchman” the accompani¬
ment is chiefly suggested by the left hand.
q y y —1. Mr. A. R. Parsons, in his edition of Liszt’s
“Gondoliera”, says that the chords In the last few
measures represent bells. I' do not know that he had
the composer’s authority for this statement
o_xhe sub-theme or second theme in the first movement of Beethoven's “Pathetique Sonata,” appears in
the Exposition or “Chapter 1," as you call it. in E flat
minor; in the Recapitulation or Chapter 111 in F
minor
The normal relation in sonata-movements in
minor' keys, is that the first appearance of the second
theme should be in the relative major, the second ap¬
pearance In the major of the key in which the move¬
ment stands. But a good deal of liberty is taken in
this respect, as you will find if you look at Beethoven s
sonatas in minor keys. The only object is to preserve
symmetry; if this Is done any departure from the
rules is justifiable. Since Beethoven the relations
in kev between the second theme and the first have
become much less rigid. For example, in Brahms
third Symphony, in F major, the second theme of the
first movement appears first in A major (instead of
C major), and later in D major (instead of F major),
and yet Brahms has not in any of his symphonies sur¬
passed this movement for clearness and symmetry.
E. f. S.—l. In “the turn with the sharp on C” that
vou quote, the sharp does not refer to the note C.
A sharp under a turn refers always to the note below
that on which the turn Is made. In this case the notes
of the turn are a, g, f sharp and g. If the sharp bad not
been there the notes would have been a; g, f natural and g.
2. The passage that you quote in 4-4 time with
quarter notes staccato with a slur connecting each two.
are what is known as portamento, a clinging, halllegato, half-staccato touch. The second note is not
tied. A note cannot be both staccato and tied.
Consuelo.—Various extension exercises have been
published; the most notable are those by Isidor Philipp,
which can be secured of the publisher of The Etude.
For the most part extension exercises should, however,
be employed most sparingly. It is difficult to secure a
lasting extension without straining joints and tendons.
The exercises by Pischna and Brahms, also the “Exercises
for the Independence of the Fingers,’ by I. Philipp, con¬
tain enough material for all extension that is wise.
The time spent in attempting to improve the stretch
would better be spent in acquiring elasticity, and certaiptj
in attacking notes. This will prove far more helpful.
Uhatever extension exercises are practiced, great pre¬
caution must be taken not to overdo.
3. The sketches you request follow: Porpora. com¬
poser and singing teacher, born in Naples, 1686. Educate!
at the Conservatory Santa Marie di Lorota. lie wrote
operas, masses, oratorios, etc. He established a singingschool which was famous. He was of resthess disposition,
lived for some time at Venice, Vienna and Dresden.
At the latter place he taught singing and composition
lo the Electoral Princess. In 1729 he ,ent to London
to establish an opera house in rivalry to Handel.
inis
attempt was a failure. This was partially redeemed by
his engagement of the great Farinelli (sec beiow).
Later he became director of a school of music at Venice,
and ultimately returned to Naples, where he became
chapel master of the cathedra] and director of the fonservatory of San Onofrlo. His most celebrated pupils
were Farinelli and Caffarelll. lie died about 1766, t ie
exact date is uncertain. Thirty-three operas, twelve
cantatas, sonatas for violin in the bass, fugues for
harpsichord, solfeggi arc included in his works, but he
was one of the greatest teachers of singing that eier
lived. His secrets in this direction died with him.
Holtzbauer, Ignaz, an almost forgotten composer, was
born at Vienna in 1711, a pupil of Fux, the author or
the Grada*. A director of music at Vienna, m
1745, capellmeister to various princes, V® composed
various operas, T1 Figlio de-lie Solve. “Guntliei m
Schwarzburg,” etc., church and Instrumental music, noail forgotten. Mozart praised a mass by him, and also an
opera. He died at Mannheim, in 1783.
i Suononcini, Giovanni Battista, born at Modena,
1B60 A pupil of his fathef and Oolonnn. at one Tiny
c®mP®sev at Vienna. In 1720 he received a cun
7? London, where he became the rival of Handel, and
divided Bociety as lo the opinion of the relative values
«f his music and Handel’s. While In London, be wroie
iiJdUdt seven operas. lie finally fall from favor, and
went to France, living for the remainder ot his lire in
Henna and Venice
Of his works are mentioned —
operas, 4 masses. 5 oratorios, cantatas, duets, etc. borne
®f his music was fine, but it suffered Irretrievably bj
pFm'8?.?, wlth
.. . evet
, Earineli
one Handel.
of the greatest singers that
I'joJ’ and almost without equal among the Male
« psranv1'
Dorn in Naples in 1705; a pupil of Po.por*»
vrW.ho.m h8 studied many years. His debut was made
“ Metastaslo’s “Angelica e Medoro.” lie traveled all
„Sr Europe meeting with the greatest success, lend™
‘tt1, honors and riches, including valuable .towels and
fs™tsv He visited London with Porpora and excited
!,“e greatest admiration there. He is said to have had
iu income of $25 non for three years In London, a
»l's amount for those times.' ne visited France
sI)a'>n, in which latter place he remained to the
service of Philip v for ten years at a salary of 50,000
twenT a ^aL He onssed "the remainder of .his life,
plenty years near Bologna. He died in 1782 in the
seventy-eighth vear of his age.
no5?Sfh’ Johailn Adolph, a once popular dramatic comohtof; ¥rn in 1999 at Hamburg. At an early age he
bare and ®’lce?ss,ve agagements as singer at the HumPlaee hi1 at the Brunswick opera houses. At this latter
P'ace he produced an opera which showed great facility
(Continued ok Page 478.)

power. We teach PIANO
TUNING, ACTION REGULAT¬
ING, VOICING, AND FINE
REPAIRING, all in one practical,
em of inTUNE-A-

PHONE, ANYONE

EARN MONEY by tuning, regulating and repairing pianos.
When vou have "finished
vakv. •moeonon fascinating
MASTER FOR LIFE.
WE SUPPLY FREE A TUNE-A-PHONE, also o vorking
model of a full size, modem upright PIANO ACTIOS
necessary TOOLS, for each student.
Many professional tuners study with us to perfect themre for their own instruments. But
a SURE MEANS TO MONEY-MAKts to coumiand splendid profit- in the
“I average F9 a day. ’’—Simpson
Thomas, Aquebogue, N. Y.
* ‘I easily make an average of $5
to $8 a day.”—John T. Hannam,
Galt, Ont.
“I made S1<0 fixing two old
pianos.’’—Mrs. S. A. Albketcs,
Los Angeles, CaL
“I made SSI.60 the first two
weeks, and S5 to $12 per day

The Everett Piano
The best symbol of musical culture

You can usually estimate with reasonable
accuracy the intellectual aspirations in a home
by the class of books in the library.
An Everett in the music room denotes
musical culture throughout the home.
The greater sum necessary in the purchase
of an Everett does not constitute a larger ex¬
pense account, but is an additional investment
in a finer and more valuable property.
The greater durability of an Everett and
the more perfect achievements resulting from its
use are the extra dividends you receive on a
judicious purchase.
«n If you are really interested in the purchase
of a piano, write us and we will give you facts
which attest the above.

The John Church Company
Cincinnati

New York

Chicago

Owners of The Everett Piano Company, Boston. Matt.

WHY

BECAUSE

SHOULD I

It is superior for all tecnnical
It saves one half in time and

USE THE

It stops the annoyance of piano

VIRGIL

. Last week I took in 827.5U,

PRACTICE
•ealize from
$2.50 to $3 per instrument.”—J. W. Unsee limn, Ohio,
“My best day’s earnings has been to tui i four pianos at $3
each.”—(Rev.) C. D. Nickelsen, Hood River, uregon.
“I made $36 last week and $212 the last two months tuning
and regulating pianos.”—Joseph GamtEE, Astoria, Oregon.
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Co.
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The Charming New Two-step Intermezzo.
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AZALEAS
Which has set the people keeping time—
All the people, all the time.
For sale by all music dealers. Published by
LYON & MEALY.
Chicago.

A TONIC
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
Half a teaspoonful in half a glass of water,
refreshes and invigorates the entire system.
A strengthening tonic and nerve food.

NOTTURNO By c^LidG\B<rHMIDT’
Pronounced by critics the BEST Musical Novel.

Price, One Dollar. All Books.ll

boston school of
PIANO TUNING

GUSTAV L. BECKER

CHAS P. DOLAN, Director
Formerly Head Concert Tuner^ior Chickering & Sons,

CONCERT PIANIST, TEACHER, COMPOSER
A large proportion of Mr. Becker’s pupils are themselves
teachers. Send for circular with press notices to

learn piano tuning

CORRECTION OF MUSIC MSS.

everywhere. We give aJ“®™u*ition fn full. Forty .years
experience You cannot regret haying acquired this delightful
!“Sf«sion Oar free prospectus will interest you.
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New Collections

RezvdTbe

Lsdesj

Membebs of the Appy family of Seattle, Wash have
an interesting album containing autograph letters from
reat composers and artists to their father, Mr HmS
ppy, the distinguished Dutch ’cellist. Among the let
tef.s are some from Beethoven, Liszt, Gade, Ferdinand
Hiller, Clara Schumann, Berlioz, also music autoeranh.
by Mozart, Brahms and others.
s

f

Bullelip
MOLLENHAUER
J

I i

U

Mollenhauer Flutes and Piccolos have long been played linearly every symphony orches¬
tra in Europe, but only recently have sought a market in America.
One need only mention the Mollenhauer goods to an European artist to evoke a flood oi
favorable comment.
At the St. Louis Exposition, where they were shown, they were the center of interest for
musicians from all sections of the country, and were awarded the gold medal for superiority
of tone and workmanship.
The Mollenhauer tone is something to marvel at—so. soft and rich is its character, while
in ease and precision of emission they lead the world.
All parts are hand-forged from flawless material, and so tempered that breaking < r bending of the keys is Impossible.
Mollenhauer (Boehm System) Piccolos, $65.00;
Mollenhauer (Meyer System) Piccolos, Ivory
with pure silver keys and trimmings, $75.00.
head, $18.00.
Mollenhauer (Boehm System) Flutes, $100.00
. Mollenhauer (Meyer System) Flutes, $15.00 to
to $165.00.
Flutes and Piccolos may be had either in high or low pitch.

Sold for cash or installments. Write for a free copy of Lyon & Healy’s Musical Handbook, fully describing the Mollenhauer goods ; also thousands of
other articles of interest to musicians. Address

f/

LYON £. HEALY, - 29 Adams Street, -

CHICAGO

It Is a hopeful sign that efforts are being made In
nearly all the larger cities to organize symphony or¬
chestras or a regular series of symphony concerts by a
visiting orchestra.
Joseph Lhevinne. the Russian pianist, who was so
well received by critics and public in his recitals a few
months ago, will remain in Paris and the vicinity all
summer preparing for his tour next summer. The fine
notices he won from the American papers had much to
do with his being released from military service.
The Council of Leipzig voted $3,750 toward the erec¬
tion of a new and worthy memorial to Bach in the yard
of the St. Thomas Church.
The Minnesota State Music Teachers’ Association met
in convention at Minneapolis, June 7 to 9. A program,
musical, literary and pedagogic was given by members

!

‘Used by all Up-to-Date Teachers”
THE KINDER
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and

Pedal

Extenders for the Piano

The children who use them learn twice as last and practice twice as much with half the exertion.
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Special discount to teachers and trade. 8old by all first-class music houses. Aeents wanted
Illustrated catalog for the asking.

W. MARKS, 145 West Eighty-Fourth Street, NEW YORK
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E.

A. Stege Co., 252 W. 47th St., Hew York
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Standard
Graded Songs
Price - 51.00 each
A collection of specially ediied and selected songs
for the use of teachers in their studios, suited for pupils,
recital work, or for the home and social circle. The
books contain songs for the use of pupils who are
in the first and second years of their vocal study, mod¬
erate in range technically and artistically within the.
ability of the average pupil, such as may be used from
the beginning of vocal lessons and through the first

Album Lyric Pieces
FOR THE PIANO

Price

Order one to-day !

/
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Max Reger, who divides musical attention in German?
with Richard Strauss, is still quite young, being In his
thirty-third year. He is a Bavarian by birth aadws
a pupil of Riemann. He now lives at Munich, and I
teaches organ and composition in the Royal Academv of
Music in that city.
The report of the Census Bureau, for the year ending
December 31. 1904, contains statistics ■interesting to
musicians. There were in the United States 343 firms
engaged in the manufacture of pianos, organs and at¬
tachments and 101 in making piano and organ materials
180 making miscellaneous musical instruments, and ma¬
terials. $72,205,829 of capital were invested. $23,667,641
were paid in salaries and wages, the number of persons
on the pay rolls being 38.166. The total value of the
product in 1904 was $69,571,490. These figures tirl
others given in the report show a gain in all points over

and

Not the cheapest, but the best.
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The New York Oratorio Society, Mr. Frank Damrosch,
director, will produce Pierne’s new cantata “The Chil¬
dren’s Crusade next season, which received the City of
Paris prize in 1904.
The annual meeting of the Ohio Music Teachers’ Asso¬
ciation was held at Cincinnati, O., June 20 to 22. The
program included papers, discussion of topics germane to
the music teacher's work, and musical numbers.
Pdccjni’s “Madame Butterfly” is to be given by the
Henry W. Savage Opera Company this next season.
Mb. Edward MacDowei-l is in New Hampshire, his
physicians hoping that a change of air and surroundings
will aid in his recovery.
Members of the Metropolitan Opera Company’s orches¬
tra lost heavily in the San Francisco fire, the violins,
violas, 'cellos and basses amounting to more than $12,009.
Among the number were a fine Guarnerius, a Guadagnlnl
and a Santa Seraphin 'cello.
The town corporation of Schoenberg, near Berlin, has
to build a theadvanced $300,000 to a local comr
,v prices of
01 auml'ssion, except as to
stipulating for low
In the main part ot
boxes and a portion o. the parterre.
uauvuv. •*„
the house seats must not be more than thirty-five, twentyfive and fifteen cents.
Mb. M. Steinebt, of New Haven, Conn., purchased »
fine collection of antique instruments recently in Europe,
his special aim being to secure Instruments that prececee
the piano. Among the instruments he secured were tea
clavicytheriums. four harpsichords and three spinets m
the early part of the fifteenth century.
The American Federation of Musicians at their recent
convention in Boston, attacked the Boston Sympnow
Orchestra for refusing to recognize the “Union.
The St Paul, Minn., Orchestral Association n;>"'5“
two hundred guarantors and a fund of $25,000. A **r_
of symphony concerts will be given next season. «•
Emanuel has been engaged as director.
Hugo Hbbrmann, the celebrated violinist, has been en¬
gaged to succeed Emil Sauret, as bead of the vlolia«^
partment of the Chicago College of Music. Mr. Heernwu,
is a graduate of the Brussels Conservatory ana
studied in Paris. Since 1878 he has been head of w
violin department In the famous Hoch Conserwory
Frankfort, Germany, and leader of the popular Berma
String Quartet.
.
Manager Conried Is planning for a chorus schoollat&J
Metropolitan Opera House, New York City, where perse
—-J voices
- _ -... ' ' ’as chorus slnK»r®’,Jhm
with good
join the Metropolis
Oper <? 0|^porUmlt-v’ lftter,
certs next season, by a local orchestra.
Dunkley will have charge.
A Handed festival will be given in Berlin
P«*«odi
Among the works to he sung are “Israel in EgyPb
to St. Cecilia,” and “Belshazzar.”
_,
- -Entrance
t Columbia University U
ousic may be offered in me cue,a----—
colleges represented in the board. Examinations " 0im
held in “muslenl appreciation,” harmony.
adopted
and musical performance. Harvard has already'adrub'
the plan of accepting music as n qualification tor
sion to college.

-

-

50 cents

A collection of pieces by various composers in which
the melodic idea and the expressive quality are pre¬
dominant. The study of such compositions tends to
develop musical intelligence and appreciation. The
pieces, while well-contr—-J -”
’
*“
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Musical Euchre
By CARL W. GRIMM
Price, 50c

A

NEW musical game by the inventor
of the popular “Musical Dominoes”
and other well-known interesting
and instructive musical games.
The game is played similarto the ordi¬
nary game of euchre, with the exception
that a special deck of cards has been pre •
pared, in which the various suits instead
of being represented by clubs, hearts, etc.,
are named after orchestral instruments,
a Prima Donna being used instead of a
Joker, and the sequence of the cards is
represented by the circle of fifths.
This game will prove most interesting
and fascinating as well as musically in¬
structive. The cards are handsomely
and substantially gotten up.
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YOUR MUSIC IS TORN!!!
It will take one minute to repair it by using

multum-in-parvo binding tape
5-yard roll of white linen or 10-yard
roll of paper, 25c each, postpaid.
If your music dealer does not carry it SEND TO

Theo. Presser, Philadelphia. Pa.,
Of Multum-jn-Parvo Binder Co., 624 Arch St„ Phila., Pa.
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^ best known institutions in the South.
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Mr. Rafael Joseffy has withdrawn from the National
Conservatory of Music. New York City, and will devote
his time to private pupils at his home. North Tarrytown,
The Wagnerian tenor, A inkelmann. has given up
public work and will her after occupy himself with
teaching. He was connects with the Vienna Opera for
the past twenty-three years.
Music week at Chautauqua for 1900 comes July
twenty-third to twenty-eighth inclusive. The program
for this week includes besides the regular events of the
Assembly program :
Ilossini’s “Stabat Mater;’’ “The ElijahIllustrated
Lecture on a musical theme by Mr. N. J. Corey of De¬
troit ; American Composer's program with solos by Mr.
William H. Sherwood and Sol Marcosson; “The Mes¬
siah
Lecture series by Mr. Corey, illustrated at the
piano.
Friday „_
is to be Choral Competition I
and invitations
ations are living widely extended to choirs and
of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana
to participate
dpate in the Competition. Substantial prizes
will be given ‘
lections:
I—Choral Societies,
to mixed 75 voices. “By Baby¬
lon's Wave"—Gounod. P_
‘The
II—Church Choirs, mixed voices.
"—Sir John Goss. Prize—$40.
III— Male Chorus, 25 to 50 voices. “The Spring Has
Come”—Dudley Buck. Prize—$40.
IV— Female Chorus, 25 to 50 voices. “Rockin' in de
Win”—Neidlinger. Prize—$40.
V—Mixed Quartet. "The Sea hath Its Pearls"—Plnsuti. Prize—$10.
VI—Male Quartet.
"Annie Laurie”—Dudley Buck.
Prize—$10.
An entry fee of fifty cents for each competing individ¬
ual will be charged and if the number of entries will
justify the change, the amount of the prize will be pro¬
portionately increased.
Members of competing choruses will have free admis¬
sion to the grounds and to all open lectures and concerts
therein from Friday morning, July twenty-seventh, until
Saturday evening. July twenty-eighth. Special railroad
rates are available at this time.
Correspondence on any question arising in connection
with the Competition Is invited bv Percy II. Boynton,
Secretary of Instruction, r»711 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago.
English publishers and composers at present seem
to have no legal protection in the rights usuallv belonging
to copyrighted music. Unscrupulous printers issue cheap
editions by the thousands, and these are hawked around
the streets by venders. Mr. Walter Slaughter, a wellitv,” siezed a number of copies of me Dear uoraeiaua
and tore them up. Signor Denza, whose popular “May
Morning” has been extensively pirated was gravely ad¬
vised to use a similar method. The queer thing about
this copyright muddle is, that while English composers
and publishers are amply and carefully safeguarded in
their property rights on the continent and in the United
States, they are not protected at home.
A German paper announces that Hugo Becker, the
famous viol incell 1st, has accepted a position on the
faculty of the Chicago Musical College.
The deficit of the Pittsburg Orchestra, this season,
was $31,194, or about $6,000 less than that of the sea¬
son of 1904-05. The receipts for the concerts given on
the several tours were greater than those at home.
The vote for a "Request Program" by the Peoples
symphony Orchestra. New York city, had the following
results of interest to musicians, and especially to program
makers’ Overtures, “Midsummer Night s Dream. *lannhhuser." "Meistersinger," favorites in the order named;
Rumnhnnics Beethoven, No. 5, Beethoven. No. 2. Beetlioven No d. dividing equally with Tchaikovsky. No 4
and ‘ “Pathetique
Symphonic Poems
rod
und Yerklarung,” “Dos Preludes: Suite*. Peer Gynt,
“Nut Cracker,” MacDowell, Op. 42: March, \\altz, <>r
kovsk^v^'Danre ^(M^the^Apprenrices’^'^from'^'Die'MHstershmer^” “Marche MilitaireR by Schubert; Vocal M’o.•».
irilh Orchestra. Hndolfs aria from La B°heme, Aria
tI n,> Pastore. bv Mozart. Prologue from “Pngllacci

and Walther’s “Prize Song” from “Die Meistersinger.
The Ocean Grove musical festival will be on a large
seal? this year. The Important concerts are given haturdav nights from June 23 to Sept. 3. The works , to be
sung are “Messiah,” "Elijah." “St Paul.' “Redeemer. _
::»taw.tha’. Weddtafc Feast.,# Kt^mCoonce“tfaI.„00
Kstner.
-v Children's
• ——----“Queen Esther.
will occur Aug. 9. The orchestra will number
65 Plavers Experienced choir or chorus singers
tn' take Dart in these concerts during their
I&° £ Ocean Gr?vePshould address Mr. Tall Esen Mor¬
gan. Musical Director, Ocean Grove, V J.
explanatory remarks on our piano
MUSIC PAGES.
The instrumental music in this issue calls for some
special comment. Eight pieces are included, among
them several very interesting novelties. E. U.
Kroeger is represented by a new work, his “Humor¬
esque Negre.”
.
This clever characteristic piece must be played with
considerable abandon. It demands a large full tone
and an exaggerated accentuation. It is a genial com¬
position and should take well with mixed audiences,
as it is an interesting example of the tendency of our
present day American writers to employ native and
familiar thematic material in their work.
Sabathil’s “In Marching Step’ is a pleasing little
novelty by a modern German writer. It is a catchy
march movement, which should be played in light and
buoyant manner, chiefly with the staccato touch. This
is really a very useful teaching piece affording flne
practice in style, touch and rhythmic treatment.
Engelmann’s “Bohemian Dance’ is another novelty
having practical educational value in addition to its

many pleasing qualities. This piece is one of the
prettiest among the easier compositions of this popular
writer. It demands clear finger work and an accurate
sense of rhythm; the time must not be hurried. This
piece is useful as a study in melody playing, in double
notes and in grace notes,
R. O. Suter is represented by a new waltz move¬
ment, one of his best pieces. This graceful composi¬
tion requires clear and accurate scale playing, style
and elegance in delivery. It is a typical modern
drawing-room waltz. The Trio of the piece displays
special originality in design and treatment.
Spaulding’s “Sing Robin, Sing,” is a very easy
piece which may be used either as a vocal or instru¬
mental number. It is one of a set of four. These
pieces may' be used to great advantage with young
pupils and are also useful for Kindergarten work.
Schubert’s ever-popular “Military March,” in D,
(originally for four hands) appears in a new and
very effective solo arrangement. The many admirers
of this piece who find Tausig's transcription too
heavy will welcome this arrangement. It lies well
under the hands and is capable of being rendered with
considerable brilliance of effect.
I’essard’s “Mazurka de Concert” is a brilliant and
very melodious modern work which may be used either
as a drawing-room or concert number. Pessard is
one of the foremost contemporary French writers,
this mazurka being one of his representative piano
pieces. Although of but moderate difficulty it de¬
mands n facile technic and considerable command of
tonal color and contrasts. It must be played with
freedom and careful attention to dynamic nuances
and to harmonic values.
Beyer’s transcription of the “Tannhaeuscr March"
is the most satisfactory pair-hand arrangement of
this celebrated number. It requires a broad, pompous
delivery with a due regard for the various orchestral
effects and color contrasts.
In general an epoch may be called classical when
its artistic productions are characterized by simple,
unexaggerated beauty; when they are independent of
the taste of their day and exert an enlightening and
cultivating influence on later generations.—Langhans.
Oub forefathers did not intend to build in an an¬
tique style; their buildings became antique because
they were so constructed that they lasted a long time.
This is true of all art. If anything is solid and sub¬
stantial for its own epoch it has the merit of being
able to grow old and to endure for all time. Schu¬
mann tells us to study the new because it contains tbe
old : Goethe counsels us to study what is old since
the fact that it is old is proof of its worth. Bach and
Handel are not classical because they are old; they
are old because they are classical. Many a new thing
appears good; what is old must be good since it lias
been able to defy time.—Hauptmann.
THE DOCTOR’S WIFE
Agrees With Him About Food.
A trained nurse says: “In the practice of my pro¬
fession I have found so many points in favor of GrapeNuts food that I unhesitatingly recommend it to ail
my patients.
"It is delicate and pleasing to the palate (an essen¬
tial in food for the sick) and can be adapted to all
ages, being softened with milk or cream for babies or
the aged when deficiency of teeth renders mastication
impossible. For fever patients or those on liquid diet
I find Grape-Nuts and nlbumen water very nourish¬
ing and refreshing. This recipe is my own idea and
is made as follows: Soak a teaspoonful of GrapeNuts in a glass of water for an hour, strain and
serve with the beaten white of an egg and a spoon¬
ful of fruit juice or flavoring. This affords a great
deal of nourishment that even the weakest stomach
can assimilate without any distress.
“My husband is a physician and lie uses GrapeNuts himself and orders it many times for his patients.
“Personally I regard a dish of Grape-Nuts with
fresh or stewed fruit as the ideal breakfast for any¬
one—well or sick.” Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
In any case of stomach trouble, nervous prostration
or brain fag. 10 days trial of Grape-Nuts will work
wonders toward nourishing and rebuilding, and in
this way ending the trouble. “There’s a reason” and
trial proves.
Ixiok in pkgs. for the famous little book, “The Road
to WeTlville.'’
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Think of that statement; yet it is true. That
fact alone should be of interest to every lover of music
in the land. And it is.
The universal endorsement given the Dolceola has
never been accorded any other musical instrument. It
appeals to a larger number, and can be owned by a
larger number because it is practically inexpensive.

THE DOLCEOLA
embodies the exquisite tone volume of two guitars and two
mandolins, yet played with keys like a piano, with a similar action;
one
le that nas
has cacti_
captivated everyone who hears it—music lovers, music
dealers.

^ru.

Our Handsomely Illustrated Booklet Sent Free, tells you all about it.
order herewith for another dozen Dolceolas. The
FROM ONE OF OUR CALIFORNIA AGENTS—I enclose
J
1 rdered
from you was *—
sold
inside of ten days. Pl«
_„____h
these on by express, as I have orders for them and
*—inot wait for_*—*_*_*
freight. The Dolceola
is one
of the best selling instruments I ever had.—Mrs. B. H. Rifenback.Los Angeles.
THE TOLEDO SYMPHONY CO., 742 Jefferson Avenue, TOLEDO, OHIO

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
53 Fifth Avenue, New York

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director

Established and endowed for the education of serious students of music.
all advantages of a European musical education.

Offers

Faculty composed of the most

eminent teachers of Europe and America.
Prospectus on application to the Registrar.

Missouri Conservatory of Music
Philadelphia s Leading Musical College

The Combs Broad Street
Conservatory
0

q

1329-31 SOUTH BROAD STREET
Gilbert Reynolds Combs, Director
RIVATE and class instruction in
all branches, from the foundation
to post graduate and normal work,
' by a faculty of 55 artist teachers. The
various departments under the personal
direction of the following eminent
masters :
Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Henry Schradieck
Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc.
Public School Music Supervision. Piano
Tuning. Residence Department for

J. C. EISENBERG, Director.
Boarding department for young ladies from out of town a
special feature of our school.
Faculty of SpeciaUsts.
Diplomas awarded.
Summer Term June 20th.
Fall Term Sept. 3d.
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue.
Address. 1623 Missouri Avenue,
'.
*,
SI. Louis, Ho.

P

ir Book and infonr
For i
J. H. KEELER. Secretary.

REDERICK MAXSON
Cburcb
Teacher of Organ, Plano and Theory
Organ lessons given on the Three-manual Electric Organ
First Baptist Chinch. Pupils prepared for Church posi>ns Concert Work and for the Examinations of the Amerin Guild of Organists. Call or address
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
iventeenth St„ above Walnut
PHILADELPHIA

Beethoven Conservatory of Music
St. Louis, Missouri.
The oldest, largest and b<
branches of music taught,
catalogue to the
BROTHERS EPSTEIN, Directors, N. W. Coro.r Taylor & Olive

SIMMER SCHOOL
Miss Edith Lynwood Winn
Violin, Viola, Ensemble, Teachers' Classes a specialty.
Mr. Wilhelm Heinrich, Voice; Mr. Geo. Howard, Piano.
Session, June 20tF».-Sept. 20lh.
Resident teachers of languages.
Address MR. HEINRICH, 1 49A Tremonl St., Boston.

Mr. Charles Veon

N COR PORATED 1900

THE PENNSYLVANIA

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

STUDIO

OF MUSIC

Miss Helen Esther WilKinson
Former pupil of PROF. OSCAR RA1F, Berlin.
Present pupil of MAITRE ISADORE PHILIPP, Paris.
(Please send for Catalogue.)
5948 Germantown Ave.,
Germantown, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE w a addressing our advertisers.
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The Musical commencement exercises of the Lnthe.
Academy, Neb., included an oratorio evening, iiav
at which Handel s "Messiah" was given by the nT
torio Society, Mr. Albin O. Peterson, director.
a'
Mil Joseph Hesse, organist of St. Peter and «»
Paul's Cathedral. Providence, IS. I., died May 21 u,
had occupied the post for a number of years.
’ *
The Commencement exercises of the Broad Street
Conservatory of Music. Philadelphia, were held June i
There were six graduates and six who received teactaif
certificates.
TnE Commencement exercises of the Platte Schom
Edgerton, Mo., were held June 5
A musical contest
a special feature.
A Bach concert was held at Gardner, I1L, bj
chorus of pupils of Mr. Charles Lagerquist. The gram consisted of vocal and instrumental works.
The Western Conservator!, Chicago, gave a recital
of ensemble works for the piano, May 10, the pieces
being arranged for four grand pianos and pipe organ.
A Choral Society has been organized at Coudersport. Pa. Mr. Theodore Stearns has been selected ai
director.
The Spring Festival of the Northwestern Normal
Choral Club, Alva. Okla., was held April 19 and 20.
Innes' Band assisted. The local conductor was Mr
E. C. Marshall.
The Beloit College Musical Association, Abram
Ray Tyler, conductor, gave Cowen's cantata. “The Hose
Malden,” May 15. assisted by the college orchestra.
The Choral Union of the First Congregational
Church, Chicago, Mr. H. Augustine Smith, director,
gave Cowen’s cantata, “The Rose Maiden," May 22.
, The Stretto Club, of Southington, Conn., gave a
concert April 24, for the benefit of the Public Library.
The Club is composed of eight young ladies.
Mr. Alexander Henneman gave a lecture recital at
the Troy (Mo.) Conservatory of Music, April 24.
The Spring Music Festival of Columbia, Mo., Messrs.
T. Carl Whitmer and George Venable, directors, was
held April 30 and May 1. in Stephens College Auditorium.
The chorus numbered 10O voices, the orchestra 32 players.
The principal choral works were “The Death of Minne¬
haha." by Coleridge-Taylor; “Scenes from Olaf Trygrasson,” by Grieg.
The Clef Club, of Redlands. Cal., gave its third
concert this season. May 2. The leading choral work,
Macfarren’s May Day cantata. Mr. Harry Kisser
Patty is the conductor.
The Mendelssohn Club, of St. Louis, gave u musical
May 18. Miss Ferrell Buchanan was in charge of the
program.
The Commencement exercises of the Chicago Plano
College were held June 21. There were eleven graduate
Mrs. George H. Bbickett gave an organ recital at
St. Mark's Church, Augusta, Me., May 21.
The Conservatory of Mi sic, Scio College, 0-, itS. Leonard Bell, director, held its commencement exer¬
cises, June 19. There were four graduates.
The Stockton (Cal.) Choral club, fifty voices, direct¬
incisco, gave
u
ed by P. A. R. Dow, of San Francis
..
Family String
concert May 15, assisted by “ > Zoellner
”
Quartet
Mendelssohn's music to Shakespeare'
Night's Dream" was given for the benefit »*
e-r"
school art fund at Baker City, Ore., undet the direction
of Mrs. Thomas Carrlck Burke.
The Ninth annual commencement of he Enna Con¬
servatory of' Music. Des
Lies Moines, lor"
iowa, was held May 24
Three pupils were graduated, and four received teacners
certificates.
T ,
The Sthassberger Conservatory of Music, bt loui.,
held commencement exercises June 10. The graduating
The Dayton (O.j Choral Society, W. L. Blumen
schein, director, gave its third concert this season, May
Mendelssohn’s "42d Psalm” was the principal choral
1

Mr. Frederick Masson, of Philadelphia. S4''® 40
organ recital at the Ashbourne, Pa.. Presbyterian C
June 5, assisted by Miss Abble R. Koely.
Pupils of Miss Emma Reiter, Piqua, ?" ST 0f
recital of compositions by Mr. W. L. Blumensch ,
The * People's Concerts at East End Carnegie Mub£
Hall. Pittsburgh, are drawing- large ^'‘^‘‘^ IMttsburgh
concerts are Tree to the public. Leading
srtut, assist. Mr. Fidelis Zitterbart, a wellM ^
local musician, was honored by having aPl4<*
a p>
lnS
recent programs, his string quartet in A mi
A May Music festival was held at *,he
State College, Pullman, Wash., April 30 to May - j,,
W. B. Strong, musical director, Mr. Herbert
business manager. Handel s “Messiah, oy
ven
chorus of 125 voices, was the principal work 8
during the festival.
, . . . . -MSOn of
Edward Baxter Perry has finished hiss
mfr
hundred I-ecture-Reeitals and settled at m
eariy
home In Camden. Me., where he will
*0rt
Fall preparing programs for next season s conce
r>
Mr. Alexander von ITelitz, the well-known co i ,c>
who was connected with the Chicago College or »
has resigned and will devote his time to u town
students. He will also conduct a series or ou . ttcr \3
concerts for the Chicago Orchestra, when tn
on its tours.
Oo»nted >n 4
The following composers will be represe“
(llf
series of five Lecture-Itecitals to be Klv™.
schoolsummer course of The Walter Spry P'»
ct,0plrj.
Chicago: Bach. Beethoven. Weter. Schubert. KaTel.
Brahms. Schumann. Liszt. Snlnt-Saens, Debussy
Smetana, MacDowell and Whiting.
West Side
The Commencement Exercises or toe
oinmery:
Musical College. Cleveland, O.. Mr-„'Str<Pp vecl t<'«cherS
director, were held June 18. Six pupils received
The Graduating Recital of the M1Smrector°waTbe^
of Music, St. Louis. J. C. Eisenberg. director. teachers
June 7. There were four graduates m tu
^
C°Mn? George L. McMillan, formerly
Presbyterian School for Girls, will •* “s“t,nlc ColF?8'
of the music department of the Polytecnnu,
Ft. Worth.
„ . tlie Amerlcsn
The Annual Commencement concert oi
Violin School, Chicngo. was held June1- (Pa.; Collar
The Commencement of the Waynes^urg (u direct¬
or Music was held June 20. Mr. C. W. Best

PWI1CAL TEACHING HELPS
Gibbon's Catechism of Music
ui
OIBBON CHAMBERS K ILLOUGH
The subject-matter, in the form of Questions ami Anewers 499 in all, covers the necessary elementary in¬
struction in notation, time values, intervals, scales,
kevs chord construction, abbreviations, and embellish¬
ments The answers are direct, concise and easily
memorized. Price, 50 cents
_

Writing Book

For exercise and rulesE ins Dictation,
MARKS H,
A new and very handy blank hook arranged in an
original manner, so that pages ruled with staves for •
music writing alternate with pages lined for ordinary
handwriting, the music page lying opposite the blank
page. In the Preface, practical directions are given for
the writing of the various characters and signs used in
musical notalinn. Price, 25 cents.
__

Studies in Musical Rhythm
*

EDGAR L. JUST1S
Most pupils aare deficient in time owing to lack of
It practice. Tn this work nothing but time value
otes is considered. The exercises can be played
ne key at the piano or tapped out on. the table,
exercises
to be f:
plaved
daily
perfect
.... _~
*
—at untilnotoo
i c command
attained

ivxan.u uuui iauuuausiT yj, pianos, © nas.;, wagner ,
butterflies, Lege ; Witches’ Dance, MacDowell; Balancelle,
Wachs; Barchetta, Nevin; Valse Arabesque, Lack; Song
of the Nymphs, Lack ; Polacca Brillante, Bokm ; Napolitana (2 pianos, 4 hds.), Lack; The Mountain Spring,
Bohm ; Norwegian Bridal Procession, Grieg; Mazurka.
Sapellnikoff; Nocturne, Brassln ; Staccato Caprice, Vognch ; Les Sylvains, Chaminade; Invitation to the Dance
(6 hds.), Weber.
Pupils of Adele Bostetter.
Faust (6 hds.). Gounod; Fresh Life, Spindler; Music
Box, Liebich; Humpty Dumpty Scottische, Engelmann; Pilgrims’ Chorus from “Tannhauser”, Lange;
Ballet des Papillons,
Engelns, Godard; Melody of Love, En;
; Torrent on the Mountain, Smith; Homage t„
Verdi (8 hds.), Dvorak; Fleeting Hours, Kellogg; Wild
Rose Idyl, Phelps; Palm Branches, Northrup; Lucia dl
Lammermoor (12 hds.), Bever; Valse Caprice In E-flat,
Rubinstein ; Intermezzo—Cupid s Arrows, Sudds ; Yellow
Jonquils Gavotte, Johanning; Invitation to the Dance,
von Weber; Spring’s Awakening, Peacock; Fifth Noc¬
turne, Leybach ; Witches’ Dance, MacDowell; Spinning
Song from “Flying Dutchman”, Wagner; Rustle of
Spring, Sindling; American Fantaisle (8 hds.), Herbert.

Pupils of Charles R. Zeitz.
Song of Spring, Schmoll; Rippling Brook. Sprankle;
Nvmphs at Play, Behr; Air varid (violin), Dancla;
Over Hill and Dale (4 hds.), Englemann; Impromptu,
Op. 142 No. 2, Schubert; Cantilena (violin), Bohm;
Tarantelle. Heller; Second Vnlse, Durand; Cascades,
Sprankle: Waltz from Faust (violin), Gounod: Caprice,
Lester ; Rondo Capriccioso. Mendelssohn ; March^ and
‘ n Tannhauser (
"
Chaminade; Polonaise Militaire, '(4WhdsnK Chopin.

Teacher and Pupil
30 Study-Piece* for Four Hands
CARL ROLLING
This work is interesting, useful, necessary. The similar
works by L8w and Diabelli are old fashioned and de¬
fective. All the keys are taken up beginning at C
major, minor keys are also used. The primo-part is
always within the compass of 5 notes. Each number is
preceded by a preparatory study. In two books, each,
$1-00.___

Spring Flower Redial. 1>!I pupils of Franklin Academy
Scliool of Music.
. ,
_ .
March of the Flower Girls (4 hds.), Wachs; Spring
Dawn. Mason; The Fountain, Lysberg; Narcissus.
Nevin: Sweet Little Woodland Rose (Song), Sanford;
The Story of the Flowers, Rowland; Fresh Life,
Spindler ; ' Dance of the Butterflies, Ch. Godard : Daisies
(Song), Hawley : Verdure Clad. aria. Haydn: Spring Song,
Mendelssohn; To a Wild Rose, MacDowell: In May
Dav, Felton ; Greeting of Spring. Schultz ; The Message
of the Rose (Song), Gottschalk; The Butterflies.
LavallrP; The Flower Song (Violin). Lange; May
Morning (Song). Denza ; Rose Blossoms (Guitar). Fry or ,
One Spring Morning (Song), Nevin; Summer Rain
(Song), Willeby; Four Leaf Clover (Song). Comma-•
Roses, Thome; Sunshine Song. Grieg; Birds in the
Forest, Jensen.

The First Year in Theory
OLIVER H. SKINNER
A drill in the foundation principles of musical thinking,
affording thorough training in scales, intervals, chords,
and key relationship, together with exercises in melody
writing and ear training. The aim has been to a®0™
a knowledge of the theoretical subjects which may be
included in the first year’s study. Price, 75 cents.
Students Harmony
ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, Mus. Doc.
Mr. Mansfield is one of England’s foremost theorists.
His work is well adapted for self-study, thoroughly
practical. Each chapter contains exercises to be
worked out, besides numerous questions. #e most
heartily recommend the work to teachers who propose
forming classes in Harmony, or to those who will take
up the study alone. Bound in cloth, price, $1.25. Key
to Students'’ Harmony, price, 75 cents.

Pupils of Edwin Gerrard.
Polka"' de"Ta*
Relne,'"bp.
05, Raff. Swift Swallows
■*'
Waltz, Hipsher: Valse in E flat Major Op. 39. Tchai¬
kovsky ; The Dragon Fighter. Hofmann ; What the
Swallow Sang, Heins ; Polka Mazurka, Op. 27. Doring ;
Saint de Pesth, Kowalski; Little Story, Op. 93, D Aceves ;
Fifth Nocturne. Op. 52. Leybach; Mazurka Caprice, Op.
38, Wollenhnupt: Hondo Capriccio, On. 14, Mendelssohn;
The Palm Dance, Lindsay; Barcarolle, Op. 3o. Eyer;
Polka Brillante (4 hds.). Van Raalte; Valse Chromatique, Schneider; Polka Frnncaise, De Jnnon; Second
Nocturne, Op. 112, Leschetizky ; Mazurka in B flat
Major, Op. 5, Kenard; In May Time. Bischoff; Im¬
promptu, Op. 2, Leschetizky; Valse Joyeuse, Op. 3o,
Ringuet: Mazurka in C Major. Petrie: Valse in 1>
flat Major. Op. 64, Chopin; Scherzo. Op. 6. No 1,
Kenard ; Idle Moments. Weaver ; Clover Bloom. Stults ;
Marionettes Wedding. Op. 32, Ringuet; Little Sweethearts, Engelmann: Scarf Dance (4 hds.). Chaminade;
Flower Dance, Martin ; On With the Dance, Suter.

Pupils of C. C. Crammond.
March (2 pianos, 8 hds.). Hofman ; Lucia di Lammer¬
moor, arranged by Leschetizky: for the left hand alone.
Minuet a 1’ Antico, Seeboeek; Overture—Euryanthe,
Weber ; Serenade, Sindtng ; Valse Etude, Liebling ; Idllio,
Lack: Scotch Poem, MacDowell; Polonaise, Slunlcko;
Evening Star. Wagner-Llszt: Spring Song, Hollander;
Tannhauser March (2 pianos 8 hds.), Wagner.

Deems’ New and Easy Method for
the Parlor Organ
We can recommend this instructor as a carefully graded
and safe system for beginners; new in the fact that it
differs from any on the market. Laid out on advanced
ideas of education. It is published for the present only
in American fingering, although any teacher can, with
very little trouble, change the fingering. Price, $1.25.

Graded Materials for the Pipe Organ
JAMES H. ROGERS
The author has attempted to get from the great mass of
organ literature only the best, and to present it m as
practical and concise a form as possible In order to give
a good working knowledge of the instrument.
The explanations will be found so clear that any one
—"h a knowledge of the piano can study the work
■
- aid- o Price, $1.00.
without
the

Junior Pupils of Carlton College.
R h .
Contentment, Diabell!; Little Hungarian MelGdy. BeM .
Peep o'Day, Orth; Sparkling Eyes, Evarts, Chimes of
Normandy (Violin), arr. by Lax; Awakening of the
birds, Lange; Telling Fairy Stories, Parlow , By ‘he
Shady Summer Brook, Grayson; Sweet Violet, Small¬
wood ; A Dance on the Lawn, Blehl ; The Mill Wheel,
Cloy; Petite Valse (Violin), Mendelssohn; Slumber
Song, Lynes; Primrose, Biedermann; Pink, Lichner;
Scherzo, * Gurlitt; Love Song, Klein; Toccatina, Lemoine ; Will o’ the Wisp, Quigley; Hazel’s Dance, EllenThe Birdlet _
___ Dancing. Hori,’ Kullak; Carnation Pink, Klein
Bonnie Laddie, Sternvain; The Skylark. Tchaikovsky - ”berg ; Dancing Wavelets, Emery.

RECITAL PROGRAMS.

Pupils of Zoellner College of Music.
Minuet from Don Juan (4 hds.), Mozart; In the
Twilight, Heller : Minuet (Mozart's 5th Symphony )
Schulhoff; March, Rondo. Seven Violins and Piano, A.
Moffat; Fantasie on 11 Trovatore, Verdt-Dorn ; Martha
Fantasie (Violin), Singelec: Second Valse, Godard;
March of Gnomes (6 hds.), Behr; Columbine Delahaye ;
Polish Dance, Scliarwenka; Cavatina (Violin), Raff;
Minuetto, Paderewski: Faust Fantasie (Violin). Alard ;
Impromptu, Op. 28, No. 3. Reinhold: Fanfare Militaire
<4 hds.), Ascher; Intermezzo (Violin), Mascagni ; Two
Larks, leschetizky; Swedish Wedding March (4 hds.).
Sbdermann: La Sercnnta. four Violins and Plano.
Eichberg; Polonaise (6 hds.), Kramer: Double Quartet
(Violins), Danclr ' "-T>~“"
",»", Bach-Gounod.
iawski; * — Ug
Overture. Lustpiel (4hds.), Keler Bela: Picnic in the
(4 hds.), SartorFo; How Sweet the Moonlight Sleeps,
Decevee: With Courage anad Strength (4 hds.). Von
Blon : To the Fairest. Petrie: The Harbor of Dreams
(Song), Coverlev : In the Arena March (4 hds.). Engel¬
mann; A lawn Party, Heins; A Coquettish Smile
(4 hds.). Engelmann; Twilight Bells. Goerdeler;
Blooming Meadows, Holst; The Merry Skater (4 hds.)
Zitterbart; Piff Pali Polka (4 hds.), Engelmann,
Overture, Light Cavalry-. Supnc; Nocturne Fantasia,
Moelllng; To a Wild Rose. MacDowell ; Minuet. Op.
14. Paderewski: Dainty Dorothea (Song). DcKoven.
Return of Spring, Moelllng; Overture. Tancredi (4
hds.). Rossini; Invitation to the Dance, Von Weber;
The Two Larks. Leschetizky.

/ t La 8 Gruel'?4 ' hda”) ^ Bohm : Dancing Spirits, Bohm:
Vesper Bells. Krogmann; First Bud Waite (4 hds.),
Merrill; Apple Blossoms (4 hds.). Engelmann. Dmotby.
Smith: Golden Star Waltz (4 hds) Streaobog; Hearts
springtime. canne ^ ,

Pupils of li'm. A. Volf.
Overture, Ruy Bias (4 hds.). Mendelssohn: Grande
flat)
Gregh:
Impromptu,
Valse Romantique,
‘
Valse Brillante de Concert.
Mazurka, Op. 120,. Lack;
I
In Cheerful Mood, Op. 13.8, No. 12,
Foerster:E¥henioldters"aVe“'comi^’Op. 138.
Foerster: The Hunters’ Call, Op. (4, No. 9. Harthan,
The Harmonious Blacksmith, Handel; En Conrant, Op.
53, No. 1. Godard; Valse. Op. 64. No. 1. Chopin:
Etude. Op. 18. No. 3, Moszkowski: Sonata, Op. < (First
Movement). Beethoven; Gavotte (B flat). Handel: Day
Dreams, Williams; In the Swing. Op. 9. No. 2. Lynes;
— No. 10, Harthan; Invitation to

Lammermoor'
soms, Spindler; Sextet ’from “Lucia dl Lam
(4 hds.), Donizetti; Sixth Nocturne, Leybach.
’’WAKimh iw
Orth • Soldier’s March. Krogman ; Leola Waltz. Krogman;’ Snow Bells, Lichner ; Knight Rupert - Schumann ;
Rigaudon (4 Jids.). Chamina^C h.mren a^rty^ Uch;

KNOWS HOW.
Doctor Was Fooled by His Own Case for a Time.

II Trovtlore (4 hdsj’, Verdi; Fluttering Leaves, Kilhler;
The Wanderer Lange: Tarantelle, Heller; Two Larks,
Leschetizky* Vatse Sbrrienne, Wollenhaupt; Romance
<4 hds!). Svendsen: Pas Des Amphores.. Chaminade;
Witches*^Dance,’ M^wdlTIbrinl^Sng, Mendelssohn. ’

It’s easy to understand how ordinary people get
fooled by coffee when doctors themselves sometimes
forget the facts.
A physician speaks of his o n experience:
T-had used coffee for yean and really did not exalthough I had palpitaactiy believe it was injuring
tion 0f the heart every day.
“Finally one day a severe and nlmost. fatal attack
and I gave up both
instead and since that
"”a
“*"■
p“"””"
I have
had absolutely
no heart palpitation except
on one or two occasions when I tried a small quantity
of coffee which caused severe irritation and proved to
me I must let it alone.
“When we began using Postum it seenied weak—
that was because we did not make it according t
directions—but now
the pot when boiling and allow the Postura to boil full
15 minutes which gives it the proper rich flavor and
the deep brown color.
“I have advised a great many of my freinds and
patients to leave off coffee and drink Postum, in
fact I daily give this advice.” Name given by Postum
Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Many thousands of physicians nse Postum in place
of tea and coffee in their own homes and prescribe
it to patients. There’s a reason.”
A remarkable little book “The Road to Wellville”
can be found in pkgs.

Counterpoint and Canon
E. E. AYRES
An original English work—brief and comprehensive,
thorough and exact. Not a single principle of importance in simple counterpoint and canon is omivtu •
The
___±_J_
lessons are progressive. Only the
tl sbghtest fam.lifor granted
arity with the terms of Harmony are ...
at the outset. Price, $1.00, In cloth.

^VaStos"^^ “"nor.^H^dn^Grand Me in F

8Sb«!
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The Embellishments

gSJffffb

8

of Music
LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL
The hook will fill a great want, either as a rcf®re"®®
manual or as a text-book for students. No_ '“P0™”*
historical item and no item of practical worth hae been
—, yet the
.. book
. . is
. net>.
kkeptt within
within^
^
:!^limits.
omitted,
......... reasonable
—-.
and through its concise classification and copioi
_ before
illustrations all questions likely
--*
Wore the
“
student or musician will find ‘comprehensive solution.

Musical Dictionary

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
Some of its more prominent features are: A clear and
exact definition of all musical terms, the pronunciation
of all foreign words, the names, with pronunciation,
all the most prominent musicians of the last two cen
turies, with dates of birth and death, and nationality,
a list of English terms with their Italian, French, and
German equivalents. Price, $1.00-_

Mall orders solicited and filled to all parts
of the country. Any of our works sent
on Inspection to responsible persons.

0

THE . PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ih^ethovJe°n’V«^°SUv?r J^rlng
Bendffi ; Murmuring Zephyrs.
Havdn^
! n#ongeof e“ rroTogue
|orus
D-om TannhSuserf Lange: Beauteous Evcming. Op. 9,
from

0

1

'

Tehwung. Schumann :B J^l‘l!i0?mprompb1,‘lOp'h28.<' No’
Genoveva (8 hds.).
S’T^fninT^Chonin ; Overture to Gem
Pupils Of
UBlas
(8 hds). Mendelssohn:
Overture. Ruy Bias
. Tarante]le, Dennf-e ;
Chanson ''tPouIr,' 'L' Second Waltz, Durand ; Pizzicatl
nellbes • Etincelles, Moszkowski: En Courant,

Playing

(Amml’s Dream). D Orso;
-of'W (8 hds). Boleldleu.

~
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TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE.
(Continued from page 404.)

e first lesson of

"uBifoAm
oJNalure, nvy child.
W has giverryou useful
and oeautiful jewels, strong
pearls of teeth, and theseyou
must wisely care for ”
F^UBlJoAm. the sparklinq.
fragrant dentifrice is what
^you must use to cleanse prefrj. serve and beautify these
priceless gems.
Mmemier: 7/s W/se to USE
JtyB{fOA771
25 Cents

AT DRUGGISTS
SAMPLE FREE A

The

Hanchett

E.W.Hoyt& Co.
LOWELL. MASS.

System

|

of

CORRESPONDENCE
Musical Theory
For

Schools,

Clubs

and

Individuals

The Plan involves the real study of MUSIC—not Playing, Singing or Technique, but MUSIC.
The Idea is the same as that underlying my widely known Recitals.
Send for Circulars.

Address

DR. HENRY G. HANCHETT, Pianist and Teacher
STEINWAY HALL,

ONEY

109 e. 14th st..

ON who can teach sight singing can have a fine paying class
evening in the week. The field is wide and ripe, but the
:rs are few. You can learn mv method by correspondence.
Let me send yon a free copy of “THE MUSIC TEACHER.” and that will
tell you all about it. Don’t stay in a rut. Get out 1 Learn new things !
Drop your prejudices 1 BO IT NOW 1
TALI ESEN MORGAN, 1947 Broadway, New York

LEARN TO COMPOSE AND ARRANGE MUSIC
Taught by MAIL, successfully, practical}-, rapidlv. Send
2-cent stamp for trial lesson. THREE TRIAL LESSONS TREE. If
not then convinced you’ll suceed, YOU OWE ME NOTHING. You
must know the rudiments of music and MEAN BUSINESS, otherWILCOX SCHOOL OF COMPOSITION,
c. W. wilcox. Dir.
19 Union Square, NEW YORK CITY
or “Hillsdale Manor,” Hillsdale, N. J., U. S. A.

SCHOLARSHIPS

In the following Studies by Mail:
Harmony
Sight Reading
Music in Public Schools
Counterpoint
Theory of Music for
Composition
Children
Hand Culture, Etc.
Musical History
Sbnd Stamp For Particulars.
Eugene F. Marks, Composer,
6 West 90th Street,
New York

Hugh a. Clarke
223
mus. doc.
south 38th Street
LESSONS
BY

NEW YORK CITY

Philadelphia

MAIL ,N HARMONY, counterpoint, and
COMPOSITION

Harmony Lessons by Mail
ARTHUR. E. HEACOX
rofeasor of II armony and Counterpoint In Oberlin Conservatory
of Music, oilers a SUMMER TERM of lessons in Harmony oi
2Z?i'v
y mai,1’ June
Seot. 1st. Wort
uniform
with Conservatory
course. Pullto
Particulars,
No. 297 West College St.

-

-

OBERLIN, OHIO

^E. PRESSON MILLER-?
Voice Culture
Art of Singing
1013-14
i-H.,5 Carnegie Hall, New York
Mill will
-**• teach. through the summer. Specia
Mr. Miller
t,i£n,aBfS
10 lThers
i',’ ail able
benches
voice cultil
VatJon.
Large,
airy studios,
assistants.
■Send for particulars

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertise

taking three weeks to do what ought to have been done
in two. It is not strange that children dislike practice
that is unnecessarily prolonged. No wonder their
progress is slow. When I compare the progress of mv
pupils who take two lessons a week with those who
take but one, I find the results very much in favor of
the former. Their interest in their music is also veiy
much greater. I could quote you many examples of
increased progress on the part of pupils who have
changed from one to two lessons a week, and wi,th no
■ more time for practice,—but will let this suffice.
It may be well for the members of the Round
Table to beware of getting too didactio and serious
over the shortcomings of pupils and teachers. It may
be well to criticise the way teachers teach, and the way
pupils study and practice, and otherwise try and
mutually improve ourselves. But it may also be well
to pause for a moment and look at ourselves from
another standpoint. We have received a characteristic
article which will be of interest to every one but the
ladies. And having made which observation the ladies
will probably be the first to read it. But who ever
heard of a lady being dubbed professor? They at
least have escaped this chagrin the article is entitled.
A Needed Reform.
We have read much recently of the emancipation of
the musician from the thraldom of old customs and
worn-out precedents: of his gradual rise from the
marshes of prejudice and ignorant misapprehension
to quite an elevated plane of citizenship and public re¬
spect. We have seen his evolution from a kitchen
menial to a person of high degree, which indeed gives
us coiB-age. Tluye is yet room for further improve¬
ment, however, for the lump is by no means entirely
leavened. It is quite within the province of any
one—in the profession or out of it—to point oat any
weakness, any deficiency, any useless habit, or in
short, anything that is likely to act as a handicap to
progress.
One thing I wish to speak of here, and that is the
indiscriminate use of the title “Professor.” There
was never but one class of men entitled to the use of
this term. This consists of those who hold a “chair"
in an institntion of learning. But the name has be¬
come cheapened to such an extraordinary degree that
even many of those who hold such positions would like
to reject the title. All the teachers of my acquaint¬
ance—and I know scores of them in universities, col¬
leges, high and public schools—dislike to be called
“professor,” and do all in their power to suppress the
custom. And small wonder! Dog trainers, pugilists,
horseshoers, palmists, negro whitewashers, high divers,
barbers, trick bicyclists, saloon musicians, dancing
masters and many others of equal eminence, have
taken and held the prefix until it has fallen from its
high estate to so low a level that is has almost be¬
come a term of reproach, and one that almost makes
a person ashamed to read it upon his envelopes. A
waggish friend of a Music teacher, knowing the latter’s
antipathy to the term, once addressed a letter to kini
somewhat as follows:
Proffessor Smith-Jones,
Proffessing done neatly
and with despatch.
Open all night.
Coon Hollow, Mo.
The satire was none too keen.
Now, I do not think that sincere, self-respecting
musicians wish to be called “professor,” and they cer¬
tainly will not call themselves by this title. The
trouble is with fheir pupils and friends, and to these
I would say, in the parlance of the street, “cut it out,
cut it out.” I am sure that hundreds of musicians
would be very grateful for this. “Mr.” is very nmcli
more respectable and dignified, and really means more.
Let the objectionable title be relegated to the back¬
ground, and pretty far back at that, to keep company
with the “esquire” foolishness of forty or fifty ycar*
ago. Girl pupils and ladies generally are the greates
offenders in this regard, and by way of conclusion,
would ask them if they really think any man coula
possibly be pleased to hear himself continually call
“puffessor,” or, as is too often the case, cven
“ ’fesser?” When this threadbare, shabby title is eD
tirely eliminated, the musician individually and as *
class, will have taken a step—or rather a great stn
—forward. Reader, will you help by resolving
drop the word from your vocabulary in the future."'
T. L. ltickaby.

'
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QUESTIONS and answers
Em1; - ' (■Continued, from Page 467.)
.
great deficiency In training. To remedy this
but also great- leg where
became a pupil ot l’orbe wentHp soon left him for Alessandro Scarlatti. A
porn. » I JSra “Sesostrutc, ” performed at Naples, made
successful opera*
wcnt t0 Venice as teacher. It
him widel} Know e m(ft tlle celebrated singer Faustina
was here tun
e 1|is wlCe
ln 1731 nasse became
Bord.o“‘and opera-director at Dresden. Here he
“^'laecessful? O'ving to his merits as a composer, and
was Si of hU wife’s brilliant qualities as a singer,
on account of
t0 Ix)ndon where his opera ArtaHe made * 8 .y rc^ved. nasse was prosperous until
the siege of Dresden in 1760, when the King of

•T'VSb”'.?.""" -s
g
h

ST SWISS'. ~

at Milan in 1774. After passing the remainder
life at Venice. Basse died there in 1783. A mm™ser tatlntely popular in his life-time, his work have
fom speedily forgotten.
Faustina Bordoni, later Madame Hasse, was born at
vlw of a noble family, in 1700. Her first teacher
was Gasparlni.In 1710 she made her debut In opera, and
mode Instantly a great reputation. In 1710 she reSited hlr success; in 1722, she extended her fame in
fhmles and Florence. Two years later she was engaged

!U T a&V^

SI
rears in

Dresden and Vienna, she died at last in Venice
(83.
to 17f
Hordonl. the family name of Faustina Bordoni who be¬
came Madame Basse. Italian singers (women) were
usually spoken of by their last names. .
Cnzionf0Francesca, a> singer horn at Parma, according
Modena, according to another,
taut 1700 Received her first Instruction from Lanzt.
O unfed teacher of the time. She made her dehut in
opera at Venice in 1719 where she sang with Faustina
BOTdoni
After singing in various Italian cities she
came to F.ngland, where she married Sandoni. a harpsi¬
chord teacher and composer
Her first appearance in
London was in Handel’s opera “Otho.
lor six years
she appeared in opera after opera, winning fresh
triumphs. After Faustina Bordoni came also to Eng¬
land the rivalry between her and Cuzzoni became so
violent that at last the latter wits virtually dismissed
to restore peace. She went to Vienna and Venice She
also made two more visits to I-ondon. the last in 17aO
when her voice was gone. She went to Holland, where
she passed years in prison for debt. These she.paid by
concerts, and at last returned to Bologna where she
died in 1770.
Corilla is not mentioned in the musical dictionaries.
Caffarelli, Gaetano, born near Naples in 1703, one of
the most celebrated of the male soprani. lie studied
for years under Porpora. In 1724 he made his debut
in Rome and obtained a triumph at once, lor four years
he song all over Italy, returning to Rome. He tnin
traveled again after two years, arriving at London m
1737. Here he sang in two operas of Handel. He was
not as successful ns he had hoped, and returned to
Italy, where his triumphs were greater if possible than
before. In 1740 lie .wont to Venice at the highest salary
hitherto paid, in 1730 he sang at Paris. At the age
of 65 he was still singing, and had made a fortune. He
purchased a dukedom and built a palace at Santo Dorato
where he died in 1785.
Le Porporlno, and La Porporina. refer respectively
to the son and daughter of Porpora, the Italian way
of expressing the child Porpora in the masculine ana
feminine form.
According to Larousse’s Dictionairr “Consuelo" the
singer is an. imaginary character. “Titus wasanopeia
“The Pardon of Titus,” the words by Metastasio, the
poet, music composed bv Hasse in 1737. Several com¬
posers wrote music for this same text and among them,
Gluck in 1751. nnd Mozart in 1791. Mozarts opeia is
the only one that has lived.
The following works contain sketches of singers.:
Clayton. "Queens of Song,” Edwards. “The Primn Donna,
Lahee. “Famous Singers."
Grove’s Dictionary.
See
article on singing and the sketches of singers mentioned
in the article.
E. F. T.—Among the younger American composers who
have written effective piano pieces are Henry K. Had¬
ley. and Howard Brockway. By the latter, a Talse
Lente," from the “Svlvan Suite. ” and an “Andante Tranquillo" are especially to be recommended.
■J. T.
The cornet in D flat and the clarinet In
B fiat have their parts written a whole tone hlgbei than
they sound. For the cornet in A and the clarinet
m A, the parts must be written a minor third higher
than they are Intended to sound. The clarinets In D
and E flat, hitherto employed onlv ln military hands
are now used by Richard Strauss, Mahler and otliori-or
the modern German school, in the orchestra. Their
parts sound a whole tonee and a minor third respectively
higher than written.
Teacher.—1The sharp or flat sometimes following, or
placed above the sign for a trill, denotes that the trill
must employ the sharp or flat (as the case may be) of
tho noto above* that on which the trill Is
>8 a detail which adds to the precision of
For the trill with a sharp beneath it. see above these
columns.
A Student—Beethoven’s Concerto in C. entitled No. I.
is really the second, while No. 2. in I> flat. °P‘I
the first. The confusion arose from the fact that the
was published first.
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The Oberlin Conservatory
of Music

ROBERT J. HUGHES, A. M., Director
EDWARD B. FLECK, Musical Director
ALFRED H. JAY. Secretary
FACULTY OF 17

SKILLED INSTRUCTORS

Heads of Departments:
ROBERT J. HUGHES. A.M.. Vocal. Pupil of Signor
Tamaro.
EDWARD BERTHOLD FLECK, Piano, Pupil of Anton
Rubinstein.
ALBERT KUENZLEN, Violin. Pupil of Edmund
.
Singer and Ysaye.
C. H. H. SIPPEL, F.R.C.O. and L.R.A.M., Organ and
Harmony.
JESSIE E. S. FLECK. Elocution, Graduate College of
Oratory of Willamette University.
YEAR COURSES AT REDUCED RATES
FREE CLASSES in Harmony. Theory,
Sight Reading and Pedagogics.
Fall Term

Opens

September

10th,

1906

The Master School of Vocal Music
108 Montague Street, Brooklyn, New York City
THE OBERLIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC offers unusual advantages for
the study of music.
926 Students last year.
Faculty of 30 specialists.
Large 3-manual Roosevelt pipe organ, two vocations, and 10 pedal organs avail¬
able for organ students.
125 pianos.
It is a department of Oberlin College, and enjoys its intellectual and social life.
Send for descriptive catalogue and musical year-book. Address,

Madame Aurelia Jaeger assisted by eminent faculty In
all departments.
Mme. Sembrlch and David Bispham on Jury
TERM BEGINS OCT. 11th
Catalogues on applies..on

Charles W. Morrison, Director, Oberlin, Ohio.

SUMMER SESSION JUNE 25—AUGUST 3

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ANN ARBOR. MICH.
NORMAL COURSES A SPECIALTY
For announcement and full particulars address,
CHARLES A. SINK, A. B„ Secretary

The Hawthorne Pianoforte School

west

Detroit Conservatory of Music

fn connection with the STATE NORMAL AND
TRAINING SCHOOL,
POTSDAM, N. Y.

FRANCIS L. YORK, M. A., Director
The Faculty includes such noted Artists and Instructors as Francis
L. York, Piano, Organ and Composition ; Wn Yunck, Violhi; Ida Flrtchkr
Norton, Voice; Alice Spencer Dennis, Public School Music, und a corps of
42 expert instructors, unsurpassed for their excellence.
Free Advantages: Ensemble Playing; Composition; Concerts;
Orchestra Playing; Musical History and Lectures.

The Leschetizky Method—*tlhdripioma.course

Five Weeks’ SUMMER SESSION, June 25th to Aug. 1st.
PROSPECTUS ON APPLICATION

JAMES H. BELL, Secretary
530 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Also a helpful course for teachers.
F. E. HAWTHORNE, Director, Potsdam, N. Y.

Crane Normal Institute of Music
TRAINING

And other pleasing
Music for

PIANO
A short time ago we predicted that
“Yellow Jonquils” would attain an im¬
mense sale. It is now entering on its
20th edition, and .its popularity is grow¬
ing larger each day. The other pieces
in this list are also good sellers, and we
should like to have you know them.
Regular discounts given.
Yellow Jonquils.

Prospective pupils ai

rtnesi uunservatory in me

Dai nty
Flower
Pieces

Utica, N. Y., lLth Yeaz
Conservatory of Music

SCHOOL

FOR

(Danse a la Gavotte)
Johanning $0.50
Four Hands. $0.60
Six Hands .75
Crimson Hollyhock. Intermezzo. Virtue .50
InMoonland. Intermezzo (two-step). Peck .50
Forget-me-not.
Johanning .50
Valse Pink.
Johanning .50
Frivolity. A la Valse.
Stone .60
Iris. Caprice.
Trevelyan .50
Normandie. Old French Dance.
Fox .50
The Water Lily (Melody in F). Gottschalk .50
Edelweiss. Intermezzo.
Johanning .50
Moon Flowers. A la Gavotte.
Stone .60
Sweet Visions(Morceau Poetique).Phelps .50
Valse Ballet.
Tracy .50
Daffodil Dance.
McLellan .50
Violin and Piano.
-60
Dance of the Lilies.
Hartmann .50
Dainty Japonica. Petite Valse.
Hayes .50
On the Campus. Novelette.
Davenport .50
Lily of the Valley. Mazurka Facile.
Johanning. .50
White Lilacs.
Johanning. .50
Colonial Days. Intermezzo.
Geibel .50
Brilliant Tiger Lily. Galop de Concert.
Sargent .50
Four Hands.
Bolden Rays (Rayon d’Or). Valse Brillante.
Wache .50
Four Hands. $0.70
Six Hands. .80
Morning Glories. Idilio.
Johanning .50
Good Night. Serenade Espagnole. Peters :50
Purple Pansies. ADainty Measure. Hayes .50
Lotus Flower. Gavotte.
Stone .10
Elf Dance (Elfin Tanze).
Crosby .50
The Sprites' Revelry. Dance Character¬
istic.
Bailey .40
Briar Rose. Idylle.
Bailey .50

JULIA E. CRANE,

Director,

“THE ETUDE” ■ August, 1906
The Music Teachers' National Associa¬
tion ; 2Sth Annual Convention. Re¬
ports by Walter Spry, N. J. Corey
and J. X. Van Cleve.
Exercises for the Sight Reading Class
R. T. White
Reminiscences of Celebrated Singers
<1. Xbriglia
The Significance of Bach to Modern Music
The Public Taste in Music as Shown by
Summer Orchestra Programs. TF.
X. B. Mathews.
The Teaching of the Minor Scales.
Belle Squire
A Bach Awakening. . .Charles Logerquist
Aphorisms.C. 11. Richter
Story of Johann and Joseph Strauss.....
A Musical Menagerie.F. S. Laic
Music as an Accomplishment.Wm. T. Childs
Notes on Ear Training. .T. Carl Whitmcr
Warm Weather Practice.Chas. 17eon
Intellectuality in Music.O. V. Xtapp
Children’s Page.
Editorial Notes.
Vocal Department.It. IF. Greene
Organ and Choir.E. E. Truette
Violin Department.George Lehmann
Teachers’ Roond Table.A7. J. Corey
European Musical Topics.. .Arthur Elson
Explanatory Notes on our Instrumental
Music *......
Reviews of New Publications
Our Puzzle Corner.
Publisher's Notes.... .
Humoresques.t. H. Hausrath
Questions and Answers.
Home Notes.
Musical Items.
Recital Programs.
MUSIC
Venetian Gondolas.Paul Wachs
Czardas-Hungarian Dance, 4 Hands. Air
from J. Brahms.
Silboutte, Op. 8, No. 2, 4 Hands
... Dvorak
Sunrise Mazurka Caprice._A7. Pattison
The Celebrated Largo .G. F. Handel
Xabathil
Scherzo Ballet, Op. 241.F.
”
O’er Hill and Dale, Op. 10, No. 1
Hugo Bergthal
Pickaninny Dance.F. E. Fairer
Fire Drill, Op. 8, No. 2.H L. Gramm
Behind the Hill So Golden. ..H.Harthan
Tick, Toek. The Clock Song. Carlos 2 royer

Teachers, Pianists and Students
A new composition suitable for teaching, concert,

“DAYBREAK”

Potsdam, N. Y.
“A Positive Proof of Superior Merit. ”
FIFTH AND REVISED EDITION

GRIMM'S

DUNNING SYSTEM OF IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS

Practical Instruction Book

Carrie L. Dunning, the originator of the system, having been called to Germany to place her work in several music schools there, has returned,
bringing with her endorsements of the world renowned masters who acknowledge the superiority of her method of instructing the rudiments of music not
only to children but older pupils as well. The fame of this ingenious system and the phenomenal success it has met with in America had reached Europe to
that extent that Mrs. Dunning has promised to return and conduct a Teachers’ normal training class in four of the principal cities in Europe next winter.
Tbs kind endorsement from her former teacher Mrs. Dunning prizes Also this which was said lo be Ihe first fnvilalion
kind to he
Others from w
Mrs. Dunning has equally as fine letters are:
eilended to an American.
Ferrui Busoni.
Richard Burmeistsr,
To Mrs. Carrie L. Dunning:
Of the Dresden Conservatory.
I am happy to commend the method
Mrs. Carrie L. Dunning’s method seems to me as most
Prof. Bertrand Roth.
practical and I recommend it for the first musical instruction of in piano playing devised by Mrs. Carrie L. I mmgUasnIs“y
Prof. Herman Scholtz,
adapted to their peculiar needss and
children.
ana capacity, ana shall be pleased to Edgar
Court pianist to the King of Saxffl
accou— of
.. the
.... system at the
It ought to rpeet with favor and success everywhere the beginning have the aufhor give a more detailed ^account
George
Fergusson.
,
«u„
r»UL
Prof.
Paul Lehv ~ ~—“
Musical Pedagogical Congress next October in Berlin.
Of a musical education is contemplated.
Arthur Abell.
Of the Ehrlich music school.
XAVER SCHARWENKA. Royal Prof;
Court. Julius Epstein, formerly of the Vienna Conservatory.
(signed) PROF. THEODOR LESCHETIZKY.
Regular Member and Senator o
Dr. J Logie, of Franklin College, Dresden.
Berlin. Jan. 12.1905.
Academy of Art in Ber:
Vienna. Dec. 29, 1904.
Wager Swaynb, Paris.
A booklet containing letters from the most representative musicians of America
This system is not taught by correspondence, as there is too much of
together with one describing the Dunning System will be mailed upon application.
general knowledge given also which is invaluable to the teachers. Teachers
The SUMMER COURSE for the Teachers’ Normal Training Class in Buffalo July 5th,
normal training classes will be held in Chicago. Baltimore and New York
Chicago August 30th, Portland, Oregon, Sept. 9th.
to accommodate teachers in the locality.

Address

MRS*

CARRIE

L.

DUNNING,

225

HigHland Avenue,

Buffalo, N. Y*

FOR BEGINNERS ON THE PIANO.

PIANO MUSIC, Etc,
MUSIC

SENT ON

BOSTON
62 and 64 Stanhope St.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
13 E. Seventeenth St. 259 Wabash Ave.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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it a

Founded on a new plan, aiming to produce fluent readers
and good liraists.
I find it remarkably
^‘haveyollng
s,ad ‘° i“,he-DMne Art” and frel sure that your carefully
thought out book will be a help l° b^*’ marSTON ,Pftoston.

SELECTION

White-Smith
Music Publishing Co.

In casting about for your music supplies
for the coming season, bear in mind the
publications of

CLAVTON f. SUM CD.
CHICAGO

OCR CATALOGUE, If not one of tlio largest, is certainly

one of the most usable, beesuse of the practical and
educational value of its contents. The piano portion
contains a goodly number of teaching pieces of an original or
characteristic nature; this is particularly true of the chil¬
dren's pieces in the olementary and easy grades of difficulty.
The excellence of our'’catalogue in this respect is widely
recognized. Our soug catalogue is full of attractive and
desirable numbers. We also have a good choir music cata¬
logue, most of which is available for the average choir. We
publish some notably successful and important text books,
and instruction books for the education of the child In music.
If your dealer does not supply yon with onr publica¬
tions, write to ue direct. ^We will send them on sale to all
responsible parties.
We are general dealers In music of the better class,
giving special attention to teachers' trade. Perhaps our
terms and system of concessions would be of interest to yom
for yonr general orders.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

CLAYTON F. SIMMY CO.
220 WABASH AYE.,

•

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Music Publishing House of the Central West,
catering to the legitimate educational forces that are
shaping musical education in America.

ATTENTION!

Published by M. E. KEATING
Teacher and Pianist

SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC
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famihar melodies wit ch speax.to them an(i to the child from
the old memones em no t d t „ule exercise has a happy
name which takes
the thought of work and seems i.te
play to the little °g«|’TERS OF CHARITY, Nazareth, Ky.
Price, $1.00
Usual discount to teachers

<rhe GEO. B. JENNINGS CO.
105-107 West Fourth St., CINCINNATI. O.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS

JUSEPPE FERRATA.
Wedding Suite,
op. 20, for Organ.
a CORTEGE NUPTIAL—Violin and Organ.
I 'sONG O^F* THAMKScflv'lNG—Soprano Soio.
d. WEDDING MARCH-Organ Solo.
Price, complete..■•■••••.Net $1.50
The above numbers are also published separately.
NOCTURNE, op. 9, No. 2.Or^an .75
REVERIE, op. 9, No. 3 • ■ • • •• ••. „
.75
RFVERIE TRISTE, op. 9, No. 4.
.oO
SEVEN LYRIC MELODIES FOR THE VOICE,
op 21. Set to the words of Archer M. Hunt¬
ington by Giuseppe Ferrata. (2 for high
and 5 for low voice)..Net 1.50
W. RHYS-HERBERT
A SONGOF THE SEA-Lowvolce.60
FOR THESAKE O’ SOMEBODY-2 keys.60
THOUGH LOVE BE BLIND-2 keys.40
THINKING OF THEE 2 keys.50
JOY OF LIFE—2 keys.40

anthems

for

mixed

voices

SAVIOUR, I FOLLOW ON.
JERUSALEM*THE GLORIOUS.
Secular Quartets. Vol 1. For male voices...
Secular Quartets. Vol II. For female voices
Secular Quartets. Vol. III. For mixed voices
Sacred Quartets for male voices- - - .
-SYLVIAAn operetta in two acts, for solo and chorus oL voices, with piano or orchestra acoompaniment. Written
by Maude Elizabeth Inch ; music by W. Rhys-Herb.
Suitable also for th« »rnat
ulars and performanc

J. FISCHER&BRO.
7 & II, Bible House, N. Y.
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National
Graded Course
THE ONLY METHOD OF
PIANO INSTRUCTION
Illustrated by America’s Most
Distinguished Teachers
and Pianists

JUST PUBLISHED BY

G. SCHIRMER

NEW

A BOOK or SUGGESTIONS FOR THE
STUDY OF

The Cramer Etudes

Practical, Comprehensive and
Thoroughly Graded Course

The New Gradus ad Parnassum,
Embodying the Latest and Best
Ideas in Pedagogy
It Will Help YOU in Your Teaching'
BECAUSE
It embodies the work of the most eminent
pianists and teachers in America.
It can be readily adapted to your “method,”
no matter what that may be.
It is the LATEST work of the kind.
ALLof the studies are carefully annotated,
fingered and edited.
It is the most carefully graded of any
course before the public.
It begins at the beginning of study.
It saves the time that otherwise would be
spent in laborious and often unrewarded
search after that which is good and up-todate.
It covers the entire field of piano literature
in an eminently practical, interesting and
stimulating manner.
Hundreds of your fellow teachers from all
parts of the country have sent us, unsolicited,
enthusiastic commendations of these very
features.
_
The “ National Graded Course,” which
is complete in seven grades, will be sent to
any School or Teacher for examination and
comparison with other methods, without
any obligation to purchase. A critical ex¬
amination and a practical trial with your
pupils will convince you that it is the Only
Perfect Method of Piano Instruction.
We publish a pamphlet concerning the
advantages of a Graded Course and the
“National” ii> particular, which is worth
reading.
It will be mailed to any address.
PRICE, EACH GRADE, $1.00

Hatch Music Company
Publishers and Importers of

Music

Eighth and Locust Sts.
PHILADELPHIA
We make a Specialty of School and
Teacher Trade
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Copyright WOO, by Theodore Prksskr

(as edited by Hans von Bttlow)
With

A

YORK

WILSON G. SMITH

Modifications and Variants
Phrasing, Touch and Rhythm

in

Vol.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., AUGUST, 1906.

XXIV.

No. 8.

PRICE. $1.00 NET

gTf The Cramer Etudes remain among the
III most valuable material extant for the
1 development of piano technique. This
book, based upon the Schirmer-Biilow edition
of Cramer’s Studies, makes .them the vehicle
ofastill more highly developed form of study.
The modern principle of exercising the
mental as well as the physical powers has
been found to be of enormous advantage in
technical work, and upon this the work is
based. “To view a technical figure from
the point of diversified and dissimilar phrasings is a method of instruction rich in the
possibilities of both mental and technical
development,” says the editor in his preface.
The studies have been presented in as
many different interpretative aspects as
possible—bothlegatoand staccato,indifferent
combinations and rapid interchange of touch
and phrasing.

STEPHEN HELLER

Fifty Studies for Pianoforte
FROM OP. 45. 46. 47
Selected and edited by

LOUIS

The Music Teachers’ National Association
TWENTY-EIGHTH
THE dominating figures in the M. T. N. A. for
several years past have been men from leading insti¬
tutions of higher education, such as Columbia, Michi¬
gan, Wisconsin and Northwestern Universities, Vassar, Smith, Wellesley and other colleges; men whose
positions bring them in close touch with the most suc¬
cessful educational methods of the present. The Asso¬
ciation at its present meeting has wisely concluded to
allow these members more time in which to worts out
their plans, and to formulate methods by which to
place music on an equal plane with other subjects in
a curriculum for college and university study. The
central thought of the meeting and of all the members
present was, undoubtedly, true education in music.
General Report.

OESTERLE

PRICE. $1.50
Our Library already offers a large se111 lection of Heller’s compositions, and to
I these we now add this collection of his
studies, from his op. 45, 46 and 47.
There are fifty in all, chosen with dis¬
crimination by Mr. Oesterle, who has also
provided them fully with fingering. These
studies are studies in the highestcense; they
are less concerned with problems of technique
—though such problems are not lacking in
them—than with the cultivation of taste and
musical feeling, and the sense of rhythm and
touch values. In these matters they cannot
be too highly esteemed.

The Golden Sickle
Operetta for Children’s Voices
Text by MARGARET E. LACEY
Music by EDUARDO MARZO
Op. 100
PRICE. 50 CENTS NET

gtf A charming little work based on an
VI ingenious and very pretty little fairy tale
II idea. It is simple and melodious, yet
far removed from the commonplace, and
offers something that is really worth care and
study in producing.
It calls for seven principal characters,
six subordinate characters and a chorus 01
fairies, flowers, bees and butterflies. Tne
choruses are either in unison or in two parts.
The stage settings for the three scenes, the
costumes and properties required are simple,
yet admit of pretty and tasteful elaboration.

at Oberlin, Ohio, with
a reception at Talcott
Hall, one of the build¬
ings
belonging
to
Oberlin
College,
where the sessions
were held.
It was
an auspicious affair, a
large delegation of
musicians from vari¬
ous parts of the
country being present,
43 well as a large
number of the faculty
connected with the
Oberlin Conservatory
of Music. The evening
was delightfully spent,
old friendships being
renewed and new acnuaintances being
“Mde, the social qualities that distinguish
members of the musion! profession show*n? up cleverly.
The regular session
«‘he Convention was
begun Wednesday, at
^0 a. m.. President
S- Pratt, of
*rtford, Conn..
in the chair.
President Henry C.
of Oberlin Coldelivered an ad¬
dress of welcome. He
^mphasjZf.(] the benefits to be derived from music,
build ' *°
raerican people; for he argued that
s.up the aesthetic side of our natures, and gi'
He
n°W m08t needed in our national life, repo
* ded that music teaches, in the sphere of vaiu
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AT OBERLIN COLLEGE
June Twenly-sixlh lo Twenly-ninUi

the importance of the interpretation of life in its
ethical meaning against process and cold facts.
President King staled tlint music had been one of
the most wholesome Influences in the whole course of
study in Oberlin, and he pleaded for a wider recognition
of music as a branch in colleges. “Let it, however,
not become a grind, but something which will make the
world happier and better.” President Pratt responded
with a few well chosen words after which the first

Warner Hall, Obkklin Conservatory of Music.
paper, “Musical Associations in Europe." was given
by O G. Sonneck. of the I ibrary of Congress. Wash¬
ington 1). C. That the Association had been brought
together for work as well as recreation and mental re¬
freshment was made evident at the first business meet-

ing, witch was held at 11.30, and brought the members
to a realization that the policy of rhe Association is
an educational one, and to be conducted along the
lines already mapped out by President Pratt; a policy
to which all members should, in one way or another,
contribute. Several committees were appointed to pre¬
pare and submit to the Association certain matters of
business, after which an informal statement by the
Treasurer, Mr. Walter Spry, of Chicago, showed the
Association in good financial condition.
Much interest was manifested in the report of the
committee appointed to draft a new constitution, of
which Mr. Calvin It. Cady wus chairman. It was
finally decided to defer the discussion of the various
articles of the constitution until the next business
session, on Thursday morning, the afternoon and even¬
ing sessions being devoted to educational and musical
matters.
As was to be expected the session on Thursday was
a lively and interesting one, the discussion of certain
proposed changes in
the constitution being
the order of the day.
One proposition sub¬
mitted was that the
name of the organiza¬
tion should be changed
to The National Asso¬
ciation of Music TeachAnother was that
any person actively in¬
terested in music upon
approval by the Exec¬
utive Committee may
become an annual memiter of the Association
by the payment of
three dollars annually.
Both of these recom¬
mendations were adopt¬
ed, yet a change of
feeling became evident
later, for at the busi¬
ness meeting on Fridny a motion to recon¬
sider action relative to
change of name of or¬
ganization was made
and carried, so that
the name of the Asso¬
ciation, familiar for
more titan a quarter
of a century, was re¬
tained. A strong feel¬
ing was manifest that
a change in executive
personnel was not desirable, and that the present
officers should have a reasonable time in which to
work out their plans. President Pratt and his asso¬
ciates are to be congratulated that they should thus
impress their views on the members. The members

